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ABSTRACT
Investigating The Role Of Signaling Pathways In Adult Stem Cells Governed By
Population Asymmetry
David Melamed
Adult stem cells are vital to animal biology, tasked with replenishing cells in a variety of
tissue types. Historically, there have been two contrasting models of stem cell behavior, “singlecell asymmetry,” where each stem cell is generally long lived and is responsible for perpetual
daughter (non-stem) cell production, and “population asymmetry,” where a group of stem cells
maintain population numbers while producing non-stem cell daughters, but individual stem cells
undergo stochastic competition leading to frequent loss or amplification of individual lineages.
Our work examines Drosophila ovarian Follicle Stem Cells (FSCs), which are somatic adult
stem cells organized as a population of 14-16 cells within each germarium. FSCs are responsible
for the production of two distinct somatic daughter cell types at opposite borders of the stem cell
population. The FSCs are arranged in three anteroposterior layers; posterior “layer 1” FSCs
divide faster and directly produce Follicle Cells (FCs), while anterior “layer 2 and 3” FSCs
divide more slowly and give rise to Escort Cells (ECs). We have examined how signaling
pathways contribute individually to FSC behavior, using clonal analysis to manipulate individual
FSC genotypes and subsequently determine how autonomous FSC properties and competition
among FSCs is affected. Our data indicate that Janus Kinase/Signal Transducers and Activators
of Transcription (JAK-STAT) and Wnt pathways are primarily responsible for regulating
location, proliferation and differentiation in FSCs. The activities of Hedgehog (Hh), Hippo
(Hpo), and Phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) pathways are also shown to be important for FSC
competition.
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Chapter One: Key concepts of population asymmetry and FSC research.
I. The prevalence of adult stem cell systems governed by population asymmetry
Understanding the behavior of adult stem cells is of great importance in biological
sciences, as they actively replenish cells in many tissues and can be the origin of some cancers
(Kausova and Korinek, 2014; Wang et al, 2015; Pérez et al. 2018). The concept of a notably
long lived stem cell in adult tissue arose from studies on the bone marrow, leading to the
identification of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) as a sufficient progenitor of all blood cell
types. Early studies in the 1960s by Till and McCulloch were aimed at determining how blood
was regenerated, by giving mice a dose of radiation that would be lethal after a 30 day period.
When healthy bone marrow cells were transplanted into the bone marrow of these mice, they
observed that the mice not only survived, but they formed viable nodules that replaced the
irradiated cells (Till and McCulloch, 1961). By including chromosomal breaks as markers in the
transplanted cells, this study further demonstrated that these nodules were derived from single
donor cells from the bone marrow, and concluded that these were formed by self-renewing
units. In 1969, Till and McCulloch separated bone marrow cells by cell size via sedimentation,
and via transplantation determined that there was a unique cell type that showed elevated rates
of self-renewal (Worton et al., 1969). Though there was initially some uncertainty as to the
longevity of the cells that Till and McCulloch had isolated, it was Schofield who, in 1978,
proposed that the environment of the bone marrow was specifically required to promote the
immortality of the stem cell (Schofield, 1978). Through the use of cell surface markers and
FACS sorting, researchers in 1988 were able to isolate the HSC in mouse tissue, and found that
the isolated cells were able to reconstitute all blood cell types in irradiated mice (Sprangrude et
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al, 1988). From these landmark studies on the HSC, the concept of the stem cell was derived,
and “single-cell asymmetry” became the most common model of how stem cells behave.
Another stem cell type that supported the single-cell asymmetry model is the Germline
Stem Cell (GSC) of the Drosophila ovary. The division of a GSC generally produces one GSC
and one cystoblast (CB), which subsequently undergoes gonial cell divisions and later 14 stages
of development to become a mature oocyte (Spradling, 1993). GSCs provide a valuable model
for stem cell research, and have provided insights into a localized stem cell microenvironment,
the niche, can directly regulate stem cell asymmetric divisions. First characterized by Xie and
Spradling in 2000, the GSC niche is formed by Cap Cells (CCs), differentiated somatic cells
that are found adjacent to the 2-3 GSCs (Xie and Spradling, 2000). GSCs require Bone
Morphogenetic Protein (BMP) signaling for regular maintenance and division (Xie and
Spradling, 1998). When the reception of BMP ligand decapentaplegic (Dpp) was inhibited in
GSC clones, these GSCs were lost from the niche and replaced by wild-type GSCs. GSCs were
observed to directly contact CCs, and in situ hybridization detected low levels of dpp-mRNA in
CCs (Xie and Spradling, 2000). It was later demonstrated that the dpp signal actively represses
Bag-of-marbles (bam) expression in GSCs, and Bam was found to be essential for further
differentiation of CBs to produce 16 cell cysts (Song et al, 2004). When the differentiated CB
leaves the GSC niche, it is surrounded by somatic Escort Cells (ECs). These ECs were shown to
actively prevent dpp diffusion out of the GSC niche, via the repression of Division abnormally
delayed (Dally) (Kirilly et al., 2011). Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) signaling
mediates the repression of Dally, and EGFR mutants had been previously shown to cause
defects to ECs and germline development (Schulz et al., 2002). EGFR activity was shown to
repress BMP activity in ECs, distinguishing the signals influencing germline cysts from those in
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the GSC niche. The GSC niche directly demonstrates how external factors may regulate the cell
fates of stem cells and their progeny (Reviewed in Dunlop et al, 2014). A similar model exists
in the germline stem cell of the Drosophila testes as well (Reviewed in de Cuevas and Matunis,
2011).
While the single-cell asymmetry model forms the earliest understanding of stem cell
behavior, the notion that a stem cell division always produces one stem cell and one daughter
cell is not the full picture. In population asymmetry, the daughter cells of a stem cell division
have equal likelihoods to remain as a stem cell or to differentiate, and the stem cells are
maintained as a population (Fig. 1A). Population asymmetry has recently emerged as a common
method of stem cell organization, especially in highly proliferative tissues such as hair follicles,
mammary glands, epidermis, intestine, and many more (Yang et al., 2017; Inman et al., 2015;
Tweedell 2017).
One of the earliest and best studied paradigms for population asymmetry dynamics is the
behavior of stem cells of the mammalian intestine. The intestine is divided into finger-like
protrusions called villi, and the base of each villus features proliferating epithelial cells in a
structure called the crypts of Lieberkühn. These crypts contain a stem cell compartment, with
intestinal stem cells, and a transit-amplifying compartment, where daughter cells exit the niche
by moving upward, and will ultimately commit to a number of different lineages (Clevers,
2013). The crypt base columnar (CBC) stem cell was first identified by Cheng and Leblond in
1974. Using a 3H-thymidine label injection in the CBC cell, this study demonstrated that the
label sometimes later appeared in differentiated cell types (Cheng and Leblond, 1974). This
connection was explored in more detail in 1988 by the use of chemical mutagenesis for clonal
labeling. Over extended time periods, ribbons of labeled clones were directly observed from the
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bottom of the crypt to the top to the villus (Winton et al, 1988) This demonstrated a single, stem
cell origin for the many different somatic cell types of the mammalian intestine.
Research on colon cancer revealed the particular importance of the Wnt signaling
pathway, and microarray analysis was then used to compare the genetic expression of colon
cancer cells with normal intestinal CBC cells to identify potentially important targets of Wnt
signaling (van de Wetering, 2002). This comparative analysis identified the Wnt target gene
Lgr5, which was later found to be a key marker for CBC cells (van de Wetering, 2002). Using
lineage analysis driven by Lgr5, it was determined that the Lgr5+ CBCs were the stem cell of
intestine (Barker et al, 2007). A later study used the same Lgr5 driver to express a four color
reporter, which was designed to stochastically label cells in different colors using Cre mediated
recombination (Snippert et al., 2010). The four-color Confetti reporter demonstrated the
population dynamics of the CBC niche. Initially, many colors were observed in individual villi
(Fig. 1). The properties of population asymmetry predict that the individual stem cells undergo
neutral drift, and lineages are stochastically lost or amplified. Therefore, over long periods of
time, a population of stem cells would trend towards monoclonality. This was observed in the
four-color Confetti experiment, as the number of lineages per villus decreased over time. By 8
weeks after clone induction, many of the villi were completely monoclonal, indicating that
CBCs are governed by population asymmetry (Fig. 1B). This important study helped to
establish the theoretical framework for population asymmetry (Snippert et al, 2010; Winton and
Ponder, 1990).
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Figure 1: Population asymmetry and neutral drift. (A) A simple diagram comparing single cell and population
asymmetry model, depicting the products of a stem cell (green) division as either stem cells of daughter cells
(white) based on the model. (B) Using a four-color Confetti labeling technique driven specifically in CBC cells,
multiple lineages are observed in individual villi, 1 week after induction. At 8 weeks after induction, a majority of
the villi are monoclonal, indicating that individual stem cell lineages are stochastically lost or amplified over time.
This is an important characteristic of population asymmetry dynamics (Fig 1B from Snippert et al., 2010).

The mammalian intestine is one of many systems that utilizes a population of stem cells
housed together to replenish daughter cell types. The population asymmetry model is often
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observed in cell types that undergo high rates of turnover. Skin cells, for example, require
constant production, and the interfollicular epidermis (IFE) of the skin is produced by a
population of interfollicular stem cells. Though there is some dispute as to the organization of
IFE stem cells (Hsu et al, 2014), one model for epidermal stem cell behvaior is the stochastic
model, in which stem cell divisions have equal potential to proliferate or differentiate (Clayton
et al, 2007). Recent lineage analysis studies have provided support for this model (Rompolas et
al, 2016), showing that the cell fate of sibling IFE stem cells is linked over time and by location.
This evidence supports a population asymmetry model where individual IFE stem cells have an
equal chance to proliferate or differentiate.
Though single-cell asymmetry and population asymmetry represent contrasting models
of stem cell behavior, the reality may often be an intermediate between the two concepts.
Though GSCs are largely governed by single-cell asymmetry, they have been shown to divide
symmetrically to replace a lost stem cell within the niche (Xie and Spradling, 2000). It was
initially thought that there were only two FSCs, governed strictly by single cell asymmetry
(Margolis and Spradling, 1995), though later studies acknowledged occasional replacement of
FSCs by symmetric divisions (Kronen et al., 2014). Our studies showed that there is actually a
population of 14-16 FSCs, and individual FSCs are lost or amplified frequently, as in the
population asymmetry dynamics described for the mammalian intestine. These findings are
described in Chapter 2. It is important to note, however, that different mechanisms can underlie
the behaviors of a population of stem cells. In FSCs, for example, proliferation and
differentiation are regulated independently, and this has important ramifications on the impact
of proliferation rate on stem cell competition. The details of these population asymmetry
dynamics are discussed in Chapter 3.
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As population asymmetry emerges as a prevalent paradigm of stem cell behavior,
important questions must be asked about population asymmetry regulation. This makes FSCs an
attractive system with which to closely investigate properties of population asymmetry. We can
imagine the FSC niche as a defined space in which cells behave like stem cells, and this is
accomplished by the direct regulation of FSC properties, including proliferation, differentiation,
and location. As numerous signaling pathways have been shown to influence FSC behavior, we
sought to characterize their roles within this context of population asymmetry. What pathways
regulate FSC proliferation, differentiation and location, and how does pathway activity
accomplish this regulation? How does pathway activity define the space for somatic cells to
behave as stem cells? By studying Drosophila FSCs, we can begin to answer these questions.

II. Two distinct, stem cell-derived populations provide the foundation for oogenesis in
Drosophila melanogaster
FSCs are an essential component of oogenesis in Drosophila. Drosophila oogenesis
takes place within two ovaries, found in the posterior of the female fly (Fig. 2). The ovaries are
comprised of 16-20 ovarioles, each of which is capable of producing mature oocytes. The
ovarioles act as oocyte development production lines, such that an oocyte develops while
attached to other oocytes by stalks, with posterior movement of egg chambers along the
anteroposterior axis corresponding to further stages of development. There are 14 stages of egg
chamber development in total, and this sequential development is fueled by stem cell divisions
in a structure called the germarium, found at the anterior of the production line. It is within the
germarium that an oocyte is born (McLaughlin and Bratu, 2015).
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Figure 2: The Drosophila ovary and ovariole. The ovary is comprised of many ovarioles, and each ovariole has a
germarium that produces egg chambers that are attached by stalks and undergo developmental stages as they move
posterior from the germarium (From Silva and Jemc, 2015)

At the anterior of the germarium, 2-3 Germline Stem Cells (GSCs) are responsible for
creating new germ cells called cystoblasts (CB). The GSCs divide asymmetrically, with each
cell division giving rise to a CB and an undifferentiated GSC. The GSC niche is maintained by
Terminal Filament (TF) and Cap Cells (CCs), found at the far anterior of the germarium (Fig.
3). The newly produced CBs then undergo a series of mitoses with incomplete cytokinesis, such
that the initial CB is transformed into a 16-cell cyst with cytoplasmic bridges between each cell.
During these initial phases of development, the cysts become associated with quiescent Escort
Cells (ECs), sometimes called “inner germarial sheath cells,” with long processes (Morris and
Spradling, 2011) (Fig 3). One well established function of ECs is to ensure that BMP signaling
is very low in all germline cells other than the GSCs (Song et al, 2004; Liu et al, 2010). The
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anterior third of the germarium with 2-cell, 4-cell, and 8-cell cysts is defined as Region 1, and
Region 2a features rounded cysts with 16 cells. The 16 cells are connected by ring canals that
are formed from incomplete cytokinesis during mitosis. One of the 16 cells is specified as the
oocyte, and this specification occurs through the transfer of cell fate and meiotic markers. The
other 15 cells become nurse cells, and are responsible for the synthesis of nutrients and other
factors to be transferred to the oocyte (Reviewed in Bastock, 2008). In Region 2a, two 16-cell
cysts are generally observed side-by-side along the dorsoventral axis. Organizational events
mediated by Cadherin junctions reshape the cyst into a lens shape spanning the width of the
germarium, which is referred to as the Region 2b cyst (Van Eeden and St. Johnston, 1999). The
2b cyst is encapsulated by FCs as it rounds up in region 3, and then buds from the posterior of
the germarium with a complete follicular epithelial monolayer, to form a stage 1 egg chamber
(Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the Drosophila germarium. Anterior GSCs (purple) are responsible for the
production of germline cysts, which pass through a region of quiescent ECs (orange) before reaching the FSC niche
(lime green). FSCs are organized in three layers, annotated with “3 2 1,” and are primarily responsible for seeding
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passing cysts with FC daughters (light green) that will form an epithelial monolayer around a cyst and bud off from
the posterior end of the germarium.

The Region 2a/2b area is populated by 14-16 FSCs, primarily tasked with seeding each
passing cyst with an average of 5 founder Follicle Cells (FCs) (Chapter Three). Most FCs are
transit-amplifying, and divide about eight times through the first 6 stages of development to
form a polarized epithelial monolayer that covers the germline cells throughout the entirety of
oogenesis (Wu et al, 2008). A few specialized FCs, however, cease division in the germarium,
forming polar cells (PCs) at the anterior and posterior of each egg chamber and stalk cells
(SCs), which separate budded egg chambers from the germarium and each other. Early FCs
have readily detectable expression of the cell surface protein Fasciclin-3 (Fas-3); the anterior
border of Fas-3 staining roughly coincides with the posterior border of the 2b cyst, therefore
Fas-3 is commonly used as a landmark in the germarium (Zhang and Kalderon, 2001). Our
earliest and most recent studies (Zhang and Kalderon, 2001; Chapters Two-Four) are consistent
with this border separating FSCs from FCs, but this is not assumed in functional studies and has
been contested.
The FSCs are arranged into three layers, and their behavior is best explained by
population asymmetry (Chapters Two and Three). Unlike GSCs, which divide asymmetrically,
FSC divisions need not directly produce daughters with different cell fates, and FSC division is
not directly coupled to differentiation events as discussed in Chapter 3. FSCs are also
responsible for replenishing ECs in the anterior of the germarium, with 1-2 ECs produced per
cycle of egg chamber budding, which is about one-quarter of the rate that FSCs produce FC
daughters.
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The balance between Notch and JAK-STAT pathways regulates FC cell fate following
egg chamber formation. The specification of FCs as main body, PCs, or SCs takes place in the
germarium, and is regulated by Notch and JAK-STAT pathway activity (Wu et al, 2008). The
Delta ligand of the Notch pathway is produced in the germline cells, and is required to specify a
PC fate (Grammont and Irvine, 2001; Lopez-Schier and St Johnston, 2001). Low levels of the
Delta ligand are also produced in the PCs, and this Notch activity is required for stalk
formation. When Delta was knocked down in PCs, stalk size was shown to be significantly
limited. Additionally, the JAK-STAT ligand Unpaired (Upd) is produced in PCs (McGregor et
al, 2002) and graded JAK-STAT activity is required for patterning the FC epithelium (Xi et al,
2003). Notch activity also limits JAK-STAT activity in the PCs and body FCs, but JAK-STAT
is active in SCs, which in turn reduces activity in SCs (Assa-Kunik et al., 2007).
Drosophila oogenesis is fueled by the products of two stem cell lineages: the germline
cells derived from GSCs and the somatic cells derived from FSCs. Though investigations into
both have provided unique and exciting insights into stem cell behavior, our research focuses
specifically on FSC behavior. The elucidation of the population asymmetry model for FSC
dynamics (Chapter Two) has challenged earlier FSC definitions and allowed for some new,
generally applicable insights into the mechanisms by which a population of stem cells is
organized and regulated.

III. The discovery of FSCs
Following the discovery of GSCs and the characterization of the germline cell lineage,
the Spradling lab postulated that the continued production of the FCs surrounding the germ cells
must also have a stem cell origin. First named Somatic Stem Cells, they confirmed this
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hypothesis with a lineage tracing experiment using a FLP-catalyzed mitotic recombination
system that had been developed for inducing positive marked clones in Drosophila. Margolis
and Spradling (1995) induced expression of a tub-lacZ transgene following an FRT-mediated
chromosomal recombination event, under the control of a heat shock induced flippase enzyme
(Margolis and Spradling, 1995). When they examined ovarioles 8.5d after clone induction, long
enough that any transient clones induced in FCs would be chased out of ovarioles, they
observed tub-lacZ expression at the region 2a/2b border and in many posterior FCs (Fig. 4).
They assumed that the most anterior somatic cells expressing lacZ signal were the stem cells,
and posterior FCs were the progeny of these somatic stem cells. In ovarioles with such clones of
stem cell origin, they found that an average of 50% of FCs were labelled in mosaic egg
chambers, and deduced that there must therefore be exactly two long-lived FSCs generating
FCs. However, the study only examined ovarioles with labeling in all egg chambers, because
that was the expected phenotype for a stem cell clone, and only looked 9-11 days after clone
induction. In retrospect, most clones originating from a single marked FSC would have
amplified to varying degree by 9-11 days and would not populate every egg chamber. This
introduced significant bias of scoring only ovarioles with multiple marked FSCs. In similar
experiments, we have never observed anything close to 50% labeling in FCs when averaged
over all ovarioles with FSC clones (Margolis and Spradling, 1995).
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Figure 4: Localization of stem cells. (C) Lac-Z clone induction methods successfully identify somatic stem cells
in the germarium, though the claim that only 2 FSCs exist was not, in retrospect, well supported. (D) A closer view
of the germarium shows that FSCs are labeled but anterior ECs are not. (From Margolis and Spradling, 1995).

Though this experiment was fundamental in its discovery of the FSC, its description of
FSC number was limited by the technique. The conclusion that there were only 2 FSCs in the
germarium was called into question by Zhang and Kalderon (2001), during their investigation
on Hh signaling in FSCs. To better estimate the number of FSCs, this study used two genetic
lineage markers, GFP and tub-lacZ, to create four unique color combinations (GFP only, lacZ
only, both, or neither). They observed ovarioles and some individual egg chambers that
contained three color combinations in FSC clones, and concluded that there were at least 3
FSCs in the germarium. The study also showed that, when Hh pathway activity was increased in
FSC clones, some of the resulting ovarioles contained four different color combinations,
concluding that increased Hh activity may produce supernumerary FSCs that are able to
contribute to FC production (Zhang and Kalderon, 2001).
The conclusion of 3 or more FSCs was directly challenged by Nystul and Spradling in
2007. Their method of lineage tracing also used GFP and LacZ as markers, but these two
markers were placed on the same chromosome, such that recombination would give only two
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non-parental genotypes, GFP only or LacZ only (Nystul and Spradling, 2007). Their study
asserted that they were able to pinpoint the precise location of the FSC by its shape and
location, simply by having looked at many examples of FSC clones. Their methodology for
choosing the FSC location and counting FSCs appears to be a circular argument, and the
bilateral symmetry of FSCs inherent in their definition seems at odds with the apparent radial
symmetry of the germarium. If there were 3 FSCs, they claim that with this experimental setup,
there would be a proportion of germaria that contained all three possible genotypes (GFP only,
LacZ only, and GFP LacZ unrecombined). However, their study claims that they did not
observe this in the 124 germaria that were assayed. They do indicate that they observed 6
germaria that had all three clone types in FCs, but they attribute this, as well as the Zhang and
Kalderon results, to non-heat shock induced recombination events in FCs (Nystul and
Spradling, 2007). The example of non-heat shock induced clones that they show would be
scored by our current model as having FSCs with three different genotypes (Fig. 5). Our
population model was derived with a total of 6 color combinations for lineage tracing analysis,
published in 2017 to best describe our observation of FSC organization and behavior. This
response in the decades-long FSC debate is included as Chapter Two.
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Figure 5: Germarium with three FSC clone types from lineage analysis. An example of a germarium with all
three FC clone types (β-gal+, GFP-; β-gal+, GFP+; and β-gal-, GFP+) from Nystul and Spradling, 2007. Their
study claimed that the two cells indicated by white arrows are the FSCs, and indicate the descendants of these two
FSCs by outlining them with dashed and dotted white lines. They also claim that the third FC clone type, outlined
with a solid white line, emerged from a non-heat shock induced recombination event. By our current scoring
methods, we would count the cells indicated with the added yellow arrows as β-gal+, GFP- FSCs, which would
account for the presence of matching β-gal+, GFP- FC descendants (Adapted from Nystul and Spradling, 2007)

IV. Insights into germarium development through embryo and larval analysis
While the majority of our work is centered on FSC behavior in adult germaria, it will
also be important to understand how the stem cells form during development. Ovarian
development has been studied in Drosophila larvae and embryo (Gilboa, 2015), but very little
work has been done on pupal development, which is an ongoing area of study for our lab. The
precursor for the ovariole is formed during embryogenesis, with somatic gonadal precursors and
primordial germ cells (PGCs) specifying the two distinct lineages, somatic and germline,
respectively. Proliferation is closely regulated between both lineages, and a rigid timeline of
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events allows for the successful creation of 16-20 germaria in development (Fig. 6). The
coordinated proliferation of somatic precursors and PGCs is mediated by EGFR signaling, and a
negative feedback loop ensures homeostasis between the two cell populations (Gilboa and
Lehmann, 2006). The TF is the first somatic niche component that is formed during
development, relying on a number of transcription factors including Bric-a-brac, Engrailed, and
other Tramtrack-group nuclear factors during early development. The nascent TF recruits
somatic precursor cells via Notch signaling to form the CC niche cells, which in turn recruit
anterior PGCs to form GSCs using Cadherin-based adhesion (Song et al, 2007; Song et al.,
2002). Following the early formation of the TF, a number of apical cells migrates posteriorly
and forms the basement membrane of the germarium, simultaneously separating this primordial
cell environment into discrete germarium units (Cohen et al, 2002). Further investigation is
required to determine how FSCs are specified during earlier developmental stages.
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Figure 6: A diagram of germarium development. From a small population of germ and somatic cell precursors,
coordinated proliferation and migration events lead to the formation of the adult germarium (From Gilboa, 2015).

V. Factors required for normal FSC maintenance
Since the description of FSCs in 1995, a number of studies have demonstrated that
particular factors are involved in specifically regulating FSC behavior. Prior to our 2017
publication re-defining FSCs by the principles of population asymmetry, the results of these
studies were scored on the assumption that there were specifically 2-3 FSCs in the germarium.
These studies were nevertheless able to define genetic changes that led to more rapid loss of
marked FSCs over time, or, less often, greater longevity and competitive success of the marked
lineages. Therefore, the FSC niche has provided an important system to directly measure the
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influence of various factors in adult epithelial stem cells. Our redefinition of the system now
allows for these factors, specifically cell signaling pathways, to be studied in greater detail,
because we now understand that an FSC has more choices in its behavior than simply surviving
or amplifying.
One important study employed a genetic screen to isolate factors that specifically
influenced FSC behavior (Wang et al, 2012). The screen was designed by inducing
recombination that simultaneously made a heterozygous EMS-induced mutation on one
chromosome arm (2L) homozygous and eliminated a transgene (MamN) that had previously
been shown to block egg chamber budding by acting on FSCs. Therefore, egg laying in females
only occurs if an FSC with a homozygous 2L arm (with mutation) survives and provides FC
progeny that permit egg chamber budding and development (Fig. 7). Any females unable to lay
eggs were subject to further examination, specifically by observing survival of wing disc mutant
clones, and then by testing FC clone survival. From this screen, an FSC-selective mutation was
defined by its ability to affect FSC behavior without affecting FCs. This screen resulted in the
isolation of 50 genes on the chromosome arm 2L affecting FSCs, and these genes
predominantly fell into three categories: cell adhesion, cell proliferation and mitochondrial
function, including the limiting of reactive oxygen species (ROS) accumulation. Once
categorized, additional genes with related functions were also examined and were mostly found
also to have FSC-selective roles. All of these mutations were also assayed in GSCs, and the
majority did not severely affect GSC function. This study ultimately highlighted properties that
are regulated in FSCs, and suggested that GSCs and FSCs were regulated by very different
mechanisms (Wang et al., 2012).
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Figure 7: A screen for mutations that specifically influence FSCs. In this experimental setup, clone induction
yields one FSC with a homozygous mutation and another that expresses mamN, which had been previously shown
to block egg chamber budding. If the mutation does not affect FSCs, then egg chamber budding would be normal
and females would lay eggs. If the mutation did affect FSCs, then egg chamber budding would be blocked and
females would be sterile (From Wang et al, 2012).

This screen was one of the first studies to identify FSC-selective factors en masse, but
many studies on FSC behavior preceded it. The isolation of genes involved with cell adhesion in
the screen agreed with previous work in the field. DE-Cadherin had previously been shown as
an essential factor for FSC maintenance (Song and Xie, 2002). This early study used
immunolabeling, and observed DE-Cadherin and Armadillo (Arm, the Drosophila analog to βCatenin) at the junction FSCs and all neighboring cells (Song and Xie, 2002). The study also
induced mutations in shg (which codes for DE-Cadherin), and found that the shg mutation
strongly decreased the average lifetime of a marked FSC in the niche. This demonstrated that
FSCs are severely destabilized in the absence of DE-Cadherin (Song and Xie, 2002).
In addition to Cadherin junctions, FSCs also maintain their position and morphology
through integrin-mediated interactions with the basal lamina of the germarium. The presence of
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integrins throughout the FSC and FC regions, visualized by direct immunolabeling of two
integrin subunits, αPS1 and βPS, was first demonstrated in 2008 (O’Reilly et al, 2008). The
study also showed that FSC clones with mutations on either the βPS subunit gene Myospheroid
(mys) or the αPS subunit genes, Multiple edematous wings (mew) and Inflated (if) were lost
from the niche at significant rates. At intermediate times, these FSC clones were not in contact
with the basal lamina, as usual. The study then looked at the integrin ligand Laminin A (LanA),
and found that lanA FSCs are also rapidly lost from the niche. The LanA antibody staining
showed LanA adjacent in FSCs and FCs but not further anterior, providing evidence that LanA
is essential for FSC maintenance. Finally, the same study on integrin function revealed that
integrin mutations reduced FSC proliferation, as evidenced by a decreased number of FSC
derivative FCs and by a decrease in the incorporation of BrdU, a thymidine analog used to
measure proliferation, in mutant FSC clones compared to wildtype. Cell adhesion, through
integrins and cadherins, therefore plays a critical role in maintaining FSCs (O’Reilly et al,
2008).
The genetic screen experiment (Wang et al., 2012) isolated additional evidence
supporting the importance of cell adhesion in regulating FSC behavior. The screen uncovered
FSC-selective roles for SCAR, which regulates the actin-related protein 2/3 complex (Arp2/3),
as well as ArpC1, a component of the Arp2/3 complex, the SCAR partner CYFIP, and SCAR
regulator Nck (Dock) (Zallen et al, 2002). Taken together with previous studies, these findings
indicate that actin-mediated adhesive junctions are actively regulated in FSCs, showing fluidity
in their interactions with supporting cells. The fluidity in FSC interactions is consistent with our
subsequent description of a population model, in which FSCs are able to move radially and
between layers as described in Chapter 2.
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Recently, the Nystul lab conducted a screen of 126 X chromosome genes to determine
their influence on FSC maintenance and competition. The criteria for their screen relied heavily
on the 2 FSC premise, inducing clones with the 126 genes and scoring germaria for the presence
of 0, 1, or 2 FSCs, 12d after clone induction. The study found that mutant alleles of 11 of 13
genes related to vesicle trafficking caused a hypocompetitive phenotype, wherein FSCs were
strongly lost from the niche after 12d compared to controls. By knocking down vesicle
trafficking proteins Sec16 or Sar1 via RNAi specifically in FCs, via the 109-30 gal4 driver, or
by overexpressing Sar1 in FCs, they also observed significant packaging defects (Cook et al,
2017).

Figure 8: Manipulation of vesicle trafficking proteins affects ovariole morphology. When Sec16 is knocked
down via RNAi (A) or when Sar1 is overexpressed (B) in FC clones, severe phenotypes are observed (Adapted
from Cook et al., 2017).

Another major finding was also that the level of CycE/Cdk2 activity was very important
for FSC competition, suggesting that division rate was a very impotant determinant of FSC
survival (Wang and Kalderon, 2009). This was found in a study that conducted a screen of
mutant alleles that were generated randomly via EMS mutagenesis, and found a WX allele that,
when expressed in clones, reduced the proportion of germaria with surviving FSC clones but not
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FC clones. This WX allele was mapped to the CycE gene, and the phenotype of cycEWX clones
showed that the allele did not have a strong effect on FC or germline cells. However, expression
of known null alleles cycEAR95 and cycEKG00239 in FSC clones not give FC clones, and all FSC
clones were lost by 12d after clone induction. Therefore, the cycEWX allele was considered to be
hypomorphic, and other known hypomorphic cycE alleles gave similar phenotypes when
induced in FSC clones. The WX mutation was shown to affect the C terminus of CycE, which
contacts the cyclin-dependent kinase catalytic subunit Cdk2. Expression of UAS-CycEWX was
shown to restore cycEWX FSC clone number, and heterozygous expression of the CycE-Cdk2
inhibitor Dacapo (Dap) was also able to partially rescue the cycEWX mutant clone phenotype.
Since there was no increase in apoptosis in cycEWX FSCs, via the TUNEL assay, the study
concluded that FSC survival was decreased because the clones were lost from the niche. This
was also shown by overexpression of DE-Cadherin in cycE deficient FSCs, which was able to
partially rescue clone survival (Wang and Kalderon, 2009). The concept that cycE FSC clones
leave the niche ultimately helped to define the population asymmetry model, as a stem cell
unable to proliferate is also unable to compete with its neighbors. The relationship between
proliferation and FSC maintenance was also shown by the results of the genetic screen study
(Vied and Kalderon, 2012).
These studies highlight the factors required for normal FSC function. This section has
discussed cell-cell and cell-lamina interactions mediated by cadherin, integrin, and actin, vesicle
trafficking proteins, and the importance of division rate for FSC survival, as indicated by the
level of CycE/Cdk2 activity. The next several sections detail the numerous conserved signaling
pathways that influence FSC behavior, describing the pathways, their roles in regulating FSC
behavior, and additional roles regulating ECs and CCs in the Drosophila germarium.
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VI. Hedgehog stimulates proliferation of FSCs
Named for its mutant phenotype that creates stubby larvae appearing like hedgehogs, the
Hedgehog (Hh) signaling pathway was first characterized in Drosophila in 1980 for its role in
embryonic development (Nüsslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980). The pathway is activated
when the ligand, Hh, binds to the transmembrane protein receptor Patched (Ptc) (Ingham and
McMahon, 2001). In the absence of ligand, Ptc is responsible for suppressing the activity of the
transmembrane signal transducer protein, Smoothened (Smo). When Ptc binds Hh, it relieves
the suppression of Smo, allowing for pathway activation (Ingham and McMahon, 2001).
Activated Smo accumulates at the cell membrane, and numerous kinases coordinate to
phosphorylate Smo, including Protein kinase A (PKA), Casein kinase (CK1), and G-protein
coupled receptor kinase 2 (Gprk2) (Su et al., 2011). This phosphorylation of the Smo protein
recruits and activates the kinesin family protein Costal-2 (Cos2), and Cos2 activation leads to
activation of the Fused kinase (Fu). A principal function of Fu is to oppose inhibition of the
transcription factor Cubitus interruptus (Ci) by the protein Suppressor of fused [Su(fu)], which
binds directly to Ci (Zhang and Kalderon, 2011). In the absence of Hh ligand, Cos2 recruits the
kinases PKA, CK1, and GSK3 to act directly on Ci, instead of acting on Smo in the presence of
Hh ligand. The Cos2-Ci complex is phosphorylated by the kinases in the absence of ligand,
targeting Ci for proteolytic processing by the Slimb protein. Ci proteolysis results in the
production of the repressor form of Ci, called Ci-R, which represses the transcription of Hh
target genes. In the presence of ligand, Cos2 is recruited to Smo, and Ci is not processed by
Slimb. Fu kinase is important for the activated form of Ci, Ci-A, to escape inhibition by Su(fu)
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and other binding partners, to activate Hh target gene expression (Reviewed in Lee et. al., 2016)
(Fig. 9).

Figure 9: The Hedgehog signaling pathway in Drosophila. A diagram showing the OFF (left) and ON (right)
state of the Hedgehog signaling pathway, with captions describing the core pathway mechanisms. Mutations to Hh
pathway proteins smo, ptc, and pka are used to measure the influence of Hh signaling pathway activity on FSCs,
and this experimental data is presented in Chapter 4 (From Ho Lee et al, 2016).

Though Hedgehog was discovered for its role in embryonic patterning and development,
the factor is a vital component of many adult cells. Hh pathway hyperactivation has been
documented in a number of cancers, including medulloblastoma, basal cell carcinoma, and
rhabdomyosarcoma (Wu et al, 2017). With putative roles in these cancer types and other
diseases, Hh pathway components are an attractive target for research and for therapy
treatments (Abe and Tanaka, 2017). Hh pathway activity has also been implicated in the
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regulation of adult stem cells, and studies on FSCs were the first direct evidence of this (Zhang
and Kalderon, 2001).
Hh activity in the Drosophila germarium is vital for continued oogenesis in adults.
Expression of the Hh ligand was first discovered in the germarium with the use of both an
enhancer trap (Hh-lacZ) and direct antibody staining, showing that its expression was strongest
in the anteriormost cells, the TF and CCs (Forbes et al., 1996). This study also showed that Hh
affected somatic cell activity in the germarium. When hhTS flies were shifted to restrictive
temperatures, somatic cells in the germarium were unable to encapsulate passing germline cysts.
Additionally, ectopic Hh expression (using hs-hh) increased the number of somatic cell clones
in regions 2 and 3 (Forbes et al, 1996). Further investigations took advantage of smo and ptc
mutations to confirm these results genetically. Complete loss of smo eliminates the Hh response
in clones, and loss of ptc mimics constitutive activation (Zhang and Kalderon, 2000). When smo
somatic clones were induced, the region 2-3 somatic cell clones were observed at a lesser
frequency, and when ptc somatic clones were induced, there was an increase in the region 2-3
somatic cell clones. This study confirmed that Hh was important for regulating the number of
somatic cell clones in region 2 and 3 (Zhang and Kalderon, 2000).
While the effects of Hh on proliferation were observed in the somatic cells of regions 2
and 3, lineage analysis in a subsequent study confirmed that the somatic cells were FSCs
(Zhang and Kalderon, 2001). This experiment took advantage of two visible markers, GFP and
tub-lacZ, to determine the number of FSC lineages present in WT and ptc ovarioles. WT
ovarioles contained up to three somatic cell lineages, whereas 14% of ptc ovarioles contained all
four possible genotypes (GFP+ lacZ+, GFP- lacZ+, GFP+ lacZ-, GFP- lacZ-) in the same
ovariole. Conversely, the smo mutation paired with tub-lacZ showed a significant decrease in
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FSC and FC clone representation, 12d after clone induction. These results were confirmed by
the use of phospho-histone 3 (pH3) antibodies, which labels dividing cells. When clones of ptc
were induced, the number of pH3-incorporating cells anterior to the Fas-3 border increased
twofold (Fig. 10). As FSCs were defined by the absence of Fas-3 expression, this demonstrated
that elevated Hh activity increased the number of dividing cells in the FSC region (Zhang and
Kalderon, 2001).

Figure 10: Elevated Hh activity increases FSC number. When Hh activity was elevated in FSC ptc clones (red:
β-gal), the number of observed FSCs is increased (b,d) compared to controls (a,c) (Adapted from Zhang and
Kalderon, 2001).

As Hh is produced in the anterior, it must travel several cell diameters to reach the FSCs.
The mechanism by which Hh is transmitted to FSCs was later determined to be regulated by the
Hh receptor protein, Brother of ihog (Boi). Like Hh, antibody staining showed that the Boi
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protein is localized to the anterior region of TF and CCs. However, when boi is knocked down
in these cells, Hh staining shows a unique phenotype, wherein Hh is seen localized to FSCs and
posterior cells in significantly greater quantities. These boi mutants also show increased
proliferation in FSCs, indicating that the absence of the boi receptor enables the Hh ligand to
reach FSCs without inhibition. Further analysis showed that Boi sequesters the Hh ligand in the
anterior germarium, limiting the amount released to influence FSC proliferation (Hartman et al.,
2010). This limitation is linked to diet, and a subsequent study showed that the release of Hh by
Boi is dependent on the availability of dietary cholesterol. This is mediated through DHR96, a
cholesterol-binding nuclear hormone receptor that maintains cholesterol homeostasis. DHR96
activates the S6 Kinase, which targets the S983 residue of Boi for phosphorylation. This
weakens the affinity of Boi for Hh, increasing the amount of Hh released into the germarium.
Conversely, in the absence of cholesterol, Hh remains largely sequestered by Boi, and is unable
to stimulate proliferation in FSCs (Hartman et al, 2013).
The ptc-lacZ reporter transgene shows strong expression in all somatic cells from the TF
through the FSC region (Vied et al., 2012). ptc-lacZ reporter activity decreases only very
gradually in the posterior direction beyond the FSCs. Genetic studies later suggested that it was
the absolute level of Hh that is important for FSC regulation. This was shown by inducing
mutations that eliminated the Hh pathway activity (smo, cos2), paired with additional mutations
that stimulated Hh activity cell autonomously in FSC clones (pka, su(fu)). The cos2 su(fu) and
smo pka su(fu) FSC clones were retained quite well in the niche despite the absence of Hh
ligand response, showing that the amount of Hh pathway activity is important for maintaining
FSCs. Unlike ptc mutants, cos2 su(fu) and smo pka su(fu) FSCs did not show an overrepresentation phenotype in the FSC region. The data from these experiments showed that
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variations in Hh activity can cause dramatic effects on FSC behavior (Zhang and Kalderon,
2000). We intend to re-examine how normal smo pka su(fu) FSCs are, now that we can measure
FSC behavior in more detail.
FSCs exhibit two unique genetic responses to the Hh ligand. The first of these to be
identified involved Mastermind (Mam), a transcriptional co-activator normally associated with
the Notch signaling pathway (Vied and Kalderon, 2009). Mam was identified by a genetic
screen, which sought mutations that would reverse the over-proliferative effects observed in
conditions of elevated Hh signaling. Loss of mam was epistatic to ptc, leading to rapid loss of
ptc mam clones from the niche (Fig. 11). When UAS-Mam was expressed in ptc mam FSCs,
clones were restored in the niche, and when UAS-Mam was expressed at high temperatures to
elevate Mam activity, the over-representation phenotype of ptc was observed in germaria.
Therefore, changes to the transcription of Mam were important to the response of excess Hh.
Additionally, the study showed that ptc-lacZ reporter activity was slightly lowered in mam FSC
clones. Furthermore, the role of Mam in FSCs is non-canonical, as the knockdown of Notch
components Suppressor of Hairless, Notch, and Nicastrin prescursor had no effect on FSC
behavior (Vied and Kalderon, 2009).
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Figure 11: The relationship between ptc and mam in FSCs. Using MARCM positive marking clone induction,
this study shows that the ptc mutation (B) increases the number of FSC clones compared to control (A). The mam
mutation reduces FSC number (C), and the ptc mam double mutants (D) have reduced FSC number as well. When
UAS-Mam is expressed ectopically in ptc mam mutants at high temperatures (E), the ptc phenotype is observed,
and at lower temperatures (F), moderate FSC clone retention is observed. (Adapted from Vied and Kalderon,
2009)

VII. Hedgehog works with the Hippo pathway to promote activity in FSCs
The second non-canonical response to Hh in FSCs involves the Hippo (Hpo) pathway
transcriptional coactivator Yorkie (Yki) (Huang and Kalderon, 2014). The Hpo pathway has a
known role in controlling organ size, and has been shown to influence stem cell behavior (Pan
et al, 2010). First discovered in Drosophila, the pathway primarily acts through a kinase cascade
that is conserved from flies to mammals. The central kinase cascade of the Hpo pathway
responds to multiple upstream regulators, which have different contributors in different cells.
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The proteins Expanded (Ex), Merlin (Mer) and Kibra form a complex to activate the Hippo
(Hpo) kinase, which is in a complex with its regulator protein Salvador (Sav). Activated Hpo
phosphorylates the Warts (Wts) and Mob-as-tumor suppressor (Mats) kinase complex, which
directly inhibits the action of Yki (Fig. 12). If any of these components are eliminated, the
uninhibited action of Yki triggers rapid cell growth. This growth is, in part, due to the
expression of Drosophila Inhibitor of Apotosis 1 (DIAP1) and Cyclin 3 (CycE), which are both
transcriptional targets of activated Yki (Yu and Guan, 2013).

Figure 12: The Hippo signaling pathway in Drosophila. A schematic diagram of the key proteins involved in the
Hippo signaling pathway, which stimulates cell growth and is responsible for the transcription of DIAP1 and CycE
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in FSCs. A detailed description of pathway interactions is described in the text. Mutations to pathway proteins
kibra, wts, hpo, and yki were used to measure the influence of Hpo signaling pathway activity on FSCs, and this
data is presented in Chapter 4 (From Wang et al, 2016).

When hpo, sav, or wts are mutated in positively marked FSC clones, allowing for
uninhibited Yki expression, the resulting germaria show a striking FSC overrepresentation
phenotype (Huang and Kalderon, 2014). Conversely, when Yki expression is knocked down in
positively marked clones, very few yki FSCs remain 4d after clone induction. Since GSCs were
not affected by these mutations, this study proved that the Hpo pathway has an FSC-selective
function in Drosophila germaria. FCs were also affected by knocking down Yki activity, due to
a measured increase in apoptosis. This defect was rescued by additional DIAP1 expression in
FC clones. However, DIAP1 alone was unable to rescue the phenotype yki FSCs. When
additional DIAP1 and CycE were simultaneously expressed in yki FSC clones, FSC survival
was strongly restored (Fig. 13) (Huang and Kalderon, 2014).

Figure 13: Yki activity is rescued by ectopic DIAP1 and CycE expression in FSCs. Using positive marking,
this study shows that (A, A’) yki FSC clone retention is not rescued by ectopic DIAP1 expression alone, but (B, B’)
is rescued by ectopic DIAP1 and CycE expression simultaneously (From Huang and Kalderon, 2014).
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As both hpo and ptc mutations produced similar over-representation phenotypes in FSC
clones, an interaction between the Hpo and Hh pathways was tested. A double mutant clonal
experiment showed that ptc yki FSCs are lost as rapidly as yki FSCs, suggesting that the
response to Hh pathway in FSCs relied on Yki activity. Hpo pathway reporter genes DIAP1LacZ and Ex-LacZ showed significantly increased expression in ptc FSCs, and RT-PCR was
used to confirm the increased expression of DIAP1, CycE, and Ex in both hpo and ptc mutant
ovarioles. This technique also showed an increased level of Yki mRNA in ptc ovarioles. These
experiments provided initial evidence that the Hh pathway activity was responsible for the
transcriptional regulation of Yki (Huang and Kalderon, 2014).
To test the influence of Yki transcriptional activity on FSC clones, a tub-yki transgene
was introduced to replace normal Yki activity in mutant clones. When yki was mutated in this
tub-yki background, FSC clones were able to maintain similar rates of proliferation and clone
representation to that of controls. The addition of the ptc mutation showed no effect on yki tubyki FSCs, as ptc yki; tub-yki FSCs also have similar rates of proliferation as controls. Increased
Yki expression, with the UAS-Yki* transgene, showed an overproliferation phenotype, with
similar proportions of “all-marked” ovarioles as ptc. ptc hpo FSCs also have a similar
phenotype as ptc or hpo mutants alone. These experiments showed that the level of Yki activity
can be increased by uninhibited Hh signaling, inactivation of upstream Yki inhibitors in the Hpo
pathway, and the increased expression of Yki directly (Huang and Kalderon, 2014).
Conversely, the loss of FSC clones associated with reduced Hh pathway activity, via the
smo mutation expression, was restored by ectopic activated Yki expression (UAS-Yki*), as well
as ectopic CycE and DIAP1 expression (UAS-CycE, UAS-DIAP1) together. These tests showed
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that, in FSCs, the Hh pathway regulates Yki transcriptionally. Though these studies did not
assay the relative strength of Hpo activity in FSCs, they do demonstrate that Yki activity is
required for FSC clone representation. The Hh and Hpo pathways regulate the activity of Yki in
the FSC, which in turn stimulates CycE and DIAP1 expression (Fig. 14). Importantly, this study
provided very strong evidence that FSC competition was primarily influenced by altered rates of
FSC proliferation when Yki or the Hh pathway was activated to a high level (Huang and
Kalderon, 2014). Our subsequent analyses of Hh and Hpo pathway activity in FSCs rely on the
relationship between Hh, Hpo, Yki, and CycE that was established in this study.

Figure 14: Hh activity is mediated by Yki transcription in FSCs. A diagram depicting the relationship between
the Hh and Hpo pathways in FSCs. Hh is responsible for transcriptional regulation of Yki, which in turn is
responsible for transcriptional regulation of CycE and DIAP1. Yki activity is suppressed by the Hpo pathway.
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VIII. Wnt signaling directly affects FSC behavior
Once the Hh pathway was discovered to specifically influence FSC behavior (Zhang and
Kalderon, 2001), subsequent investigations were conducted to measure the influence of other
conserved pathways on FSCs. Among those was the Wnt pathway, which was independently
identified in Drosophila and mice before researchers realized that the isolated ligands were
homologs. In Drosophila, the Wingless (Wg) ligand was initially discovered for its role in
embryonic development and segment polarity, with early studies demonstrating that wg mutant
flies developed a thoracic notum instead of a wing (Sharma and Chopra, 1976). Subsequent
studies determined that Wg was crucial for the embryonic development of a number of tissues
in Drosophila (Baker, 1988). In mice, a screen for proto-oncogenes activated by provirus
insertion led to the discovery of Integration 1 (Int1), and a 1982 study identified the int1 gene
for its role in tumorigenesis (Nusse and Varmus, 1982). When Wg and Int1 were later
discovered to be homologous proteins, their names were combined as Wnt (Rijsewijk et al,
1987).
The Wnt signaling cascade in Drosophila begins with the Wg ligand, which binds to a
class of Frizzled (Fz) transmembrane receptors. These receptors also require a transmembrane
LDL receptor related protein (LRP) called Arrow (arr). Once activated, the Fz-Arr complex
inhibits activity of the β-catenin destruction complex, comprised of the scaffold proteins Axin
(Axn) and Adenomatous polyposis coli (APC), as well as a number of kinases including Casein
kinase 1 (CK1) and Zeste white 3/Glycogen synthase kinase 3 beta (Zw3/GSK3). When no
ligand is present, the action of this complex leads to the proteolysis of the transcriptional
coactivator beta-catenin, also referred to as Armadillo (Arm) in Drosophila. When Wg binds the
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Fz3 receptor, the Axn/APC destruction complex is deactivated, allowing for Arm to enter the
nucleus and activate the transcription factor T-Cell Factor (TCF), which in turn allows for Wnt
target gene expression. When TCF is not activated, the transcription factor represses target gene
expression (Fig. 15) (Reviewed in Bejsovec, 2013).

Figure 15: Wnt signaling pathway in Drosophila. A diagram of the Wnt signaling pathway in Drosophila,
showing how the pathway represses gene transcription in the absence of ligand (left) and how the pathway activates
gene transcription in the presence of ligand (right). A detailed description of pathway interactions is provided in the
text. Mutations to Wnt pathway proteins axn, apc, and arr (pictured above as LRP), as well as expression of the
repressor form of TCF, were used to measure the influence of Wnt pathway activity on FSCs, and this data is
presented in Chapter 4 (From Eisenmann, 2005).

In addition to its roles in embryogenesis, cancer, and many other diseases, Wnt signaling
activity has been shown to influence adult stem cell behavior. Wnt pathway activity has been
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identified in a number of stem cell systems, including the intestine, nervous system,
hematopoietic system, skin, and mammary gland (Holland et al., 2013). Studies have also
demonstrated that Wnt signaling activity directly influences FSC behavior.
Like Hh, Wnt pathway ligands are strongly expressed from the anterior cells of the
germarium, the TF and CCs. This was initially shown via the expression a wg-lacZ enhancer
trap (Forbes et al., 1996). A 2003 study later showed that Wg specifically acted on FSCs (Song
and Xie, 2003). Shifting flies with a wgts allele from 18C to 30C resulted in additional germline
cyst production in the germarium. Since Wnt did not show an influence on GSC behavior, the
investigation of Wnt signaling in the germarium shifted to the FSCs. Using UAS-Fz2, UAS-dsh,
and UAS-arm to increase Wnt pathway activity, with an hs-gal4 driver, these studies
consistently showed elongated stalk production, suggesting that Wnt activity specifically
affected the somatic cell lineage. FLP-mediated FRT recombination induced mutations of Wnt
components dsh, sgg, axn and arm each showed strong phenotypes on FSC clone retention in
the niche. Loss of the positive regulators of Wnt signaling, dsh and arm, both showed strong
loss of FSC clones from the niche. Loss of the negative regulators of Wnt used in this study, axn
and sgg, also showed strong FSC clone loss, suggesting that the level of Wnt signaling is
precisely regulated (Fig. 16) (Song and Xie, 2003).
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Figure 16: Physiological Wnt signaling activity levels are required for FSC survival. When mutations are
induced in FSC clones (called SSCs) to either decrease Wnt activity (dsh, arm) or increase Wnt activity (axn, sgg),
FSCs are lost from the niche (Adapted from Song and Xie, 2003)

While studying the influence of signaling pathways on FSC behavior, our lab continued
to investigate the role of Wnt signaling in FSCs (Vied et al, 2012). This study found that both
increased and decreased Wnt activity showed a loss of FSC clone retention. However, the study
showed that increased Wnt activity in FSC clones, via the apc1apc2, sgg and axn mutations,
showed a much stronger loss of FSC clone retention than decreased Wnt activity in FSC clones,
via the arr or arm mutations. This study also found that inducing clones during larval
development gave different phenotypes than in adults. Increased Wnt activity in larval FSC
clones were stll lost, but decreasing Wnt activity via the arr mutation actually increased the
proportion of germaria containing FSC clones when the clones were induced in larvae (Vied et
al., 2012).
The mechanism by which the Wg ligand is transported to the FSCs was shown to
involve the glypican Dally-like protein (Dlp) and the extracellular protease, matrix
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metalloproteinase-2 (Mmp2) (Wang and Page-McCaw, 2014). Experiments knocking down dlp,
with RNAi, showed a sharp reduction in the expression of Wnt reporter Fz3-RFP in the
germarium. Loss of dlp also showed encapsulation defects and compound follicles without stalk
cells, a phenotype that was previously observed in germaria with loss of wg. Dlp antibody
staining shows an inverse pattern to Wg antibody staining, suggesting its role in Wg ligand
transport. Additionally, mmp2 FSC clones showed an increase of Fz3-RFP expression,
indicating a role for Mmp2 in Wnt signaling pathway movement as well. Functional analysis
showed that Mmp2 is responsible for cleaving Dlp, which in turn prevents it from binding the
Wg ligand. This study demonstrates how the Wg signal can be transmitted at a long range
across the germarium to influence FSC behavior (Wang and Page-McCaw, 2014).

IX. JAK-STAT signaling directly affects FSC behavior
The Janus Kinase/Signal Transducer and Activator of Transcription (JAK-STAT)
pathway has also been shown to directly influence FSCs (Vied et al, 2012). Drosophila have
three forms of the JAK-STAT cytokine ligand Unpaired: Upd, Upd2, and Upd3. These ligands
bind to the JAK-STAT receptor Domeless (Dome), which in turn activates the associated Janus
Kinase protein Hopscotch (Hop). Hop then phosphorylates the transcription factor Stat92E, and
phosphorylated Stat92E dimerizes. The dimerized STAT92E transcription factor is then able to
activate target gene expression. Some gene targets of JAK-STAT include the Protein Tyrosine
Phosphatase at 61F (Ptp61F) and Suppressor of Cytokine Signaling at 36E (Socs36E), which
are involved in regulating further JAK-STAT activity through negative feedback loops (Fig. 17)
(Bausek, 2013). The JAK-STAT ligand family is often referred to as cytokines, and deficient
JAK-STAT signaling is associated with immunodeficiency in mammals (O’Shea et al., 2013).
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Elevated JAK-STAT activity, generally via the downregulation of negative pathway regulators,
has also been implicated in oncogenesis (Khwaja, 2006).

Figure 17: The JAK-STAT signaling pathway in Drosophila. A diagram of the canonical JAK-STAT signaling
pathway in Drosophila, showing the protein interactions that comprise the pathway. A mutation to JAK-STAT
pathway protein stat, as well as over-expression of the JAK (Hop), were used to measure the influence of JAKSTAT pathway on FSCs, and this data is presented in Chapter 4 (From Arbouzova, et al. 2006).

JAK-STAT was first identified in the Drosophila ovary for its role in patterning the FC
epithelium (Ghiglione et al., 2002; Grammont and Irvine, 2002). A 2003 study demonstrated
that the Upd ligand was expressed at the polar cells of egg chambers, and that graded Upd
activity established the A/P pattern of FCs in egg chamber monolayers, along with EGFR and
Notch activity (Xi et al., 2003). JAK-STAT was later demonstrated to affect FSCs as well, as
JAK-STAT deficient hop or D-stat92E mutant FSC clones showed greatly reduced survival
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rates (Fig 18B-C) (Vied et al., 2012). This study also took advantage of a 10x[STAT-GFP]
reporter, which has 10 binding sites for Stat92E upstream of GFP, allowing for the in vivo
detection of JAK-STAT activity (Bach et al., 2007). The 10x[STAT-GFP] reporter was
observed in a graded pattern that declined in strength through the FSC region of the germarium
(Fig. 18F). When Upd was knocked down in polar cells via RNAi expression from the neur-gal4
driver, 10x[STAT-GFP] expression was lost from the germarium. This led to the conclusion that
Upd from polar cells was the source of JAK-STAT activity in the FSCs (Vied et al., 2012).
This same study demonstrated that elevated JAK-STAT signaling activity showed a
strong phenotype on FSCs (Vied et al., 2012). When UAS-Hop was expressed in FSC clones,
the overall survival rate of clones increased, as measured by the proportion of germaria
containing an FSC clone. This study also demonstrated that UAS-Hop expression increased the
proportion of ovarioles that showed an “all-marked” phenotype, in which all FCs of the first two
egg chambers are marked descendants of FSC clones. This phenotype was thought to be the
result of a marked FSC clone replacing an unmarked (wild-type) FSC, which only occurred
rarely in the wild-type. With the 2 FSC model, the increased presence of the “all-marked”
phenotype indicated that a UAS-Hop FSC was able to outcompete the wild-type FSC in the
niche (Fig. 18D-E). The competitive relationship between FSCs is important in the population
asymmetry model, and we are now better equipped to demonstrate FSC competition by directly
counting the number of marked FSCs of any genotype. Finally, this study on JAK-STAT
showed a unique phenotype of marked UAS-Hop FSCs accumulating anterior to the traditional
FSC position. These anterior UAS-Hop FSCs sometimes ectopically expressed Fas-3 (Fig.
18E’), and extensively incorporated the thymidine analog EdU, indicating that they were
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actively proliferating. Elevated JAK-STAT activity also showed ectopic integrin expression via
βPS antibody staining (Vied et al., 2012).

Figure 18: JAK-STAT activity influences FSC number and location, and is transmitted from polar cells (A)
A schematic diagram of the germarium from 2012 (B) An example of a control germarium with negatively marked
FSCs (white arrow) (C) Knocking down stat activity shows a decrease in FSC clone retention using negative
marking methods, compared to control (D) An example of a control germarium with positively marked FSC clone
(white arrow) and FC clone (white arrowhead) (E, E’) Increasing JAK-STAT activity, via UAS-Hop expression in
positively marked clones, shows a strong increase in FSC number and an anterior shift of Fas-3 (E’) compared to
control (F, F’) 10x[STAT-GFP] reporter activity in wild-type shows strong JAK-STAT activity in FCs, specifically
in polar cells and stalk cells, declining activity across the FSC region, and no activity in ECs (G, G’) When UAS-
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Upd-RNAi is expressed in polar cells, 10x[STAT-GFP] is strongly reduced, and Fas-3 staining displays egg
chamber packaging defects compared to controls (From Vied et al., 2012).

X. PI3K signaling activity directly influences FSC behavior
The PI3K pathway has also been shown to directly influence FSC behavior. There are
two major downstream responses to receptor tyrosine kinase activity in mammals; the Ras-RafMAPK-ERK pathway and the PI3K pathway, and some cross-talk exists between the two
pathways. In Drosophila, the PI3K pathway has emerged as the main tyrosine kinase response
for the Insulin receptor (InR), EGFR activation and more (Nassel et al., 2015). Activated InR
autophosphorylates, and allows for the binding of the adaptor proteins Chico and Lymphocyte
Adaptor Protein (Lnk). These proteins then facilitate the binding of Phosphoinositide-3 kinase
(PI3K), which, upon activation, phosphorylates the lipid phosphatidylinositol (4,5) bisphosphate
(PIP2) to form phosphatidylinositol triphosphate (PIP3). This reaction is catalyzed by the
Dp110 subunit of PI3K. Additionally, the phosphatase PTEN acts to convert PIP3 to PIP2,
opposing the activity of PI3K. The activation of PIP3 by PI3K triggers a number of molecular
protein interactions that promote cell growth and metabolism (Fig. 19) (Murillo-Maldonado and
Riesco-Escovar, 2017).
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Figure 19: The PI3K/Insulin pathway in Drosophila. A diagram demonstrating the protein interactions that
comprise the PI3K/Insulin pathway. Mutations to PI3K pathway proteins chico and pten, as well as overexpression
of PI3K, were used to measure the influence of PI3K pathway activity on FSCs, and this data is presented in
Chapter 4 (From Murillo-Maldonado and Riesco-Escovar, 2017).

Direct evidence for the importance of PI3K activity in FSC maintenance came as a
follow-up to the genetic screen conducted in Wang, et al (2012). The screen strongly implicated
proliferation as a key regulated property of FSCs, identifying proteins involved in cell division
such as CycE and E2 Transcription Factor (E2F). To expand on these results, the study
examined PI3K activity in FSCs (Wang et al., 2012) The study found that homozygous pten
FSC clones showed a phenotype of increased FSC clone retention, indicating that pten FSCs are
able to outcompete their neighbors. This phenotype was also observed by the ectopic expression
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of activated PI3K in clones. The homozygous pten mutation also increased the retention of FSC
clones that also contained mutations impairing FSC retention, including MED15 (Fig. 20).
Furthermore, FSC clones that were unable to respond to insulin, due to a homozygous chico
mutation, showed a phenotype of decreased FSC clone retention. This indicated that PI3K
activity is essential for FSC niche retention (Wang et al, 2012).

Figure 20: Elevated PI3K activity can increase FSC survival (A) When the pten mutation is induced in clones
via negative marking, these pten FSC clones take over the niche (B) The pten mutant allele is also able to restore
FSC retention in clones that are otherwise deficient for proliferation, as in the pten MED15 double mutant
generated with negative marking clone methods (From Wang et al., 2012)

XI. Interactions between signaling pathways in FSCs
As Hh/Hpo, Wnt, PI3K, and JAK-STAT activities have all been shown to influence FSC
behavior, one study examined manipulations to multiple pathways simultaneously to explore the
possibility of pathway cooperation (Vied et al., 2012). To test if excess JAK-STAT could rescue
the niche retention of Hh deficient FSCs, clones were made with the genotype of smo; UASHop. These clones were observed in roughly threefold more germaria than smo FSC clones, and
did not have the phenotype of anterior proliferating cells associated with excess Hop activity. A
small number of the germaria with smo; UAS-Hop FSC clones exhibited a striking phenotype
with Fas-3 positive FSC derivatives forming what appears to be an egg chamber in the anterior
of the germarium (Fig. 21). Conversely, when ptc and stat mutations were induced
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simultaneously in clones, the Hh hyperactivity could not compensate for the JAK-STAT
deficiency. Thus, stat FSC clones remain severely deficient in their ability to survive, despite
the presence of increased Hh activity (Vied et al, 2012).

Figure 21: Increasing JAK-STAT activity in Hh-deficient FSC clones shows anterior Fas-3 expression. When
the smo mutation and UAS-Hop transgene are simultaneously induced in FSC clones, we observe a unique
phenotype in which fas-3 is expressed in the anterior of the germarium (Adapted from Vied et al., 2012)

Hh and JAK-STAT were also tested in combination with Wnt (Vied et al, 2012). One
experiment induced clones with a double mutation of arr and ptc together, simultaneously
eliminating the Wnt response and allowing for hyperactive Hh activity in FSC clones. The ptc
arr FSCs had a similar phenotype to that of ptc alone, suggesting that the loss of Wnt does not
effect the phenotype shown in excess Hh (Fig. 22). Interestingly, arr paired with UAS-Hop in
clones showed a reduction of the severity of the UAS-Hop phenotype, indicating that Wnt
contributes to the over-representation phenotype of elevated JAK-STAT signaling (Fig. 22)
(Vied et al., 2012).
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Figure 22: Multiple signaling manipulations reveal interactions between pathways. Inducing clones in adults
(blue) and larvae (red) show that clones deficient for Hh (smo) cannot be rescued by excess JAK-STAT, but clones
deficient for mad or mam can, as measured by the % of ovarioles with FSC clones and the % of all marked (solid
color) ovarioles. The effects of ptc are not observed when mam is simultaneously knocked down, but increased
JAK-STAT can restore FSC clones in ptc mam double mutants (From Vied et al., 2012)

XII. Signaling pathways influence Cap Cells and Escort Cells in the anterior germarium
In addition to influencing FSCs, Hh, Hpo, Wnt, and JAK-STAT pathway activities all
play an important role maintaining or specifying normal behavior of the somatic CCs and ECs
in the anterior of the germarium. The CCs maintain GSCs through BMP signaling, while ECs
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promote germline cell differentiation by actively blocking BMP ligands from diffusing out of
the GSC niche (Kirilly et al., 2011). Hh, Hpo, Wnt, and JAK-STAT signaling pathways are all
involved with regulating BMP signals in the anterior of the germarium.
One study showed an important role for JAK-STAT signaling in the maintenance of the
GSC niche (López-Onieva and Fernández-Miñán,, 2008). This study first demonstrated that the
TF and CC produce low levels of the Upd ligand via antibody staining, and confirmed Upd
expression using RT-PCR. When JAK-STAT activity was increased in these cells, RT-PCR
assays confirmed a 3-fold increase of the expression of the BMP ligand dpp in CCs. When JAKSTAT activity was eliminated in CCs, the average number of GSCs was significantly decreased,
providing further evidence that JAK-STAT is important for maintaining GSCs in the niche.
The Hh, Hpo, and Wnt pathways have all been shown to repress BMP production in
ECs, outside of the GSC niche. One study demonstrated that the activity of Hh suppresses JAKSTAT in the ECs, thereby restricting the expression of BMP to the GSC niche (Liu et al, 2015).
Another showed that Hh also contributes to the maintenance of EC cellular processes, and that
BMP reporter expression was active in the germline in the absence of Hh in the ECs (Lu et al,
2015). A study in our lab also used RNAi knockdowns to demonstrate that the absence of Hh or
Yki activity in ECs resulted in the accumulation of undifferentiated germline cells, and, through
epistasis tests, determined that Hh and Yki act independently in ECs, unlike in FSCs, where Hh
is responsible for regulating Yki transcription (Huang et al, 2017).
Wnt ligands are also important for BMP restriction in ECs, as a study using RNAi
knockdowns similarly showed the accumulation of undifferentiated germline cells in the
germarium, as well as the increased activity of BMP signaling reporters. This study also
demonstrated that EC numbers were significantly decreased in the absence of Wnt, and showed
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via RNA-seq that the Wnt2 and Wnt4 ligands, expressed in ECs, were specifically responsible
for these functions (Wang et al, 2015). Another study then demonstrated that Wnt activity
influenced the level of Thickveins (Tkv) expression, a type-1 receptor of Dpp that is expressed
in the EC region (Luo et al, 2015). When Wnt activity is eliminated in ECs, tkv RNA transcripts
are decreased, and undifferentiated germ cells accumulate in the germarium. This study
suggested that Wnt regulates the expression of Tkv, allowing ECs to bind the Dpp ligand and
prevent it from accessing the germline cells.
While Wnt2 and Wnt4 act across the entire EC region to maintain germline
differentiation, a recent study demonstrated that Wnt6, produced by CCs, specifically acts on
the anteriormost ECs to maintain the GSC niche (Wang and Page-McCaw, 2018). This study on
anterior ECs demonstrated that CCs express the Wnt6 ligand, and knocking down Wnt6
expression in CCs via RNAi caused a significant loss of GSCs, which was not observed for
analogous RNAi experiments with Wnt2 and Wnt4. When Wnt6 was knocked down in CCs,
transcription of dpp was lost in anterior ECs, indicating that the ligand specifically activates
BMP signaling in the anterior ECs. They further demonstrate that ECs move anterior to replace
lost anterior ECs, and that this anterior migration also depends on Wnt6 activity. Additionally,
Wnt signaling was shown to be important to prevent EC apoptosis, using the TUNEL assay to
demonstrate that the absence of Wnt in ECs increased apoptotic labeling (Wang and Page
McCaw, 2018) Conversely, when Wnt was increased in ECs, EC number was increased, and
TUNEL labeling was decreased (Fig. 23).
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Figure 23: The Wnt6 ligand maintains anterior ECs. When Wnt6 is knocked down via RNAi in Cap Cells, large
vacancies are observed in the anterior germarium (A), and an increased number of anterior ECs are labeled by the
TUNEL apoptosis assay (C, D) compared to controls (B). Region 2a ECs do not show increased TUNEL labeling
when Wnt6 is knocked down in the anterior (D) (Adapted from Wang and McCaw, 2018)
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Chapter Two: Alternative direct stem cell derivatives defined by stem cell location and
graded Wnt signaling (Reilein, Melamed, et al., 2017)

My direct contributions to this publication were the studies on Wnt signaling, which
demonstrated that pathway activity is involved with regulating the A/P location and EC
production of FSCs. I also contributed to the conceptualization of the population asymmetry
model through numerous discussions during the ~5 years that we worked on this publication.
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Alternative direct stem cell derivatives defined by stem
cell location and graded Wnt signalling
Amy Reilein1, David Melamed1, Karen Sophia Park1, Ari Berg1, Elisa Cimetta2,3, Nina Tandon2,3,
Gordana Vunjak-Novakovic2, Sarah Finkelstein1 and Daniel Kalderon1,4
Adult stem cells provide a renewable source of differentiated cells for a wide variety of tissues and generally give rise to multiple
cell types. Basic principles of stem cell organization and regulation underlying this behaviour are emerging. Local niche signals
maintain stem cells, while different sets of signals act outside the niche to diversify initially equivalent stem cell progeny. Here we
show that Drosophila ovarian follicle stem cells (FSCs) produced two distinct cell types directly. This cell fate choice was
determined by the anterior–posterior position of an FSC and by the magnitude of spatially graded Wnt pathway activity. These
findings reveal a paradigm of immediate diversification of stem cell derivatives according to stem cell position within a larger
population, guided by a graded niche signal. We also found that FSCs strongly resemble mammalian intestinal stem cells in many
aspects of their organization, including population asymmetry and dynamic heterogeneity.
An adult stem cell usually produces more than one type of differentiated cell, but the mechanisms underlying this key organizational
principle are not well understood. One demonstrated strategy involves
the initial production of a generic non-stem cell derivative, which later
adopts different fates, sometimes with intervening transit-amplifying
divisions, in response to spatial differences in external signals distant
from the stem cell niche1,2. An alternative hypothetical possibility is
that a stem cell may be able to produce two or more distinct cell
types directly.
Drosophila ovarian follicle stem cells (FSCs) are model epithelial
stem cells that offer major benefits of relative simplicity, direct visualization and genetic manipulation. FSCs produce follicle cells (FCs),
which proliferate, diversify and collaborate with germline stem cell
(GSC) derivatives to support the life-long formation of egg chambers
and their maturation into eggs3. Lineage analyses reported to date
have concluded that there are two or three relatively stable FSCs
located midway through the germarium4–7, which lies at the anterior
end of each ovariole (Fig. 1a,b). FSCs do not express the surface
protein Fasciclin 3 (Fas3), which is expressed by all or most FCs in
the posterior half of the germarium (Fig. 1a)4–7. The anterior half of
the germarium harbours somatic escort cells (ECs), which envelop developing germline cells and ensure normal germline differentiation8,9.
ECs regenerate during adult life and were most recently reported to do
so through occasional division of mature ECs8,9.

Here we revise and extend current understanding of FSC behaviour.
We find that a germarium contains about 14–16 FSCs maintained
by population asymmetry, with high rates of loss or amplification of
individual FSCs. FSCs are arranged in three layers along the anterior–
posterior (A/P) axis, but individual cells can move between layers.
Posterior FSCs directly produce proliferative FCs, while anterior
FSCs directly produce quiescent ECs. These alternative outcomes and
the A/P position of individual cells within the FSC community are
governed by Wnt pathway activity. Thus, FSCs present a potentially
general paradigm where alternative direct stem cell products are
specified according to the location of a stem cell within a larger
population. This behaviour is guided by the strength of a spatially
graded niche signal.
RESULTS
Multiple FSCs reside in a narrow A/P domain of radially
symmetric rings
To define the number and location of FSCs in a germarium we used
multicolour lineage analysis. Here, mitotic recombination eliminates
GFP (G—green), β-galactosidase (B—blue) or RFP (R—red) transgenes, resulting in any one of six distinguishable colours (G, B, BG, GR,
BR or BGR) (Supplementary Fig. 1a–c). Recombination was initiated
by a heat-shock-induced recombinase and the number of distinct FSC
lineages was counted 9 days after the last of a series of heat-shocks.
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Figure 1 Location of FSCs in a germarium. (a) Germarium schematic showing
terminal filament (TF) cells, germline stem cells (GSC), GSC daughters
developing into 16-cell germline cysts (grey), escort cells (EC, yellow), follicle
stem cells (FSC) and follicle cells (FC) from anterior (left) to the newest
egg chamber. Two potential FSC lineages are shown (blue, green) together
with the Fas3 staining pattern (red). (b) Dividing FCs marked by heat-shockinduced genetic recombination (red) will exit the ovariole (late egg chambers
not shown) within 5 days after heat-shock (AHS). Any marked FCs present 5
or more days AHS derive from an FSC, whether the FSC still remains (blue
lineage) or not (green lineage). (c,d) Ovariole from multicolour lineage analysis
9 days AHS with three FSC phenotypes (B, GR, BR) anterior to Fas3 staining
(pink overlaid by dotted white line) in this z-section (c) and patches of all six
possible FC colours (d). Letters indicate the presence of a given transgene
(B, blue lacZ ; G, green GFP; R, red, RFP; see Supplementary Fig. 1a–c).
(e) Radial location of single candidate FSC nuclei was scored according to

z-section location as falling within central (5 cases), upper (5 cases) or lower
thirds (6 cases) of the germarial circumference. (f) Cross-section of radially
distributed FSC nuclei of the indicated colours surrounding central germline
cells. (g,h) Germaria 9 days AHS. (g) The only BR FSC candidate is in layer
2 (‘BR’, cyan arrow), anterior to another FSC (‘G’, white arrow). (h) The only
BR FSC candidate is in layer 3 (‘BR’, yellow arrow) with two FSCs (cyan and
white arrows) that are more posterior (right) but still anterior to Fas3 staining
(enhanced as dotted white line). (i) Frequency of germaria with the indicated
numbers of labelled FSCs (summing all lineages) in layers 1, 2, 3 and in total.
(j) Two surfaces (combined z-sections 1–3 and 11–14) of an egg chamber
populated by four different FC colours. (k) Frequency of egg chambers with
the indicated number of distinct FC colours among all egg chambers from
ovarioles with at least four distinct FSC lineages. Scale bar in f, 10 µm; all
others, 20 µm. In d,j, the diagonal white lines indicate an edge of the original
image (shown in Supplementary Fig. 9).

Transient clones arising in FCs pass through the ovariole within 5
days4 (Fig. 1b) and control animals with no heat-shock included only 3
recombinant clones among 161 ovarioles. We can therefore be certain
that almost all experimental clones (over 150 in 50 ovarioles) were

induced by heat-shock 9 days earlier and derived from recombination
in a stem cell.
An FSC clone that survived for 9 days was defined as including at
least one coherent group (‘patch’) of FCs and at least one cell in region
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2a/b of the germarium (an FSC) of the same colour (B in Fig. 1b; B,
G, GR and BR in Fig. 1c,d and Fig. 2a–d). Many ovarioles included
four or more FSC clone colours and two had all six (Fig. 2i). The
distribution of FSC clone colour numbers underestimates the number
of surviving FSCs because two or more FSCs may have the same colour
(Supplementary Fig. 1c); it best matches expectations for an average of
five surviving FSC lineages per germarium 9 days after marking (see
Supplementary Note and Supplementary Fig. 2a).
The majority of FSC clones included more than one candidate FSC.
To determine where FSCs reside, we considered clones with only a
single candidate FSC in region 2a/b. The single candidate FSC was
found at similar frequency in each of the 7–10 confocal z-sections
spanning the germarium, not just in the middle sections as previously
proposed5 (Fig. 1e). We infer that FSCs can occupy any position
around the germarial circumference (Fig. 1f).
Along the A/P axis, 24 FSC lineages had a single candidate FSC
immediately anterior to Fas3-positive FCs; we call this ‘layer 1’ (B in
Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 1i–n). In 19 lineages the only candidate
FSC was in the penultimate Fas3-negative ring (‘layer 2’) (BR in
Fig. 1g) and in five lineages it was one cell further anterior (‘layer 3’)
(BR in Fig. 1h).
We counted the total number of candidate FSCs in layers 1–3 for
all lineages in 36 germaria (Supplementary Fig. 1i–n). We found an
average of 7.6 cells in layer 1, 5.6 cells in layer 2 and 2.0 cells in layer
3, in a distribution centred around a total of 15–16 FSCs (Fig. 1i). The
ratio of cells present in layers 1–3 (50%/37%/13%) was very similar to
the percentage of ovarioles with the only candidate FSC in layer 1, 2
or 3 (50%/40%/10%), suggesting that all cells in these three layers are
FSCs. We also used the MARCM method10 to label FSC clones with
GFP and found a very similar distribution of all candidate FSCs among
layers 1–3 (46%/38%/16%, n = 273).
FSCs are maintained by population asymmetry
Although occasional FSC replacement is acknowledged, each FSC
is thought to be relatively long-lived, mostly undergoing repeated
divisions with asymmetric outcomes4,5,7,11,12. We measured the rate of
FSC loss by counting surviving FSC clone colours 14, 20 and 30 days
after clone induction. Because it takes 4 days for an FC to transit from
birth to the latest egg chambers scored (Fig. 1b) we could also infer
the number of FSC colours present 5 days after clone induction by
counting the number of FC colours in 9-day ovarioles. The number of
FSC colours observed (Fig. 2j) and the inferred number of surviving
FSC lineages (Fig. 2c–k; see Supplementary Note) declined rapidly
over time and, by extrapolation, indicates the initial presence of about
16 FSCs (Fig. 2k), very similar to the number of candidate FSCs in
layers 1–3 (Fig. 1i).
If some FSC lineages are lost, others must amplify for the total
number of FSCs to remain constant. When the average number of
surviving FSC lineages was five at day 9 the average number of FSCs
per lineage was 3.2 among 50 B, G and BG lineages. A similar number
of FSCs per lineage (3.3 at day 9) was measured in a MARCM analysis.
The number of FSCs per lineage increased over time (Fig. 2c–h,l).
The rapid loss of some FSCs and amplification of others contradicts
earlier models of predominantly asymmetric division of FSCs4–6,11 and
instead conforms to a model of population asymmetry, where the fates
of two daughters of a stem cell are not necessarily different. Stem cell
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populations maintained by population asymmetry undergo neutral
drift, in which the number of stem cell lineages declines stochastically
over time, eventually leaving only one randomly selected lineage per
developmental unit13,14. We observed exactly this behaviour from 5 to
30 days following clone induction (Fig. 2c–l), resulting in just one or
two lineages in most ovarioles by 20–30 days after clone induction.
Correspondingly, the number of FSCs per lineage exhibited stochastic
variations at any one time, centred on larger clone sizes as time
progressed (Supplementary Fig. 2k–m).
We also counted the number of distinct colours present on each
egg chamber (Fig. 1j,k) and the average proportion of each egg
chamber contributed by a single colour to deduce that each egg
chamber is seeded on average by about four founding FCs (see
Supplementary Note). Consistent with the considerable excess of
FSCs over founding FCs, individual FSC lineages contributed only
sporadically to individual egg chambers (83 of 185 egg chambers for
B, G and BG clones at 9 days; 179 of 337 egg chambers for MARCM
clones at 9 days) and some FSCs had no matching FCs in the entire
ovariole (14 of 63 (22%) B, G and BG clones; 20 of 83 (24%) 9-day
MARCM clones; Supplementary Fig. 2d–g).
FSCs are radially mobile
We used live imaging to follow FSCs marked by GFP after embedding
dissected ovarioles in Matrigel. Throughout the 3–11 h imaging
period, labelled cell bodies in FSC locations moved radially along the
germarial circumference (Fig. 3a,b and Supplementary Videos 1–6).
We quantified relative movement between pairs of marked cells
(Supplementary Fig. 4). Radial movement was observed between all
34 pairs tracked. Cell pairs switched between periods of moving
towards each other or further apart at an average rate of 13% of
the circumference (about 45 degrees) per hour and FSCs sometimes
crossed paths (Supplementary Fig. 4 and Supplementary Videos 2,
3 and 5). These movements support the idea that FSCs can occupy
any radial position and the fluid exchange of radial positions suggests
functional equivalency in this dimension.
FSCs produce escort cells
It was first suggested that ECs replenished during adulthood derive
from an escort stem cell adjacent to the GSCs8. Because there is
virtually no somatic cell division anterior to region 2a/b, a more recent
study concluded that new ECs derive from occasional division of
mature ECs, principally in region 2a/b9. We have found that the entire
region 2a/b proliferative domain appears to be occupied by FSCs and
therefore hypothesized that FSCs produce ECs as well as FCs.
MARCM labelling revealed many ovarioles with marked ECs, FSCs
and FCs, consistent with a common FSC origin of both FCs and ECs
(Fig. 4a). However, some ovarioles contained only marked FSCs and
FCs (Fig. 4b), or only marked ECs, with or without FSCs (Fig. 4c).
It has been argued from similar data that ECs and FCs have separate
origins; coincident marking was invoked to explain the presence of
marked FSCs, FCs and ECs in the same ovariole8,9. We clarified the
origin of ECs by examining a time course of MARCM clones.
The average number of labelled ECs in EC-containing ovarioles
increased over time (Fig. 4e), indicating repeated divisions of a cell
labelled at time zero and hence a stem cell origin. The percentage
of ovarioles with at least one labelled EC also increased (Fig. 4f),
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Figure 2 FSC population asymmetry. (a,b) Diagram of a germarium (a) and
anterior portion of an ovariole illustrating the clones observed in c,d (b).
There are G (green), BR (purple), GR (orange) and BGR (white in (b)) FSC
clones containing at least one candidate FSC in region 2a/b (BGR FSC is in
a different z-section) and one FC patch. (c–h) Examples of ovarioles (single
z-sections) (d,f,h) and their germaria (3–5 z-sections combined) at higher
magnification (c,e,g) from multicolour lineage experiments 9, 20 and 30 days
AHS. The number of distinct FSC lineages declines from four at 9 days (c,d)
to two (BG, BR) at 20 days (e,f) and just one (GR) at 30 days (g,h) (singlechannel images show all cells have GFP and RFP). In c,e,g, the number of
FSCs of one colour (white arrows in c, G; e, BR; and g, GR) is higher when
fewer FSC lineages are present (Fas3 staining enhanced by white dotted line).
Scale bars, 10 µm (c,e,g) and 50 µm (d,f,h). In d,f, the vertical white lines
separate different z-sections (indicated top right) for different regions of the
ovariole (full original images for each z-section in Supplementary Fig. 9). In
f, the diagonal white line indicates an edge of the original image (shown in
Supplementary Fig. 9). (i) Number of ovarioles (among 50) with the indicated
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number of distinct FSC clone colours 9 days AHS. (j,k) Mean number of
distinct multicolour FSC lineages observed (j) and deduced number of FSC
lineages surviving (k) for the indicated number of days AHS. In j, the error bars
show s.e.m. for n = 50 (5 days), 50 (9 days), 53 (14 days), 47 (20 days) and
60 (30 days) biologically independent ovarioles. The mean number of distinct
FSC lineages differed significantly by Pearson’s chi-squared test between
day 5 and day 9 (P < 0.0005), day 9 and day 14 (P = 1 × 10−6 ), day 20 and
day 30 (P < 0.01). The observation of several distinct FSC lineages was not
contingent on using multiple heat-shocks for clone induction. An analogous
experiment 12 days after a single heat-shock produced ovarioles with one
(5/45), two (18/45), three (15/45), four (5/45) and five (2/45) FSC clone
colours with FSCs in the same locations as described earlier (Supplementary
Fig. 3). (l) Mean number of FSCs labelled per MARCM clone at different times
AHS. The error bars show s.e.m. for n = 151 (9 days), 77 (14 days) and 112
(22 days) biologically independent clones. Mean number of FSCs per clone
differed significantly by Pearson’s chi-squared test between day 9 and day 14
(P < 0.05), day 14 and day 22 (P < 0.05).
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Figure 3 Radial movement of FSCs visualized by live imaging. (a,b) Timestamped frames up to 3 h 15 min (a) and 3 h 00 min (b) from live imaging of
MARCM-labelled FSCs showing frequent radial and independent movement
of FSCs (each marked by a coloured arrow). Each image has several
z-sections combined, so circumferential movement appears like movement

across the interior of the germarium. The frames in a are taken from
Supplementary Video 1, and those in b are from Supplementary Video 2.
Supplementary Fig. 4 shows FSC movements tracked in two dimensions
around the germarial circumference (from Supplementary Video 6). Scale
bars, 20 µm.

especially when considering only ovarioles that included an FSC
(Fig. 4g). Labelled ECs in germaria previously lacking any labelled ECs
must derive from a cell type other than an EC. The tight correlation of
new ECs with ovarioles containing labelled FSCs strongly suggests that
FSCs are the source of new ECs.
The diversity of MARCM clone types can also be readily
explained. First, some FSC lineages lack FCs or ECs because an
individual FSC produces these cells only sporadically. Accordingly,
the proportion of FSC/FC clones lacking ECs declines over time
to almost zero, as each surviving FSC clone eventually produces a
relatively stable EC (Fig. 4h). Second, individual FSC lineages are
also lost frequently (Fig. 2j,k), leaving a residue of any marked ECs
produced and hence an increasing proportion of ‘EC-only’ clones over
time (Fig. 4d).
We also saw evidence of EC production from FSCs in live
imaging studies. In at least four cases we observed extensive
migration of a GFP-labelled cell from FSC territory to an anterior
position characteristic of ECs (Fig. 4i and Supplementary Fig. 5 and
Supplementary Videos 3–6).

Some markers showed graded expression among FSCs but all
were additionally expressed in FCs, ECs or both. Castor15 and
109-30-GAL412,16 were expressed in all FSC layers and FCs but were
largely absent from ECs (Fig. 6a–c and Supplementary Fig. 6g–i).
Conversely, PZ1444 (ref. 4) and C587-GAL4 (ref. 17) were expressed
in ECs, declined over FSC layers, and were largely absent from
FCs (Fig. 6d and Supplementary Fig. 6j–l). Fax-GFP 18 was strongly
expressed in all FSCs and a limited number of nearby cells (Fig. 6e,f).
To examine functional diversity among FSCs we scored how often
germaria with labelled FSCs in only one layer were associated with
labelled FCs in the most anterior Fas3-positive cells, indicating very
recent FC production. Recently produced FCs were very frequently
associated with layer 1 FSCs (85%), but much less frequently with FSCs
in layer 2 (17%) or 3 (8%) in 9-day multicolour clones and in MARCM
clones (Fig. 5b,g–i). We conclude that layer 1 FSCs produce FCs much
more frequently than FSCs in other layers. We propose that FCs derive
directly only from layer 1 FSCs.
Conversely, we suggest that ECs derive directly from their
immediate neighbours in layer 3 or 2, as might be expected simply on
a mechanical basis. Consistent with this proposal, marked FSCs that
moved into EC positions during live imaging were always anterior to
other FSCs in the same germarium (Fig. 4i and Supplementary Fig. 5).
We then asked whether FSCs can move between layers. Approximately two-thirds of RFP-negative multicolour clones (23/34) and
MARCM clones (39/57) with two or more marked FSCs included
FSCs in more than one layer, even though the overall frequency of
those clones suggests that the majority originated from a single marked
cell. There must therefore be movement of FSCs between layers. We
also saw several examples of FSCs exchanging A/P positions during
live imaging (Supplementary Videos 1 and 2). On the other hand, a
relatively high proportion of 9-day MARCM FSC clones contained
FCs but no ECs or vice versa (Fig. 4b–d), suggesting that FSCs can
spend several days in a single layer, producing only one type of derivative. Thus, the FSC population exists in a relatively slow equilibrium

Heterogeneity among FSCs
To investigate possible heterogeneity in the FSC population (Fig. 5a)
we examined proliferation rates, morphology, gene expression
markers and cell fate. We measured proliferation rates by labelling
MARCM FSC clones with EdU immediately after ovary removal. EdU
incorporated into a greater proportion of layer 1 FSCs (29%) than layer
2 FSCs (16%), while layer 3 FSC labelling (3%) was barely higher than
for quiescent ECs (<1%) (Fig. 5c).
Surface labelling of single cells showed that layer 1 FSCs extended
processes over the posterior surface of stage 2b cysts, while layer 2 and
3 FSC processes generally contacted the anterior surface of 2b cysts
(Fig. 5d–f and Supplementary Fig. 6a–c). By contrast, region 1 ECs
had short processes and region 2a EC processes wrapped around stage
2a cysts (Supplementary Fig. 6d–f), as noted previously9.
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Figure 4 FSCs also produce escort cells. (a–c) Ovarioles with GFP-labelled
MARCM clones 9 days AHS showing marked FSC, FCs and ECs (a), FSCs
and FCs only (b) or FSCs and ECs only (c). Fas3 (red) and Vasa (blue) stain
FCs and germline cells, respectively. Multiple z-sections are combined in
a–c to capture all labelled cells. In a,b, the diagonal white lines indicate an
edge of the original image (shown in Supplementary Fig. 9). (d) Percentage
of ovarioles with different clone types 9 days (purple) and 22 days (green)
AHS. Arrows highlight major trends. FSC/FC/EC and FSC/EC categories
increase at the expense of FSC/FC and FSC categories, respectively, as
more FSCs produce ECs. The percentage of ovarioles with marked FSCs
declines from 57% at 9 days to 42% at 22 days, limiting the observed
FSC/FC/EC and FSC/EC increases, adding to FSC/FC and FSC decreases,
and increasing the EC category as some FSCs are lost after producing ECs.
The error bars show s.e.m. for n = 148 (9 days) and n = 112 (22 days)
biologically independent ovarioles. (e–h) Data from the same experiment in d,
showing changes in the mean number of ECs in an ovariole that contains
at least one EC (e), the percentage of ovarioles with at least one marked

EC (blue) or FC (red) (f), the percentage of ovarioles with a marked FSC
that also include one or more marked EC (blue) or FC (red) (g), and the
percentage of all ovarioles with marked FSC and FCs (FSC/FC + FSC/FC/EC)
that have no marked ECs (35/63 at day 9, 15/34 at day 14, 3/29 at
day 22) (h). The error bars show s.e.m. for n = 148 (9 days), n = 77 (14
days) and n = 112 (22 days) (d,f), n = 66 (9 days), n = 50 (14 days) and
n = 52 (22 days) biologically independent ovarioles (e), n = 86 (9 days),
n = 46 (14 days) and n = 42 (22 days) (g) and n = 65 (9 days), n = 34
(14 days) and n = 29 (22 days) biologically independent clones (h). In
e, the mean number of ECs per ovariole with an EC differed significantly
by Pearson’s chi-squared test between day 9 and day 14 (P < 0.05), day
14 and day 22 (P < 0.005). Raw data are in Supplementary Table 1.
(i) A time-stamped series of live imaging frames up to 10 h 41 min where
one marked cell (white arrow) and then another (magenta arrow) moves
anteriorly from the FSC region to EC territory, while a more posterior cell
(red arrow) moves only laterally (taken from Supplementary Video 3). All
scale bars, 20 µm.

along the A/P axis, with individual FSCs occasionally moving from
one layer to another and consequently switching between EC and
FC production.

The average contribution of each FSC lineage colour to the entire
FC population spanning egg chambers 1 to 3 or 4 (as appropriate
for each ovariole) was 9.2% (n = 90), approaching expectations for
just one of the 14–16 FSCs present. Moreover, we could identify and
exclude several exceptional lineages founded by two FSCs on the
basis of the presence of overlapping twin-spot pairs (for example, GR
lineages in ovarioles with B–GR and BR–GR pairs) to ensure that
almost all lineages studied derived from a single cell.
Among the sixteen lineages with at least one EC, nine had matching
FCs; in six cases the twin-spot lineage also included FCs (Fig. 7a–d).
Of the remaining seven lineages, the twin-spot sister clone included
FCs in five cases, showing that the parent FSC produced both EC and
FC cell types. Altogether, we found twenty examples where both ECs
and FCs derived from a single FSC, confirming the FSC origin of ECs.
In these twenty lineages, the progeny of a single FSC must have
moved between layers to produce an FC from layer 1 and an EC from
layer 2 or 3. On the other hand, over 40% of EC-containing lineages

Short-term twin-spot studies confirm FSC origin of ECs and
FSC exchange between layers
We generated multicolour clones using a minimal heat-shock
and stained ovarioles 72 h later to capture all cells derived from
recombination in a single FSC. After recombination the two daughters
have known ‘twin-spot’ colour pairings (G–BR, B–GR, GR–BR,
BG–GBR; Supplementary Fig. 7). Both daughters of an FC necessarily
populate the same egg chamber. Unpaired FC patches must therefore
derive from recombination in an FSC and were found up to the fourth
egg chamber from the germarium. We concluded that marked FSC
derivatives populated the germarium (generally two FC-associated
cysts), the first three egg chambers and sometimes the fourth,
consistent with budding of new egg chambers every 12 h (ref. 4).
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Figure 5 FSCs are heterogeneous along the A/P axis. (a) Two surfaces of a
3D reconstruction traced from a germarium with multicolour FSC clones,
showing germline cells (grey/white), cap cells (pale orange), ECs (yellow)
FCs (orange with red Fas3 outlines) and FSCs in layer 1 (blue), layer 2
(pink) and layer 3 (green). (b) Percentage of all clones with FSC(s) in only
the indicated layer that are represented in the first layer of Fas3-positive
FCs for multicolour clones and MARCM clones. The proportions of layer
1 FSC clones and layer 2/3 FSC clones (combined) with recent FCs were
both significantly different to the proportion of all single layer FSC clones
with recent FCs (multicolour, n = 48 (24 layer 1, 19 layer 2, 5 layer 3)
biologically independent clones; MARCM, n = 30 (13 layer 1, 13 layer 2,
4 layer 3) biologically independent clones) by Fisher’s exact two-tailed test
(∗ P < 0.05). s.e.m. indicated by error bars. (c) Fraction of wild-type MARCMlabelled FSCs in each layer labelled by EdU (error bars show s.e.m. from

five experiments with n = 375, 191 and 70 total FSCs scored for layers
1, 2 and 3, respectively). EdU indices for layer 1 versus 2 and layer 2
versus 3 are significantly different (P < 0.005 by Fisher’s exact two-tailed
test). (d–f) Single mid-section layer 1, 2 or 3 FSCs labelled with surface
CD8-GFP in Fas3 (red)-stained germaria. (d) Layer 1 FSC processes contact
the posterior surface of a stage 2b cyst. (e,f) Layer 2 (e) and layer 3 (f)
FSCs contact the anterior surface of stage 2b cysts. All FSC processes
span the germarium. (g–i) Examples of MARCM clones where the FSCs
labelled (green) are in layer 1 (white arrows) (g), layer 2 (cyan arrow) (h)
or layer 3 (yellow arrows) (i). Only layer 1 FSCs (g) are associated with
(green) labelled FCs (pink arrows) in the first layer of cells expressing Fas3
(red). g and h have six z-sections combined. In g, the diagonal white line
indicates an edge of the original image (shown in Supplementary Fig. 9).
Scale bars, 20 µm.

had no matching FCs (7/16) and almost 80% of FC-containing lineages
included no ECs (33/42), suggesting that FSCs also often dwell in an
EC-producing or FC-producing layer. When there were two or more
surviving FSCs of a single colour, they were confined to the same layer
in eight cases and occupied more than one layer in sixteen cases, again
indicating a moderate rate of movement between layers (Fig. 7b–f).
Altogether, 43 ECs and 166 FC patches were produced from a total
of 152 marked FSCs, suggesting that ECs are produced at a frequency
about fourfold lower than FCs, or roughly one per cycle of egg chamber
budding (Fig. 7g). On the basis of the number of FSCs in different
layers and their relative EdU indices (Fig. 5c), we estimate that FSC
division in layer 1 may not quite suffice to supply FCs without net
FSC loss, and hence that there may be a slow net flow from layer 2
to layer 1 (Fig. 7g).

promote FSC maintenance7,19. Hh signalling was strong in ECs,
FSCs and early FCs, with lower levels in more posterior FCs12,19–21
(Supplementary Fig. 6m–o). A JAK–STAT pathway reporter19,22 was
expressed in FCs, FSCs and region 2a ECs but barely at all in region
1 ECs (Fig. 6a–c). Fz3-RFP reports Wnt pathway activity in the
germarium based on a robust signal that is greatly altered by genetic
changes in Wnt pathway activity23. Fz3-RFP was expressed most
strongly in ECs and anterior FSCs, with clearly lower levels in layer
1 FSCs and low or undetectable levels in FCs (Fig. 6g–i). Quantitation
showed a consistent decline across the FSC domain (Fig. 8a). FSC
clones are poorly maintained in adults if Wnt pathway activity is
eliminated or increased19,24 but it is not known how Wnt signalling
affects FSC maintenance.
Increased Wnt pathway activity induced by loss of Axin (Axn)
or Adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) activity led to a decline in
the frequency of FC-producing FSC clones over time (Fig. 8d,e and
Supplementary Fig. 8a,d), as noted previously19,24. There were also
significantly fewer FSCs per ovariole than in controls by 12 days
(Fig. 8g and Supplementary Fig. 8b). Strikingly, all ovarioles contained

Wnt signalling controls A/P position and conversion of FSCs
to ECs
To study how FSC fate is regulated we examined extracellular signals
that act on FSCs. Both Hedgehog (Hh) and JAK–STAT signalling
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strong expression in ECs and weaker expression in FSCs, with reduced or
undetectable expression in layer 1 FSCs (white arrows) and FCs (pink arrows);
Fas3 (green). h shows Fz3-RFP (grey) from the same germarium as in g.
(e,f) Fax-GFP (green in e, grey in f) is expressed more strongly in FSCs than
in FCs or ECs. In i, the diagonal white line indicates an edge of the original
image (shown in Supplementary Fig. 9). Scale bars, 20 µm.

ECs by 12 days (Supplementary Fig. 8d) with a huge increase in the
average number of ECs per ovariole (Fig. 8d,e,g), suggesting that FSCs
were lost principally because they became ECs at an unusually high
rate. The large number of axn or apc mutant cells in the location of
ECs did not incorporate EdU (0/499 at 6 days; 0/1093 at 12 days).
Hence, these cells did not amplify after becoming ECs; they exhibit
a key characteristic of normal EC cells—quiescence.
The loss of FSCs was slower for axnS0 than for axnE77 and apc1
apc2, but axnS0 clones eventually produced the most ECs per ovariole
(Fig. 8g and Supplementary Fig. 8b). This inverse correlation is
consistent with greater initial survival and amplification of axnS0 FSCs
(relative to axnE77 and apc1 apc2 FSCs) before conversion of the
majority of FSCs to ECs, providing further evidence that ECs normally
derive from FSCs.
axn and apc mutant FSCs accumulated significantly in layer 3
compared with controls by day 6 (Supplementary Fig. 8c) and by
day 12 only 15–20% of surviving FSCs were in layer 1 compared
with almost 60% for controls (Fig. 8i). Thus, FSCs with elevated Wnt
pathway activity moved to increasingly anterior positions.

EdU incorporation was significantly lower in axn and apc mutant
FSCs than in controls, even when considering FSCs only in layer 1
(Supplementary Fig. 8h). We have examined many other mutations
that reduce FSC proliferation by similar or greater amounts25–27 but
they did not significantly alter FSC location or increase the production
of ECs.
When Wnt pathway activity was eliminated by a null arrow
mutation FSC/FC clones were lost at a modestly enhanced rate
(Fig. 8c,f and Supplementary Fig. 8e), as noted previously19,24.
Strikingly, we found that almost no arr mutant ECs were produced
(Fig. 8c,f,h and Supplementary Fig. 8e,f). Reduced EC production
cannot be attributed simply to loss of FSCs because the ratio of ECs
to FSCs was much lower for arr than for controls (0.06 versus 0.19
at 6 days; 0.11 versus 0.37 at 12 days). FSC proliferation was not
significantly altered by loss of arr (Supplementary Fig. 8i).
The disposition of arr FSCs was skewed substantially towards layer
1, especially by 12 days (Fig. 8j and Supplementary Fig. 8g). Most
clones containing only layer 1 FSCs were associated with marked FCs
in the first Fas3-positive cells for arr (86%), as in controls (82%),
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ECs. (a–f) Analysis of multicolour FSC twin-spot clones 72 h after induction.
Known twin-spot pairings (Supplementary Fig. 7) allow identification of the
two sister lineages derived from recombination in an FSC. (a) Illustration of
the germarium and egg chambers populated by derivatives of GR and BR
daughters of an FSC. (b,c) Two z-sections of the germarium illustrated in a.
The BR EC has no corresponding FSC or FC patch, while the GR lineage
includes ECs, FSCs and FCs. The twin-spot parent FSC (and the GR daughter)
therefore produced both ECs and FCs. (d) A G EC has no corresponding FSC or
FC (the only G cell is indicated by a green arrow; all other cells with a similar
colour in this image are GR cells) but the twin-spot BR lineage includes FCs
and FSCs (as well as an EC in a different z-section). The twin-spot parent

FSC therefore produced both ECs and FCs. (e,f) Two z-sections of the same
germarium show one G FSC in layer 1 (white arrow) and two G FSCs in layer 2
(cyan arrows), showing that FSCs can move between layers. In b,c the two GR
FSCs are both in layer 1, and in d there are BR FSCs in both layer 1 and 2.
Dotted white line in b–f indicates anterior limit of Fas3 staining. (g) Summary
of FSC dynamics through one cycle (left to right), inferred from the rates of FC
production, EC production and FSC division, as well as graded rates of FSC
proliferation in layers 1–3. On average, 3–4 of 7–8 FSCs in layer 1 (blue)
and 1–2 of 5–6 FSCs in layer 2 (green) divide, while at least 4 layer 1 FSCs
become FCs and 1 layer 2 or 3 FSC becomes an EC. Consequently, in some
cycles there must also be net movement of a FSC in layer 2 to replenish
layer 1 or 3. Scale bars, 20 µm.

indicating recent FC production. The concentration of arr mutant
FSC in layer 1 can therefore explain why almost all ovarioles with
marked arr mutant FSCs also included marked FCs (Fig. 8f and
Supplementary Fig. 8e) and further substantiates the hypothesis that
FCs derive directly only from layer 1 FSCs.

In summary, eliminating Wnt signalling in FSCs led to a shift to
layer 1, increased FC production by surviving FSCs and an almost
complete failure to produce ECs, while elevation of Wnt pathway
activity led to FSC movement out of layer 1, reduced FC production
by surviving FSCs and a very large increase in EC production. These
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Figure 8 Wnt pathway activity regulates FSC position and FC/EC production.
(a) Fz3-RFP levels (mean and s.e.m.) for region 2a ECs, layer 1–3 FSCs and
immediate FCs relative to region 1 ECs (set at 1.0) from 18 biologically
independent germaria (n = 31 region 2a ECs, n = 13 layer 3 FSCs, n = 27
layer 2 FSCs, n = 32 layer 1 FSCs, n = 31 FCs), showing a Wnt signalling
gradient across the FSC region. The Fz3-RFP signal differed significantly
by Student’s t-test between region 2a ECs and layer 3 FSCs (P < 0.01),
layer 2 and layer 1 FSCs (P < 0.0001), layer 1 FSCs and immediate FCs
(P < 0.0001). (b–j) MARCM clones analysed 12 days after clone induction
with Fas3 (red) borders indicated by cyan arrows (b–e). (b) Wild-type
(WT) clone with labelled EC, FSCs and FCs. (c) arr mutant clone with
labelled layer 1 FSC and FCs but no labelled ECs. (d,e) apc1apc2 (d)
and axn (e) mutant clones with many labelled ECs (yellow arrows) but no
labelled FSC or FCs. In e, the diagonal white line indicates an edge of
the original image (shown in Supplementary Fig. 9). (g,i) Increased Wnt
pathway activity due to axn or apc mutations decreased the average number

of FSCs and drastically increased the average number of labelled ECs per
germarium (g), and decreased the proportion of FSCs in layer 1 in favour
of more anterior positions (i). (f,h,j) Conversely, loss of Wnt pathway activity
increased the proportion of FSC clones associated with FCs and decreased
the percentage of ovarioles with labelled ECs (f), decreased the average
number of labelled ECs and FSCs per germarium (h), and increased the
proportion of FSCs in layer 1 versus layers 2 and 3 (j). Error bars show
s.e.m. for n = 75 (WT), n = 67 (axnSO ), n = 64 (axnE77 ) and n = 63 (apc1apc2)
biologically independent germaria (g), n = 206 (WT), n = 107 (axnSO ), n = 30
(axnE77 ) and n = 13 (apc1apc2) FSCs (i), n = 91 (WT) and n = 85 (arr)
biologically independent germaria (f,h), and n = 397 (WT) and n = 134 (arr)
FSCs (j). (g,h) Significant differences from controls (WT) were assessed
by Pearson’s chi-squared test (∗ P < 1 × 10−4 , #P < 0.05). (f,i,j) Significant
differences from controls (WT) were assessed by Fisher’s exact two-tailed test
(∗ P < 0.001, # P < 0.05). Scale bars, 20 µm. See Supplementary Table 1 for
supporting data.

correlations provide further evidence that ECs derive directly from
anterior FSCs while FCs derive directly from posterior FSCs. The
results also show that FSC location and FSC fates are guided by the
magnitude of graded Wnt signalling.

DISCUSSION
We have uncovered several interesting facets of somatic stem
cell organization in the Drosophila ovary. First, a relatively large
population of FSCs is maintained by population asymmetry. Second,
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FSCs produce not only proliferating FCs but also quiescent ECs. Third,
FSCs have heterogeneous properties correlated with their position
along the A/P axis; most importantly, FCs derive from posterior FSCs
while ECs derive from anterior FSCs. Fourth, FSCs are radially mobile
and can exchange A/P positions. Fifth, the level of Wnt signalling is
graded over the FSC domain, dictating the A/P position of FSCs and
whether FSCs produce FCs or ECs.
In this study we identified and counted clones originating in FSCs
by the presence of marked FCs at least 9 days after marking, several
days beyond the lifetime of an FC, which inevitably passes through
the ovariole without delay in association with a germline cyst. We also
identified single marked cells of these lineages that persisted in the
germarium to define the precise location of FSCs. These criteria meet
the fundamental defining characteristics of stem cells.
Our measurement of 14–16 FSCs may not be precise because
we could count only six distinct surviving lineages directly and we
had to estimate how many lineages were lost before our earliest
sampling time (Fig. 2k). Nevertheless, both the total number of FSCs
and their distribution among layers deduced from lineage analyses
matched the total somatic cell content of layers 1–3 almost perfectly.
Several factors contributed to finding more FSCs than previously
appreciated. More lineage colours, a high frequency of clone induction
and comprehensive cell-by-cell analyses increased our opportunity to
count surviving FSCs, while analyses at multiple time points allowed
us to deduce that FSCs are maintained by population asymmetry, with
many lineages lost very quickly. Earlier estimates of far fewer FSCs
were based, in essence, on counting only those stem cells that survived
for relatively long periods of time4,5,7.
The FSCs we identify have heterogeneous properties at any one
instant, with only layer 1 FSCs poised to produce FCs directly and
an A/P gradient of proliferation rates. However, FSCs also exchange
A/P positions over time and therefore constitute a single stem cell
population. Retrospective analysis shows that some FSCs were shortlived and some produced only FCs, while others produced ECs, but
these behaviours cannot be forecast for individual FSCs. At any one
instant, all FSCs in the population have the potential to produce FCs
and ECs, and have an unpredictable lifespan.
Many aspects of FSC organization reported here are remarkably
similar to the organization of mammalian intestinal stem cells1,28. FSCs
and Lgr5-positive murine intestinal stem cells exist in communities
of similar size. Both are maintained by population asymmetry,
engendering neutral competition among individual stem cells, but
there is also spatial heterogeneity coupled to dynamic exchange
(‘dynamic stem cell heterogeneity’28) along the major developmental
axis29. A key difference is that dynamic heterogeneity guides
alternative differentiation outcomes only for FSCs. In the gut, diverse
secretory cells and transit-amplifying cells are defined, shortly after
their derivation from stem cells, by different levels of Wnt and
Notch pathway activities. However, it is currently thought that each
cell type is initially produced at the same location immediately
above the stem cell population, with stochastic expression of Notch
ligands determining which cells adopt secretory fates through
lateral inhibition30–33.
The choice of an FSC to move anteriorly and become one cell type,
to move posteriorly and become a different cell type, or to remain
within the stem cell niche presents a potentially general stem cell
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paradigm. Here, these choices are guided by the magnitude of Wnt
signalling at multiple locations within the stem cell domain. Increased
Wnt signalling caused layer 1 FSCs to move anteriorly and accelerated
the conversion of layer 2/3 FSCs to ECs. Conversely, loss of Wnt
signalling caused posterior movement and reduced EC production in
layer 2/3 FSCs. Dose-dependent responses at different positions and
the observed gradient of Wnt signalling declining from anterior to
posterior over the FSC domain suggest that normal FSC behaviour is
guided by graded Wnt signalling.

METHODS
Methods, including statements of data availability and any associated
accession codes and references, are available in the online version of
this paper.
Note: Supplementary Information is available in the online version of the paper
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METHODS
Multicolour lineage analysis. Two-day old adult Drosophila melanogaster females
of genotype yw hs-flp/yw; ubi-GFP FRT40A FRT42B ubi-RFP/tub-lacZ FRT40A
FRT42B were given either a single 1 h heat-shock at 37 ◦ C or four 1 h 37 ◦ C
heat-shocks spread over 3 days to allow for extensive recombination and hence
the generation of a large variety of stem cell genotypes. In all experiments flies
were maintained at room temperature by frequent passage on normal rich food
supplemented with fresh wet yeast. Flies were dissected at 9, 14, 20 and 30 days after
the last heat-shock and stained for Fasciclin III (Fas3) and β-galactosidase. Germaria
were imaged in z-intervals of 3 µm and ovarioles in intervals of 4 µ m. FSC lineages
were counted at 9 (n = 50), 14 (n = 53) 20 (n = 47) and 31 days (n = 60). Statistical
analysis of results assessing the number of surviving FSCs per germarium deduced
from the number of FSC clone colours observed, and the number of founder FCs
per egg chamber deduced from FC contributions of a single colour are described
in a Supplementary Note. For twin-spot experiments following the fate of all FSC
derivatives, two-day-old adult flies of the same genotype as above were heat-shocked
at 32 ◦ C for 30 min to induce a low frequency of recombination in FSCs and ovaries
were dissected 3 days later. Two ovarioles contained two non-overlapping pairs of
twin-spots (G–BR and B–GR), twelve ovarioles had overlapping pairs (G–BR and
GR–BR, or B–GR and GR–BR), six ovarioles had a single pair of colours but most
likely derived from two FSCs (from the pattern of FC production or total cells
produced) and fifteen ovarioles had a single pair of twin-spots most likely deriving
from a single FSC (so that 39 of the 63 lineages seen most likely derived from a single
FSC and could be identified as such).
Lineage analysis by MARCM. Two-day-old adult flies of genotype hs-FLP
UAS-GFP tub-GAL4; tub-GAL80 FRT40A/NM FRT40A; act > CD2 > GAL4 were
heat-shocked for 15 min at 37 ◦ C. Flies were dissected 9, 14 and 22 days after heatshock, and stained for GFP and Fas3. FSCs, ECs, and FCs were scored in all zsections of ovarioles at 9 (n = 148 ovarioles), 14 (n = 77) and 22 days (n = 112).
Immunohistochemistry. Ovaries were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS
for 10 min at room temperature, rinsed three times in PBS with 0.1% Triton
and 0.05% Tween-20 (PBST), and blocked in 10% normal goat serum (Jackson
ImmunoResearch Laboratories) in PBST. Monoclonal antibodies against Fasciclin
III and Vasa were obtained from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank,
created by the NICHD of the NIH and maintained at The University of Iowa,
Department of Biology, Iowa City, Iowa 52242. 7G10 anti-Fasciclin III was deposited
to the DSHB by C. Goodman, and was used at 1:300 for multicolour lineage
experiments and at 1:250 in all other stainings. Anti-Vasa (used at 1:10) was
deposited by A. C. Spradling/D. Williams. Other primary antibodies used were
anti-β-galactosidase (Catalogue No. 55976, MP Biomedicals) at 1:1,000; anti-GFP
(A6455, Molecular Probes) at 1:1,000; goat FITC-anti-GFP (Abcam ab6662) at 1:400;
rabbit anti-Castor (gift from W. Odenwald; NINDS34). Ovarioles were incubated in
primary antibody for 45 min for multicolour lineage experiments and overnight for
all other experiments. Ovarioles were rinsed in PBST three times and incubated
for 1 h in secondary antibodies Alexa-488, Alexa-546, Alexa-594 or Alexa-647 from
Molecular Probes. Alexa-546 and Alexa-647 were used in the multicolour lineage
experiments to label Fasciclin III and β-galactosidase, respectively. Ovarioles from
multicolour experiments were mounted in Prolong Gold Antifade (Invitrogen).
DAPI-Fluoromount-G (Southern Biotech) was used as mounting medium for all
other experiments.
Image acquisition and processing. Ovarioles were imaged with a 63 × 1.4 N.A
lens on a Zeiss LSM 700 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss). Zeiss Zen 2012 was
used to acquire microscope images of 512 × 512 pixels at 12-bit depth with line
averaging 2 and pixel dwell 3.15 µs at room temperature. Germaria and initial
egg chambers were acquired with xyz scaling of 0.198 µm, 0.198 µm, 3 µm and
larger egg chambers were acquired at 0.5 zoom, xyz scaling 0.397 µm, 0.397 µm,
4 µm. The range indicator was used to set the appropriate laser intensity for each
fluorophore such that the signal was in the linear range. Zen was used to linearly
adjust channel levels when a colour was dim rather than setting the laser intensity
higher to avoid photobleaching the sample. The presence of a fluorescent signal in
each colour was determined by examining each channel individually in the collected
image (see Supplementary Fig. 1). Images were digitally zoomed in Zen using digital
interpolation and exported as tifs using ‘Contents of Image Window.’ Images were
rotated in Adobe Photoshop CS5 to position the anterior of the germarium and egg
chambers to the left. Multicolour ovarioles in Fig. 2 and Supplementary Figs 2 and
3h are composites of germarium and ovariole images scaled to the same dimensions;
different z slices were also chosen to show appropriate clones; borders of individual
panels are indicated with a white line.
Measurement of Frizzled3-RFP levels. Levels of Frizzled3-RFP were quantified
using Fiji software35. Individual escort cells, FSCs and immediate FCs were outlined
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using DAPI and Fasciclin III to locate the cells. Each outlined region was transferred
onto a greyscale image of Fz3-RFP using the ROI manager tool and the mean
greyscale fluorescence intensity of Fz3-RFP was measured. For each germarium,
the two brightest region 1 ECs were used as internal controls. The intensities of the
brightest 2a ECs, FSCs and newly generated FCs were measured and their values
normalized to the mean region 1 EC intensity.
3D germarium reconstruction. For each optical z-section, Fas3 staining was traced
by hand and the nuclei of cells were colour-coded by layer using Adobe Photoshop.
Volocity 3D image analysis software (Perkin Elmer) was used to render the 3D
reconstruction in Fig. 5a.
Live imaging. Imaging chambers were fabricated with poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS, Sylgard 184 distributed by Dow Corning). A degassed 10:1 w/w solution of
base and curing agent was poured into an apt container and allowed to polymerize at
65 ◦ C for 3 h. Three 8-mm-diameter wells were created by coring the elastic PDMS
with biopsy punches. Perpendicular channels with a smaller diameter (1.5 mm) were
then created to connect the main wells. The central chamber was dedicated to the
ovarioles, while the lateral chambers acted as medium reservoirs, feeding the middle
chamber via connecting channels. Two 8-mm-thick PDMS slabs were stacked in
two layers (the top one having only the 3 chambers and no channels) to increase
the volume of media in the reservoirs. To ensure hydraulic sealing, the slabs were
irreversibly bonded via air plasma treatment; another plasma treatment sealed the
assembled chambers to a 75 × 25 mm glass coverslip. Thin PDMS membranes were
used as lids to prevent medium evaporation from the chambers.
GFP-marked FSC clones were induced in flies of genotype hs-FLP UAS-GFP
tub-GAL4; tub-GAL80 FRT40A/NM FRT40A; act > CD2 > GAL4 or hs-Flp;
UAS-GFP act > CD2 > GAL4; FRT82B tubGal80/82BNM. Ovaries were dissected
into imaging medium formulated in ref. 36 (20% FBS in Schneiders insect medium,
0.2 mg ml−1 insulin, penicillin and streptomycin). After separating ovaries into
individual ovarioles, 135 µl ovarioles were mixed with 15 µl Matrigel (Corning),
added to the imaging chamber and left covered for 15 min to gel. Wells were then
filled to the top with imaging medium. Germaria were imaged every 15 min on a
Zeiss LSM 700 confocal microscope. Cells appeared healthy throughout, with many
cell divisions observed (for example, see Supplementary Video 1).
EdU labelling. Ovaries were dissected directly into 15 µM EdU in Schneiders insect
medium, incubated for 1 h at room temperature and then fixed for 10 min at room
temperature in 4% paraformaldehyde. EdU incorporation was detected using the
Click-iT Plus EdU Imaging Kit C1063B (Life Technologies).
Markers and clonal analysis of mutant genotypes. Flies with alleles on an FRT42D
chromosome; + (control) or arr 2 , were crossed to hs-Flp, UAS-GFP, tub-GAL4;
FRT42D tub-GAL80/Cyo; act > CD2 > Gal4 flies to produce MARCM clones
(>indicates an FRT ). Flies with alleles on an FRT82B chromosome; NM (NotchMyc, control), axnS044230 (abbreviated as axnSO ), axnE77 or apc1Q8 apc2d40 were
crossed to hs-Flp; UAS-GFP act > CD2 > GAL4; FRT82B tubGal80/TM2 flies.
Marker expression analyses were performed with PZ1444; Fz3-RFP 37, C587Gal4,
109-30Gal4, stat-GFP (10 Stat-binding sites in GFP promoter) and fax-GFP. Flies
of genotype yw/yw hs-Flp; FRT40A UAS-rCD2-RFP UAS-GFP-miRNA/FRT40A
UAS-mCD8-GFP UAS-rCD2-miRNA; act > CD2 > Gal4 were heat-shocked to
produce surface-labelled clones by the twin-spot generator technique38 to examine
FSC and EC shapes.
Statistics and reproducibility. All images shown are representative of at least ten
examples. In most cases the number is much higher and is given explicitly where
relevant for statistical analysis of outcomes. No statistical method was used to
predetermine sample size but we used prior experience to establish minimal sample
sizes. No samples were excluded from analysis, provided staining was of high quality.
The experiments were not randomized; all samples presented as groups in the results
were part of the same experiment and treated in exactly analogous ways without
regard to the identity of the sample. Investigators were not blinded during outcome
assessment, but had no pre-conception of what the outcomes might be. Standard
statistical tests are described in each figure legend; sample sizes were appropriately
large with appropriate distributions; relevant means, standard errors of the mean
and P values are cited together with explicit sample sizes, which always represent
biological replicates.
Data availability. Source data for Figs 2, 4, 8 and Supplementary Fig. 8 have been
provided as Supplementary Table 1. All data supporting the findings from this study
are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
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Supplementary Figure 1 Multicolour labeling method, imaging and scoring. (a)
Second chromosome genotype (top) of flies used for lineage marking, showing
tub-lacZ (lacZ), ubi-GFP (GFP) and ubi-RFP (RFP) transgenes and FRT 40A
and FRT 42B recombination targets either side of the centromere (white oval).
Heat-shock (HS) induction of a hs-flp transgene on the X-chromosome can
induce recombination independently at either pair of FRTs, making one or
both (2L and 2R) chromosome arms homozygous in daughter cells, thereby
eliminating one or more of the marker genes (one possible outcome for one
daughter cell is shown). The resulting daughter cell is designated “BR” to
indicate the presence of just two colours (Blue and Red) compared to the
three colours (BGR) present for parental cells after staining (B- Blue lacZ,
G-Green GFP, R- Red, RFP). (b) The nine possible genotypes that can be
produced by FRT-mediated recombination are indicated by the combination
of 2L genotypes (labeled vertically) and 2R genotypes (labeled horizontally:
“+” indicates the absence of the RFP transgene). The resulting diploid
genotypes are displayed within the nine large boxes; each vertical column of
small coloured squares represents one chromosome that may include lacZ
(Blue), GFP (Green) or RFP (Red) transgenes or not (white). Two copies
of ubi-RFP could not reliably be distinguished phenotypically from one, so
there are only six distinguishable phenotypes (indicated by the combination
of Blue (B), Green (G) and Red (R) colours present). Only the three RFPnegative phenotypes on the right (BG, B and G) are produced by just a single
genotype. Accordingly, these RFP-negative phenotypes are expected to be the
least frequent. In the 9d AHS (after heat-shock) experiment RFP-negative
FSC lineages were indeed present at a frequency (52/177) roughly half that
of RFP-positive FSC lineages (125/177). (c) Illustration of one possible
distribution of FSC genotypes in a germarium. Each FSC is represented by
a coloured circle within one of the nine boxes representing the nine possible
WWW.NATURE.COM/NATURECELLBIOLOGY
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genotypes. Note that two (or more) FSCs may acquire identical genotypes
(BGR, top left) or may share the same RFP-positive phenotype despite having
different genotypes (for example, GR FSCs in the left and middle columns).
Hence, in this germarium, seven FSCs exhibit just four distinct phenotypes.
(d-n) Images of the same ovariole shown in Fig. 1c,d to illustrate (d-h) how
single channel images are used to assign transgenes present and (i-n) how a
complete series of z-sections is used to assign FSC positions. (d-h) Images
show (d) all channels, (e) Fas3 antibody staining (white), (f) β-galactosidase
antibody staining (blue, “B”), (g) GFP (green, “G”) and (h) RFP (red, “R”) for
a central z-section. The red channel includes some bleed-through from Fas3
staining (from Alexa 546) but the RFP signal is distinguished as nuclear, while
Fas3 staining is at the plasma membrane (germline nuclei also stain in one
or more channels but are easily distinguished by their size and location). (i-n)
Successive z-sections encompassing the germarium (one section between j
and k is omitted because it shows only FSCs seen in adjacent sections) with
each FSC labeled according to colour (BGR, GR, B, BR). (l) The B FSC seen
in (k) and the two lower GR FSCs seen in (m) are also seen in this section but
are not labeled, so that each FSC is labeled only once in (i-n). Yellow arrows
mark the borders of Fas3 expression (pink in composites). Brackets or arrows
marking FSCs are labeled according to layers, with layer 1 (white) adjacent to
Fas3, layer 2 (cyan) immediately anterior (left) and layer 3 (yellow) one cell
further anterior (left). Fourteen FSCs are shown (1 B, 2 BR, 8 GR, 3 BGR),
with one (GR*) in (n) in the process of mitosis. Note that there is a single
candidate B FSC (as stated for Fig. 1c) and also note that the BGR FSCs are
not seen in central z-sections (the 60o sectors shown in Fig. 1e). Also, there
are no G or BG FSCs even though G and BG FCs are present (f-h and Fig. 1d),
indicating that G and BG FSCs were lost between day 5 and day 9. Scale bar
of 20μm applies to all panels (all are same magnification).
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Supplementary Figure 2 Decline in number of FSC lineages over time
indicates population asymmetry. (a-c) Percentage of ovarioles (among
50 scored) with the indicated number of distinct clones 9d AHS defined
by inclusion of (a) both FSCs and FCs (“FSC clones”), (b) FSCs (with or
without matching FCs) and (c) FCs (with or without FSCs), representing all
active FSCs present at 5d. To the right of each observed distribution is the
expected distribution of distinct colours predicted from a model (in blue) for
the number of FSCs (5, 6 and 10, respectively) that best fits the adjacent
experimental distribution (see Supplementary Note). (d-j) Examples of (f,g,j)
ovarioles and (d,e,h,i) their germaria at higher magnification from multicolour FSC lineage experiments examined at 9 days AHS. (d-g) Illustration
of an FSC-only clone (such clones are included in (b) but not (a)). The same
(d,e) germarium and (f,g) ovariole with (d,f) all colours present or (e,g) only
WWW.NATURE.COM/NATURECELLBIOLOGY

the green channel (to clearly distinguish B from BG cells), showing B FSCs
with no matching FC. (d,e) have seven z-sections combined to show all FSCs.
(f,g) Vertical white lines separate different z-sections (indicated top right)
for different regions of the ovariole (full original images for each z-section
in Supplementary Fig. 9). (h-j) Illustration of an FC-only clone (such clones
are included in (c) but not (a)). (h,i) Two combinations of z-sections (z1-3
and z5-8 to show all FSCs) of one germarium and (j) egg chambers from
the same ovariole, showing BG FC patches with no BG FSC. Scale bars are
20μm. (k-n) Percentage of all B, G and BG multicolour or GFP+ MARCM
FSC clones that contain a given (k,l,n) number or (m) range of FSCs when
analyzed at the stated times after clone induction. The total number of
biologically independent clones analyzed was (k) n=64, (l) n=83, (m) n=83
(9d), n=43 (22d) and (n) n=20.
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Supplementary Figure 3 FSC locations from multicolor lineages induced
by a single heat-shock. (a-h) Examples of (a,c,e,g) germaria (at higher
magnification) and (b,d,f,h) their associated ovarioles from multi-colour
FSC lineage experiments examined 12 days after a single heat-shock. (a,b)
The only candidate FSC of the BR lineage is in layer 1 (“BR”, white arrow).
(c,d) The only candidate FSC of the BGR lineage is in layer 2 (“BGR”,
cyan arrow). (e,f) The only candidate FSC of the BR lineage is in layer 3
(“BR”, yellow arrow). (g,h) The only candidate FSC of the BG lineage is in
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layer 1 and is at the bottom surface of the germarium, not in a mid-section
(“BG”, white arrow). The border of Fas3 staining (pink) is outlined by a
white dotted line in (a,c,e,g). (a,c) have two z-sections combined and (e)
has four z-sections superimposed. (h) Vertical white line separates different
z-sections (indicated top right) for different regions of the ovariole (full
original images for each z-section in Supplementary Fig. 9). (b,d,h) Diagonal
white lines indicate an edge of the original image (shown in Supplementary
Fig. 9). Scale bar 20μm in (a,c,e,g) and 50μm in (b,d,f,h).
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Supplementary Figure 4 Quantitation of Radial Cell Movements in the
FSC region by Live Imaging. (a) Graphical representation of radial cell
movements for the germarium shown in Supplementary video 6. Positions
of cell bodies at each time point were placed around a circle representing a
germarial cross-section in the FSC region. Each circle was subdivided into
12 sectors and 9 z-sections (red lines) to place the cells accurately based
on their xyz coordinates at each imaging time-point, generally at 15 min
intervals. Each GFP-marked cell nucleus could be tracked without ambiguity
and is artificially coloured. The whole germarium sometimes moved,
including rotations. The critical parameter is therefore the movement of one
cell nucleus relative to another. Cell pairs continually switched between
periods of moving towards one another and moving apart. (b) For each pair
of cells (A-B, A-C etc.) we estimated and tabulated relative movement as
the fractions of a sector (1/12 of the circumference) by which two cells
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separated (positive values in blue) or approached (negative values in
pink) over the time interval during which they maintained their approach
or separation. The minimum resolvable distance was 0.25 of a sector, so
distances were estimated as multiples of quarter sectors. When it was
too difficult to judge whether the relationship of cell pairs had changed,
the movement was scored as 0. The proportion of time intervals during
which cell pairs altered their radial separation was summed over the entire
movie (only the first 4h of the full 7h movie are displayed as circles and
tabulated here) as “% time moving”. The average rate at which each cell
pair altered their separation during periods of movement was calculated as
the percentage of the circumference moved per hour (“% circ. moved/h”).
The overall averages for 34 pairs of cells analyzed in four full movies are
given in the two bottom cells. All 34 cell pairs exhibited continual back and
forth movements.
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Supplementary Figure 5 Anterior movement of FSCs into EC territory. (a-c)
Three time-stamped series of live imaging frames up to (a) 6h 45min, (b)
3h 45min and (c) 3h 37min from germaria where one marked cell (white
arrow) moves anteriorly (left) from the FSC region to EC territory. In (c) a
second FSC (purple arrow) moves a shorter distance anteriorly. All FSCs
marked by arrows in (a-c) moved radially relative to each other. Panel a
frames are from Supplementary video 4, panel b from Supplementary
video 5, panel c from Supplementary video 6. We observed four clear
examples of large anterior movements, likely representing FSCs becoming
ECs, in a total of about 80 recorded germaria, each containing an average
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of four labeled FSCs, viewed on average for about half a cycle (6h). We
deduced in our twin-spot analyses that approximately one EC is produced
per cycle from the whole FSC population. We would therefore expect
an EC to be produced from a quarter of the FSC population (4 labeled
FSCs) viewed over half a cycle roughly once in every eight videos. Large
anterior movements were observed in roughly 1/20 of videos (4/80). The
frequency of these movements is consistent with FSCs becoming ECs
but suggests that at least as many ECs were also produced as a result of
smaller anterior movements of FSCs in the same set of videos. Scale bars
are 20μm.
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Supplementary Figure 6 FSC heterogeneity along the A/P axis. (a-f) Single
cells labeled with surface CD8-GFP in Fas3 (red)-stained germaria. (a-c)
FSCs in a section from the top or bottom third of the z-stacks, showing
processes extending bilaterally from (a) layer 1, (b) layer 2 or (c) layer 3
FSCs. (d-g) ECs have (d) short processes in anterior regions but (e,f) longer
processes contacting stage 2a cysts if in region 2, closer to the location of
FSCs. (g-i) 109-30 GAL4 enhancer trap stained for the products of UASGFP (green), PZ1444-lacZ (red) and Fas3 (blue), showing 109-30-GAL4
expression in FSCs and FCs (similar to the pattern of Castor expression
but less uniform). (g) and (h) are the same image with or without the blue
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channel. (i) is the projection of four z-sections, spanning 9μm. (j-l) C587GAL4 enhancer trap expressing UAS-CD8-RFP (red in j, gray-scale in l) and
stained for expression of PZ1444-lacZ (green in j, gray-scale in k) and Fas3
(blue) showed strong C587-GAL4 expression in ECs and weaker expression in
FSCs (similar to the pattern of PZ144-lacZ expression but extending weakly
also into FCs). (m-o) ptc-lacZ expression in green (m) or gray-scale (n) from
the same germarium and (o) in green in another example is high in ECs, FSCs
and the earliest FCs. Arrows indicate Fas3 staining border (green), FSCs in
layer 1 (white), layer 2 (cyan) and layer 3 (yellow), and early FCs (pink). All
scale bars are 20μm.
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Supplementary Figure 7 Twin-spot method. Recombination can occur
at either FRT40A or FRT42B or both followed by a variety of possible
segregation patterns. In the example shown, the daughter pairs are B and
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GR. All possible daughter pairs are listed but we did not score BG/BGR
pairs because the BGR daughter cannot be distinguished from the many
cells not undergoing any recombination.
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Supplementary Figure 8 Early (6d) effects of altered Wnt pathway activity
on FSC behaviour. (a-c) Increased Wnt pathway activity due to axn or apc
mutations (a) decreased the proportion of FSC clones associated with
FCs, (b) increased the average number of labeled ECs per germarium, and
(c) decreased the proportion of FSCs in layer 1 in favor of more anterior
positions. These phenotypes at 6d were generally less pronounced than at
12d (Fig. 8). (e-g) Loss of Wnt pathway activity (e) increased the proportion
of FSC clones associated with FCs and reduced the percentage of ovarioles
with labeled ECs, (f) reduced the average number of labeled ECs per
germarium and (g) increased the proportion of FSCs in layer 1 versus layers
2 and 3. (d) At 12d AHS increased Wnt pathway activity due to axn or apc
mutations decreased the percentage of FSC clones associated with labeled
FCs and increased the percentage of ovarioles with labeled ECs. (h,i) The
fraction of MARCM-labeled FSCs labeled by EdU at 6d (h) was decreased
significantly for layer 1 FSCs and the total FSC population by increased
Wnt pathway activity and (i) was slightly but not significantly reduced in
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each layer by loss of Wnt pathway activity. In all cases there is still no
significant EdU incorporation into ECs (not shown). Error bars show SEM
for (a,b) n=68 (WT), n=65 (axnSO), n=67 (axnE77) and n=65 (apc1apc2)
biologically independent ovarioles or germaria, (c) n=237 (WT), n=311
(axnSO), n=239 (axnE77) and n=119 (apc1apc2) FSCs, (d) n=75
(WT), n=67 (axnSO), n=64 (axnE77) and n=63 (apc1apc2) biologically
independent germaria, (e,f) n=78 (WT) and n=89 (arr) biologically
independent ovarioles or germaria, (g) n=228 (WT) and n=189 (arr) FSCs,
(h) n=112 (WT), n=132 (axnSO), n=104 (axnE77) and n=68 (apc1apc2)
layer 1 FSCs, n=197 (WT), n=321 (axnSO), n=237 (axnE77) and n=125
(apc1apc2) total FSCs, (i) n=136 (WT) and n=134 (arr) layer 1 FSCs,
n=228 (WT) and n=189 (arr) total FSCs. (b,f) Significant differences from
controls (WT) were assessed by Pearson’s chi-squared test (* p<0.005, #
p<0.05). (a,c,d,e,g,h,i) Significant differences from controls (WT) were
assessed by Fisher’s exact two-tailed test (* p<0.001, # p<0.05). See
Supplementary Table 1 for supporting data.
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE
Number of FSCs per germarium and founder FCs per egg chamber: statistical methods
1. Best fit for number of FSCs per germarium based on the distribution of numbers of different FSC
colors observed
For statistical modeling we assumed for simplicity that all ovarioles have the same number of
surviving FSC lineages at the time of analysis (9d after clone induction for the first analysis). In ovarioles 9
days after clone marking we observed experimentally that each of the three types of RFP-negative FSC
clones (B, G and BG) were present at a frequency of roughly 1/9 of the total, while the three types of RFPpositive FSC clones (BR, GR, BGR) were present at a frequency of roughly 2/9. We therefore assumed in
our statistical modeling that the different colors of FSC clone were present in those same proportions
(B:G:BG:BR:GR:BGR = 1:1:1:2:2:2). Those proportions are exactly what would be expected if each of the
nine possible genotype was present at the same frequency. This outcome was very convenient for simple
modeling. It represents a balance between too few recombination events (leading to an excess of GFP/lacZ
and RFP/+ genotypes) and too many successive recombination events (which lead to an excess of the
genotypes stable to further recombination- GFP/GFP, lacZ/lacZ, RFP/RFP and +/+).
Assuming that the nine genotypes in the FSCs are independent and identically distributed (as found
experimentally), the probability of observing exactly k different FSC colors when there are n surviving FSC
lineages per germarium at the time of analysis is given by the formula below.

z

where z is a non-zero integer
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The expected percentages of ovarioles with 1-6 distinct FSC colors calculated from this formula are
presented below for different numbers of surviving FSC lineages (n= 4, 5, 6 etc.). The calculated
distributions that most closely match observed distributions (from 50 ovarioles expressed as percentages)
at 9d are shown below for (a) FSCs with matching FCs, (b) all FSCs (with or without matching FCs) and (c)
the number of FC-producing FSC colors present at 5d (equal to the number of distinguishable FC patches
at day 9 (Supplementary Fig. S2c)).
(a) Best fit of predicted color distributions to experimental data for FSC clones with matching FCs at 9d.
k

1

2

3

4

5

6

Σ(Observed-Predicted)2

FSC+FC 9d observed
n=4 prediction
n=5 prediction
n=6 prediction

2
1
0
0

12
20
8
3

44
55
42
28

30
24
42
48

8
0
7
19

4
0
0
1

302
185
795

Best match is for n=5 FSCs (lowest value for sum of differences squared).
The theoretical distribution above for 5 FSCs is shown in Supplementary Fig. 2a, next to “FSC clones” data.
(b) Best fit of predicted color distributions to experimental data for FSC clones (with or without matching
FCs) at 9d.
k

1

2

3

4

5

6

Σ(Observed-Predicted)2

FSC 9d observed
n=4 prediction
n=5 prediction
n=6 prediction
n=7 prediction

0
1
0
0
0

6
20
8
3
1

34
55
42
28
18

36
24
42
48
47

14
0
7
19
30

10
0
0
1
4

1078
253
295
694

Best match for n= 5-6 FSCs.
The theoretical distribution above for 6 FSCs is shown in Supplementary Fig. 2b, next to “FSCs” data.
(c) Best fit of predicted color distributions to experimental data for FSC clones with matching FCs at 5d.
k

1

2

3

4

5

6

Σ(Observed-Predicted)2

FSC+FC 5d observed
n=8 prediction
n=9 prediction
n=10 prediction
n=11 prediction

0
0
0
0
0

6
1
0
0
0

18
11
7
4
3

20
41
34
28
22

32
39
45
48
49

24
8
14
20
33

820
622
568
635
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Best match for n=10 FSCs.
The theoretical distribution above for 10 FSCs is shown in Supplementary Fig. 2c, next to “FC” (= FSC/FC
clones at 5d) clone data.

Similar modeling for the observed distribution of distinguishable FC-producing FSC lineages at days 14 (n=
53 ovarioles), 20 (n=47 ovarioles) and 30 (n=60 ovarioles) is shown below. The average number of
distinguishable lineages from day 5 to day 30 is plotted in Fig. 2j and the inferred number of surviving FSC
lineages is presented in Fig. 2k.
(d) Best fit of predicted color distributions to experimental data for FSC clones with matching FCs at 14d.
k

1

2

3

4

5

6

Σ(Observed-Predicted)2

FSC+FC 14d observed
n=1 prediction
n=2 prediction
n=3 prediction
n=4 prediction

17
100
19
4
1

66
0
81
44
20

13
0
0
52
55

2
0
0
0
24

2
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

11422
406
2182
4624

Best match for 2 FSCs.
(e) Best fit of predicted color distributions to experimental data for FSC clones with matching FCs at 20d.
k

1

2

3

4

5

6

Σ(Observed-Predicted)2

FSC+FC 20d observed
n=1 prediction
n=2 prediction
n=3 prediction

30
100
19
4

53
0
81
44

15
0
0
52

2
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

7938
1079
2126

Best match for 2 FSCs.
(f) Best fit of predicted color distributions to experimental data for FSC clones with matching FCs at 30d.
k

1

2

3

4

5

6

Σ(Observed-Predicted)2

FSC+FC 30d observed
n=1 prediction
n=2 prediction
n=3 prediction

56
100
19
4

39
0
81
44

5
0
0
52

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

3482
3158
4938

Best match for 1-2 FSCs (plotted as 1.5 in Fig. 2k)
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2. Number of FSCs per germarium deduced from the percentage contribution from each FSC
lineage color.

The number of FC-producing FSCs can also be calculated as the reciprocal of the FC population
contributed by a single FSC. We calculated the contribution of a single FSC lineage color to the FC
population. This number underestimates the true number of FSCs because each color may include more
than one FSC.
To determine the contribution of a single FSC lineage color to the entire FC epithelium of an
ovariole from the 9d multicolor data we considered only G, B and BG lineages because these are present
at an average frequency of 1/9 rather than 2/9 and are therefore more often initiated by single FSCs
(Supplementary Fig. 1b,c). We also considered only ovarioles with at least four egg chambers and
lineages that included a surviving FSC and at least one matching FC patch, even if present only in the
germarium. We estimated the proportion of each egg chamber occupied by the color under examination,
scoring all egg chambers in the ovariole (including those with no matching FCs). The average contribution
of a single FSC color was close to 1/8 of all FCs (12.0%; n=30, SEM= 2.6%). An analogous analysis of 9day FSC clones generated by the MARCM method showed an average contribution close to 1/7 of all FCs
(15.3%; n=63, SEM=1.8%).
These data would lead to an estimate of 7-8 FSCs if each lineage color contained only a single FSC
during the period of measurement (5-9d). However, even if each colored clone were initiated from a single
FSC immediately after recombination marking, several FSCs would later amplify. The average amplification
of surviving FSCs would be the reciprocal of the proportion of initially marked FSC lineages that survive.
Hence, the number of FSCs estimated to be present during 5-9d by calculating the contributions of
individual colors is equivalent to an estimate of the number of surviving FSCs during the period from 5-9d.
The value of 7-8 surviving FSC lineages fits well with the time-course of surviving FSC lineages measured
by counting the number of distinct colors present at different time points (Fig. 2k).
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3. Number of founder FCs per egg chamber deduced from percentage contribution from each FC
color.
The number of founder FCs per egg chamber can be calculated as the reciprocal of the average
contribution of a single FC color, provided that a single color represents a single founder FC. To minimize
the frequency of two or more founder FCs sharing the same color we only considered ovarioles with B, G
and BG FSC clones. There were 83 patches containing B, G or BG FCs, with an average contribution of
30.4% per patch to the FC epithelium of a single egg chamber.
To derive the contribution per founding FC we must also estimate how many of the scored FC
patches derived from one, two, three or more founder FCs of the same color. To do this we assumed that
each founder FC is drawn independently from a group of source cells and hence that the number of founder
cells of a given color will show a binomial distribution. To determine the probability, p, that a founder FC of
a specific color (B, G or BG) is drawn we counted the number of egg chambers with zero FCs of the
specified color (among ovarioles with an FSC clone of the specified color). For B, G and BG lineages
combined we found that 102 of 185 egg chambers had no FC contribution from the interrogated genotype.
Hence, (1-p)k = 102/185 where k is the number of founder FCs per egg chamber.
We then performed separate calculations of predicted binomial distributions of the number of
founder FCs of the same color per egg chamber for different values of k. We present the results below only
for k = 3, 4 and 5 because these emerge as the only plausible candidates. From the p value inferred (from
the experimental determination that (1-p)k = 102/185) we calculated the fraction of patches predicted to be
founded by i (= 1, 2, 3, 4 or more) founder FCs per egg chamber as f(i) = pi (1-p)k-ik!/i!(k-i)! and hence the
inferred average number of founding FCs per patch of a given color as
(f(1)+2f(2)+3f(3)+4f(4))/(f(1)+f(2)+f(3)+f(4)). Occupancy per founding FC was then calculated as occupancy
per patch divided by inferred number of founding FCs per patch. The reciprocal of this value was our best
estimate of the number of founding FCs per egg chamber. Even though different values of k produced small
differences in the inferred number of founding FCs per patch the best estimate for the number of founding
FCs per egg chamber is 4 whether we initially use values of k anywhere from 3 to 5.
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(a) Number of founder FCs per patch and hence founder FCs per egg chamber based on binomial
distribution: multicolor clones
p

k=3
k=4
k=5

0.180
0.138
0.112

Probability that an FC patch is
founded by the indicated number
of FCs (i) of the same color
1

2

3

0.363
0.354
0.348

0.080
0.085
0.088

0.006
0.009
0.011

4
0
0
0.001

Inferred average
Experimental Inferred
number of founder occupancy
occupancy
FCs per patch
per patch
per founder FC

Inferred #
founder FCs

5
0
0
0

1.20
1.23
1.25

30.4%
30.4%
30.4%

25.2%
24.8%
24.3%

4.0
4.0
4.1

A MARCM FSC clonal analysis was scored and analyzed in exactly analogous fashion. Average
occupancy was 31.2% over 179 patches and 158/337 egg chambers had zero FC contribution, scoring only
ovarioles that included marked FSC clones.
(b) Number of founder FCs per patch and hence founder FCs per egg chamber based on binomial
distribution: MARCM clones
p

k=3
k=4
k=5

0.223
0.173
0.141

Probability that an FC patch is
founded by the indicated number
of FCs (i) of the same color

Inferred average
Experimental Inferred
number of founder occupancy
occupancy
FCs per patch
per patch
per founder FC

1

2

3

4

5

0.404
0.391
0.384

0.116
0.123
0.126

0.011
0.017
0.021

0
0.001
0.002

0
0
0

1.26
1.30
1.33

31.2%
31.2%
31.2%

24.8%
23.9%
23.4%

Inferred #
founder FCs

4.0
4.2
4.3

For the MARCM data the percentage occupancy per founding cell is close to 25% (for all values of k,
including k=4), giving a best estimate of an average of four founding FCs per egg chamber, just as for the
multicolor FC patches. It is clear, however, that there can sometimes be at least five founding FCs (Fig. 1k).
Also, a variety of departures from our simplifying statistical assumptions, such as unequal numbers of FSCs
of different colours and heterogeneous potential for immediate FC production (both of which we observe),
would lead to under-estimating how frequently a single FC colour is founded by a single FC, and would
therefore raise our estimate of the number of founding FCs to a value higher than four.
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Chapter Three: Division-independent differentiation mandates proliferative
competition among stem cells (Reilein, Melamed, Tavaré and Kalderon, 2018)

My direct contributions to this publication were the MARCM clone experiments and EdU
proliferation measurements to quantify the influence of FSC division on the rate of FSC
differentiation. I also contributed to our interpretation of Dr. Tavaré’s mathematical modeling,
and crafted the graphical representations seen in Figure 1.
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Division-independent differentiation mandates
proliferative competition among stem cells
Amy Reileina,1, David Melameda,1, Simon Tavaréb, and Daniel Kalderona,2
a

Department of Biological Sciences, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027; and bCancer Research UK Cambridge Institute, University of Cambridge,
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Cancer-initiating gatekeeper mutations that arise in stem cells
would be especially potent if they stabilize and expand an
affected stem cell lineage. It is therefore important to understand
how different stem cell organization strategies promote or prevent variant stem cell amplification in response to different types
of mutation, including those that activate proliferation. Stem cell
numbers can be maintained constant while producing differentiated products through individually asymmetrical division outcomes or by population asymmetry strategies in which individual
stem cell lineages necessarily compete for niche space. We considered alternative mechanisms underlying population asymmetry and
used quantitative modeling to predict starkly different consequences
of altering proliferation rate: A variant, faster proliferating mutant
stem cell should compete better only when stem cell division and
differentiation are independent processes. For most types of stem
cells, it has not been possible to ascertain experimentally whether
division and differentiation are coupled. However, Drosophila follicle
stem cells (FSCs) provided a favorable system with which to investigate population asymmetry mechanisms and also for measuring the
impact of altered proliferation on competition. We found from detailed cell lineage studies that division and differentiation of an individual FSC are not coupled. We also found that FSC representation,
reflecting maintenance and amplification, was highly responsive to
genetic changes that altered only the rate of FSC proliferation. The
FSC paradigm therefore provides definitive experimental evidence
for the general principle that relative proliferation rate will always
be a major determinant of competition among stem cells specifically
when stem cell division and differentiation are independent.
stem cell

space within a supportive niche environment, renders the impact
of increased proliferation dependent on the strategies used for
stem cell maintenance (8–10) (Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A). For example, if a stem cell always divides to produce one stem cell and
one differentiated cell (single-cell asymmetry; model A, Fig. 1A),
an increased rate of division of one stem cell will not alter the
longevity or representation of that stem cell. Germline stem cells
(GSCs) in the Drosophila ovary mostly undergo repeated divisions
with asymmetrical outcomes, and mutations that alter the rate of
GSC divisions do not generally affect GSC maintenance (11–14).
Several types of stem cell, including Drosophila follicle stem
cells (FSCs), which reside in the same ovaries as GSCs, and
mammalian gut stem cells, are instead maintained by population
asymmetry (Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A). The term “population
asymmetry” is generally understood to mean that the fates of two
daughters of a stem cell are independent. Population asymmetry
inevitably creates competition among stem cells for survival and
amplification, leading to stochastic expansion of some stem cell
lineages, while others are lost (“neutral competition”) (15, 16)
(Fig. S1B). The factors that regulate competition can be uncovered experimentally by identifying hypo- or hypercompetitive
genetic variants and the molecular mechanisms they affect. FSC
survival can be compromised by reduced activity of adhesion
molecules or altered signaling that promotes differentiation (17–
19), but both an unbiased genetic screen and analysis of a key
niche signal pointed to stem cell division rate as a major determinant of FSC competition (12, 13, 20). By contrast, niche

| competition | proliferation | population asymmetry | Drosophila

Significance
Adult stem cells support tissue maintenance throughout life,
but they also can be cells of origin for cancer, allowing clonal
expansion and long-term maintenance of the first oncogenic
mutations. We considered how a mutation that increases the
proliferation rate of a stem cell would affect the probability of
its competitive survival and amplification for different potential organizations of stem cells. Quantitative modeling showed
that the key characteristic predicting the impact of relative
proliferation rate on competition is whether differentiation of
a stem cell is coupled to its division. We then used Drosophila
follicle stem cells to provide definitive experimental evidence
for the general prediction that relative proliferation rates dictate stem cell competition specifically for stem cells that exhibit
division-independent differentiation.

L

arge-scale sequencing of tumor samples, including single
cells, provides information about the number and identity of
mutations that drive cancer ontogeny, key initiating gatekeeper
mutations, and clonal histories (1–3). Understanding how each
driver mutation promotes clonal selection throughout this long
developmental sequence of changing cellular phenotypes and
environments is very challenging, but it is most approachable for
the earliest mutations because they occur in the context of normal morphology and physiology. The longevity and proliferative
potential of stem cells make it inevitable that the first driver
mutations sometimes arise in stem cells, especially for tissues
with very active stem cells and short-lived derivatives (1, 4–6).
Those first driver mutations (gatekeepers) may act throughout
cancer evolution, but they will be especially potent if they provide a
selective advantage at the earliest possible stage to stabilize a
mutant stem cell lineage and amplify it to provide multiple substrate cells for sampling a variety of potential secondary mutations
(6, 7). It is therefore very important to understand what types of
mutations favor maintenance and amplification of an affected stem
cell, and hence why some gatekeeper mutations may be more
potent in one tissue than another.
It might, at first thought, be expected that an increased rate of
cell division would inevitably favor the amplification of any cell
type. However, stem cells are generally maintained at roughly
constant numbers. This constraint, generally imposed by limited
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Fig. 1. Stem cell organization dictates the impact of proliferation rate on stem cell competition. (A) Possible set of trajectories for a population of four stem
cell lineages (black, blue, red, and green) through four cycles for three different types of organization. By the end of each cycle, two of the four stem cells
have divided, the total number of stem cells (filled circles) remains constant (at four), and two nonstem cells (open circles) have been produced. In model A,
each stem cell division always produces one stem cell and one nonstem cell (“single-cell asymmetry”). Each lineage is maintained in equal proportion no
matter what its relative rate of division (here, the blue stem cells divided four times and the red stem cells did not divide at all). Models B and C represent
different mechanisms of population asymmetry. In model B, nonstem cells are only produced when a stem cell divides (“division-dependent differentiation”),
but each division can produce two stem cells or two nonstem cells (with equal frequency) or one of each (also Fig. S1A). The relative proliferation rate of a
variant stem cell does not affect its predicted competitive success (from quantitative modeling). In this example, the red stem cell survives despite failing to
divide, while the blue stem cells are extinguished despite dividing more times per cycle (four of six) than even the green stem cells (three of five). In model C,
nonstem cells are produced at any time, independent of division history (division-independent differentiation), and the total number of nonstem cells
produced equals the total number of stem cell divisions over the whole population to maintain constant stem cell numbers (“population asymmetry”) (also
Fig. S1A). The cartoon shows an intermediate stage in each cycle to illustrate that division and differentiation are separate processes. Division is shown first,
but these processes would not be rigidly ordered (and are not ordered in mathematical modeling). For model C, the relative proliferation rate of a variant
stem cell has a large impact on its competitive success. In this example, the red stem cell is (by chance) relatively resistant to differentiation, remaining a stem
cell for three of four cycles, but that lineage is nevertheless extinguished eventually because the red stem cell did not divide (contrast with A and B).
Conversely, even though the blue stem cells became nonstem cells at almost half of the possible opportunities (three of eight), this lineage amplified because
of frequent divisions (contrast with A and B, where divisions were at least as frequent). (B–D) Graphical representation of results from quantitative modeling
(Dataset S1) of stem cell models B and C, considering in each case a population of 16 stem cells that initially includes one variant with division frequency
altered by a factor of c. (B) Probability that the variant stem cell lineage is ultimately the sole surviving (“winning”) lineage (constant at 1/16 for model B in
red). The probability of survival of the variant lineage (p; blue); the expected number of stem cells in a surviving variant lineage (#; red); and, hence, (the
product of p and #) the expected total number of variant stem cells present (green) for model B (C) and model C (D) are shown, on a log10 scale, after a fixed
time interval (this would correspond to roughly 12 cycles of egg chamber budding, or 6 d, for FSCs, where roughly six FSCs divide per budding cycle; t = 12 × 6/
16 = 4.5) (also Fig. S1B).

adhesion, resistance to differentiation, and quiescence are
more commonly cited as key parameters favoring longevity of
various other stem cells, including Drosophila GSCs (9, 21).
We wished to understand whether a fundamental principle of
stem cell organization might explain a causal connection

between proliferation and competition by using FSCs as a
model stem cell.
GSCs and FSCs are housed in the germarium, which lies at the
anterior of each egg-producing ovariole (Fig. 2A). In the anterior
half of the germarium, escort cells (ECs) support the differentiation
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amplifying FCs, and that FSCs are maintained by population
asymmetry (18).
We first considered two potential mechanisms for population
asymmetry (models B and C in Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A) from a
theoretical perspective and used quantitative modeling to conclude that the impact of proliferation rate on stem cell competition should depend critically on whether “differentiation” (the
production of a transit-amplifying cell or differentiated cell) is
independent of stem cell division. We then examined FSC organization in more detail, specifically to discover whether FC
production was temporally coupled to FSC division and to test
rigorously the impact of mutations that altered FSC proliferation
rate on FSC representation. The experimental results provide
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of GSC derivatives into 16-cell cysts (22). Follicle cell precursors
(FCs) then associate with germline cysts midway through the
germarium and proliferate to form an expanding monolayer
epithelium (23). A subset of FCs differentiates early to form
polar cells and stalk cells, which allow budding of fully enveloped cysts from the posterior of the germarium to produce new
egg chambers roughly every 12 h throughout the life of well-fed
adult females. Until recently, it was thought that each germarium contained only two, or perhaps three, FSCs; that FSCs
produced only FCs; and that the majority of FSC divisions
produced one FSC and one FC (23–25). However, we recently
reported that each germarium contains many more FSCs (about
14–16), that FSCs produce quiescent ECs as well as transit-

Fig. 2. Drosophila oogenesis and twin-spot analysis of FSC daughter fates. (A–D) Illustration of FSC and FC twin-spot clones. (A) Germarium diagram showing
terminal filament (TF) cells, cap cells (CCs), GSCs, GSC daughters developing into 16-cell germline cysts (light gray), ECs (orange), FSCs, and FCs, including stalk
cells (SCs) and polar cells (PCs) from anterior (left) to the newest egg chamber. Fas3 expression on FC surfaces is shown in red. The anterior limit of
Fas3 staining, running along the posterior surface of a stage 2b germline cyst, provides a key landmark. FSCs lie in three layers (“3-1”) immediately anterior to
Fas3 but posterior to stage 2a cysts. The progression over time of the products of mitotic recombination in an FSC (black arrow) and an FC (red arrow) is
illustrated. (B) Germarium showing twin-spot daughters immediately after recombination in an FSC (green, G; purple, BR) and in an FC (blue, B; yellow, GR).
Letters indicate the presence of a given transgene (B, blue lacZ; G, green GFP; R, red, RFP). (Right) B and GR FC daughters proliferate to form patches, which
are always on the same egg chamber, as it grows and moves to the posterior (right) along the ovariole two cycles (C, 24 h) and four cycles (D, 48 h) after initial
marking. Egg chambers bud from the germarium roughly every 12 h. A BR FC produced in the previous cycle has divided once (C), leading to an FC patch on
the second egg chamber (ECh2) two cycles later (D). Unpaired FC patches, as shown here for BR, must derive from recombination in an FSC and were never
observed beyond the fourth egg chamber 72 h after heat shock. (E, Left) Starting genotype at the time of mitotic recombination is shown for the second
chromosome of flies used for twin-spot lineage marking. The tub-lacZ (lacZ), ubi-GFP (GFP), and ubi-RFP (RFP) transgenes, as well as FRT 40A and FRT 42B
recombination targets (orange) on either side of the centromere (white oval), are indicated. Heat-shock induction of an hs-flp transgene on the
X-chromosome can induce recombination at either or both pairs of homologous FRTs (E, Center), followed by segregation to yield two daughter cells with
recombinant genotypes in predictable twin-spot pairings (E, Right) (here, BR and GR daughters are produced; other possible pairings are B:GR, G:BR, and
BG:BGR).
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definitive evidence for the general principle that stem cell competition depends on relative proliferation rates specifically when
stem cell division and differentiation are independent processes.
Results
Contrasting Impacts of Altered Proliferation for Different Population
Asymmetry Mechanisms. We considered three idealized strategies

for stem cell maintenance to evaluate from a theoretical standpoint how stem cell organization controls the impact of cell
proliferation rates on stem cell competition. If each stem cell
division produces an asymmetrical outcome (model A in Fig. 1A),
there will be no competitive advantage or disadvantage for a stem
cell that divides at a different rate. Drosophila ovarian GSCs
appear to show this organization and indifference to stem cell
division rates (12, 13).
For stem cells governed by population asymmetry, two
contrasting mechanisms have not generally been explicitly distinguished experimentally or conceptually. The predicted consequences of altered proliferation are widely different for the
two models. If stem cell division and differentiation are rigidly
coupled (model B in Fig. 1A), then an individual stem cell that
proliferates faster than others (blue and green stem cells in Fig.
1A) will have a higher chance of amplification during a fixed time
interval, but it will also have a proportionally higher chance of
being lost. Hence, a qualitative appraisal suggests there will be
little or no net consequence on stem cell competition. In principle, the organization depicted in model B might apply to stem
cells that must maintain contact with a limited niche surface to
be maintained by short-range signals or by adhesion (9, 26) because cell division characteristically reduces cell contacts with
neighbors and the extracellular matrix (27–29) and generates two
daughters potentially competing for a space that previously
supported only one stem cell (Fig. S1A). Such mechanisms are
commonly associated with oriented cell divisions and single-cell
asymmetry; however, in the absence of rigidly oriented divisions,
the resulting intermediate levels of short-range signaling or adhesion for both daughters could plausibly result in the retention
of zero, one, or two stem cells (Fig. S1A). In practice, model B
has often been assumed in fitting mathematical models to the
results of lineage studies, as exemplified by several studies of
mammalian epidermal stem cells (30–33), and some studies suggest
it applies to Drosophila intestinal stem cells (34–37), but there is, as
yet, no definitively proven example of model B.
If stem cell division and differentiation are independent processes that are not linked mechanistically or temporally for an
individual stem cell (model C in Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A), then each
stem cell division initially produces two stem cells and a stem cell
can differentiate at any time. Here, an increase in the proliferation rate of one stem cell relative to others will inevitably
lead to a higher likelihood of amplification and a reduced likelihood of losing the variant lineage (blue stem cells in Fig. 1A).
Conversely, stem cells that rarely divide (red lineage in Fig. 1A)
can survive for long periods if differentiation is coupled to cell
division (models A and B) but are very likely to be lost within a
few cycles if differentiation is independent of stem cell division
(model C) because there is a chance to differentiate at every
cycle (time period). In summary, there is a strong likelihood that
slower proliferating stem cells will be lost and faster proliferating
stem cells will amplify only when there is division-independent
differentiation (model C).
The different organizations described above for population
asymmetry were translated into a quantitative model to evaluate
whether an altered proliferation rate has any effect on stem cell
competition in model B and to predict the magnitude of such
effects in model C (Fig. S1B and Dataset S1). In each case, the
model was constrained to maintain a constant total number of
stem cells. Thus, if an extra stem cell is produced at any time (by
a division producing two stem cells), this was immediately fol4 of 10 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1718646115

lowed by stem cell loss (by a division producing two nonstem cell
daughters in model B or by differentiation of one stem cell in
model C), and, conversely, stem cell loss was followed by stem
cell duplication. Additionally, the probabilities of a division
yielding two stem cells or two nonstem cells were considered to
be equal in model B. These models can be treated as classical
Markov chains (details are provided in Dataset S1).
For model B, a variant stem cell with an altered division rate
(by a factor c) has an unchanged probability of being the sole
lineage remaining after all others have been lost (Fig. 1B, Fig.
S1B, and Dataset S1). By contrast, in model C, the probability of
being the winning (sole remaining) lineage increases greatly for a
variant stem cell that divides faster than its competitors (Fig. 1B
and Dataset S1). For a population of 16 stem cells, a 50% increase
in proliferation rate raises the probability of indefinite survival
from 1/16 to about 1/3 (more than fivefold) and reduces the
expected average time to achieve that state twofold (Dataset S1).
The average number of stem cells in a lineage initiated from a
single variant stem cell at any time before completion of clonal
evolution (Fig. S1B) is predicted to be the same for all values of c
in model B (green line in Fig. 1C). That is because changes in the
average number of stem cells per surviving variant lineage are
exactly offset by inverse changes in the probability that the variant lineage survives (Fig. 1C). By contrast, both of these parameters increase for greater c values in model C, and therefore
sum to give an even larger response for the total number of
variant stem cells present [1.0 (c = 1.0), 1.8 (c = 1.2), 3.5 (c =
1.5), and 6.7 (c = 2.0) expected variant stem cells; Fig. 1D]. In
summary, quantitative modeling shows that for model B, an altered rate of proliferation has no impact on cell competition
measured by the eventual winner of clonal competition or stem
cell representation at earlier times, whereas altered division rates
have a large effect on both measures of competition for stem
cells organized as in model C.
Twin-Spot Lineage Analysis to Follow FSC Behavior over 72 h. To test
the theoretical predictions connecting stem cell organization to
the impact of altered proliferation on competition, which should
apply to all types of stem cell, we turned to Drosophila FSCs. To
determine whether FSC differentiation into FCs occurs only at
the time of FSC division (model B) or independent of FSC division (model C), we tried to reconstruct the precise behavior of
FSCs over a 72-h period through a detailed lineage analysis.
Marked clones were created at a fixed time by using a heat shockinduced flp recombinase to promote mitotic recombination at FRT
sites located at the base of chromosome arms harboring GFP
(“G”), β-galactosidase (“B”), and RFP (“R”) transgenes (Fig. 2E).
We showed previously that in these flies, fewer than one in
100 ovarioles produced recombinant FSC genotypes in the absence
of heat shock (18). Hence, we can be sure that virtually all recombination events occur shortly after heat shock.
Our first objective was to define the first egg chambers populated by FC derivatives of recombination in an FSC. Both FSCs
and their proliferative FC progeny can undergo mitotic recombination to produce twin-spot daughters with predictable
pairs of color combinations (B:GR, G:BR, BR:GR, and BG:
BGR daughter pairs) (Fig. 2E). However, the earliest FCs are
distinguished from FSCs by their association with a developing
germline cyst, leading to the inevitable passage of an FC and all
of its progeny through the ovariole. Recombination in an FC
therefore always produces two daughters associated with the
same germline cyst; those daughters will then proliferate to form
paired twin-spot FC patches on the same egg chamber (illustrated for B:GR FC daughters in Fig. 2 A–D). By contrast, an FC
patch that has no paired twin spot on the same egg chamber must
have derived from recombination in an FSC (illustrated for G:
BR FSC daughters in Fig. 2 A–D).
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in Fig. 3D). This deduction is consistent with the expectation that
egg chambers bud from the germarium roughly every 12 h (23)
and that the germarium generally contains two cysts posterior to
the FSCs, leading to a maximum of six cycles of FC recruitment
over 72 h (Fig. 3D). Egg chamber production in all ovarioles of
the experimental flies was likely synchronized to within 12 h. We
therefore made the conservative assumption that marked FSC
daughters had the opportunity to contribute to all egg chambers
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At 72 h after heat shock, unpaired FSC-derived FC patches
were found in the fourth youngest egg chamber for more than a
quarter of all ovarioles; older egg chambers always contained
only paired twin-spot FC patches. We therefore deduced that the
first opportunity for a marked FSC daughter to become an FC in
any of the experimental ovarioles was the passage through the
FSC region of a germline cyst that will become the fourth
youngest egg chamber 72 h later (as seen for a BR FSC daughter

Fig. 3. Twin-spot lineage analysis to determine when an FSC daughter becomes an FC. (A–D) Analysis of FSC twin-spot clones 72 h after induction. Two zsections of the germarium and the first two egg chambers (ECh1 and ECh2) (A and B) and ECh3 and ECh4 (C) of an ovariole are illustrated in the top cartoon
(D). All z-sections were examined in each fluorescence channel to assign all cell colors definitively (Fig. S2). The anterior (left) limit of surface Fas3 staining
(pink), which labels FCs, is outlined with white dotted lines. [Scale bar: 20 μm (same for A–C).] The BR (purple) FC patch in ECh4 had no matching twin-spot FCs
(would be G or GR) in the same egg chamber, and must therefore derive from recombination marking in an FSC. Hence, all marked cells up to and including
ECh4 derive from daughters of recombination in an FSC. Colors present up to ECh4 are G, BR, and GR, showing that one FSC produced a G:BR twin-spot pair
(illustrated at bottom right of D) and a second FSC produced a GR:BR twin-spot daughter pair. There is only one G FC patch, no G FSC, and no G EC, implying
that there were no divisions of the G daughter of the FSC after it was born (shortly after the time of heat shock). The G FC patch is in ECh2, and was therefore
produced two cycles (about 24 h) after the first opportunity to become an FC (in ECh4, as for the BR FC). Thus, the G daughter of an FSC became an FC long
after it was born (about 24 h, two cycles of egg chamber budding). (D) Inferred histories of the G:BR and BR:GR twin-spot pairs are illustrated from immediately after recombination marking (bottom) through each 12-h cycle of egg chamber budding up to the final stained ovariole at 72 h after heat shock.
All FCs produced from cycles 1–5 are labeled on the cartoons at the cycle produced and in the final ovariole. To produce an FC at cycles 2, 3, and 4, the GR FSC
must also divide in these cycles. One BR FSC becomes an FC in cycle 1 (the same cycle that produced the BR cell). The other BR FSC daughter contributes an FC
in cycle 2, and must therefore also divide in that cycle. Thereafter, it contributes an FC in cycle 4 and an EC at an unknown time, while leaving one FSC. The BR
FSC must therefore divide at least once during cycles 3 and 4, and twice in total from cycles 3–6 (shown as cycles 4 and 5 in the schematic). A second illustration
of inferred histories is presented in Fig. S3.
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up to the third youngest (five cycles of egg chamber budding in
total) for ovarioles with no unpaired FC patches in the fourth
youngest egg chamber (as in Fig. S3).
Division-Independent Differentiation of FSCs to Become FCs. For

each lineage derived from mitotic recombination in an FSC, we
could see how many FSCs remained after 72 h, whether any ECs
had been produced, and exactly when any FCs had been produced because the order of egg chambers displays the time at
which a founder FC associated with a passing germline cyst (Fig.
3D). We looked for examples of an FSC daughter lineage that
included only a single patch of FCs, no ECs, and no FSCs. That
pattern reports a daughter of mitotic recombination in an FSC
that became a founder FC without any intervening divisions; it is
exemplified by the G lineage in Fig. 3 (single channels shown in
Fig. S2) and by the B lineage in Fig. S3 (also Dataset S2 and Fig.
S4). We found 17 such examples. In six cases, the solitary FC
patch was in the fourth youngest egg chamber (egg chamber 4),
implying that the marked cell became an FC immediately or
shortly after the FSC division where mitotic recombination occurred. In three cases, the FC patch was in the third youngest egg
chamber. In these three examples, we cannot be certain if FC
production was immediate or delayed by one cycle because the
germline cyst that became the fourth youngest egg chamber may
also have been available for population after the marked FSC
daughters were born. Importantly, in eight cases (including the G
lineage in Fig. 3 and the B lineage in Fig. S3), the FC patch was
in egg chamber 2 or younger; moreover, an older egg chamber
contained FCs from a different marked FSC derivative. In these
eight cases, we can deduce that a marked FSC daughter was born
shortly after heat shock, did not divide subsequently, and then
became an FC only after one or more cysts had passed through
the FSC region. In other words, those FSC daughters only became FCs 12–60 h after birth (Fig. 3D and Fig. S3D). We repeated the experiment, examining a new set of ovarioles 72 h
after heat shock, and found a similar distribution of locations for
solitary marked FC patches (22 of 35 before egg chamber 3).
These observations provide direct evidence that an FSC can
become an FC at any time, not just immediately after cell division. Thus, FSCs exhibit “division-independent differentiation”
and conform to model C (Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A).
We also examined all ovarioles harboring only one pair of twin
spots that likely derived from a single stem cell (Dataset S3) to
determine the immediate behavior of FSC daughters. If a
marked daughter produced two or more cells (ECs, FC patches,
or FSCs) by 72 h, we deduced that it must have divided as an
FSC before any subsequent differentiation event (GR FSC in
Fig. 3 and BR FSC in Fig. S3). In nine cases, both FSC daughters
(18 cells in total) divided as a stem cell before any further events;
in two instances, both daughters became FCs without any intervening divisions; and in two cases, one daughter divided as a
stem cell, while the other became an FC (one example) or an EC
(one example) without an intervening division. Altogether, 20
FSC daughters subsequently divided as a stem cell, while five
became FCs and one became an EC without dividing again as an
FSC. These outcomes are consistent with a key aspect of
division-independent differentiation (model C in Fig. 1A and
Fig. S1A), namely, the initial production of two stem cells from
all FSC divisions.
Genetic Evidence for Division-Independent Differentiation. As a
further test of whether or not production of FCs is contingent on
concurrent FSC division, we examined genetic conditions that
reduced the rate of FSC division substantially. We previously
identified loss-of-function mutations affecting the cell cycle
regulator, Cyclin E (CycE), and a DNA replication component,
Cutlet, as reducing FSC maintenance (12, 13). We also showed
that loss of Yorkie (Yki) activity reduced FSC proliferation
6 of 10 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1718646115

and FSC maintenance (20). Here, we found that the rate of
FSC division, measured by 5-ethynyl-2′-deoxyuridine (EdU)
incorporation 6 d after clone induction, was indeed greatly reduced
relative to controls for cycE (17%), cutlet (34%), and yki (11%)
mutant FSCs (Fig. 4E) marked as GFP-positive by the mosaic
analysis with a repressible cell marker (MARCM) technique (38).
To measure FC production, we examined all ovarioles with a
marked FSC and counted the proportion of germarial cysts and
egg chambers that included a marked FC patch (Fig. 4). All three
proliferation-defective mutant FSC genotypes produced substantial numbers of FC patches (Fig. 4). Indeed, the proportion of
cysts and egg chambers with marked FCs per marked cycE, cutlet,
or yki FSC was 11.5% (combining all three genotypes), only
marginally lower than for controls (average of 14.5%). These
measures of FC production are not precise because we do not
know the number of marked FSCs present throughout the
measured time course of FC production. Consequently, the results show that FC production cannot be rigidly coupled to FSC
division because FC production is clearly not reduced in proportion to the reduced FSC division rate (three- to ninefold), but
they do not prove that FSC differentiation is entirely unaffected
by cycE, cutlet, or yki mutations.
Reconstructing FSC Histories to Detail FSC Dynamics. We also used

the detailed record of FSC behavior manifest by twin-spot clones
to confirm and extend previous conclusions about FSC numbers,
FSC dynamics, and FC production. In the two twin-spot experiments, the average percentage contribution of a single color to
the FCs of an egg chamber for B, G, and BG clones was 18.9%
(18.9% and 18.8% in the two sets of experiments), and for solitary FC patch clones (where single FC founders are almost
certain), it was 17.8% (19.0% and 16.5%). Hence, our best estimate of the average number of founder FCs per egg chamber is
between five and six (1/0.189 = 5.3, 1/0.178 = 5.6). We also
measured the early rates of FSC loss and FSC amplification. We
found that 25 of the 49 marked daughters likely arising from a
single stem cell were lost (becoming FCs or ECs) over the next
3 d. This high rate of loss supports a model of population
asymmetry, where individual stem cells are frequently lost or
amplified in a stochastic process of neutral competition.
Finally, we derived explicit histories of FSC behavior for all
marked FSC daughter lineages to calculate the average frequency of FSC divisions and the average frequency of differentiation to FCs and ECs. To facilitate modeling, and in keeping
with our deduction of division-independent differentiation, we
artificially split each cycle of egg chamber budding into an opportunity for all FSCs to divide, followed by an opportunity for
all FSCs to become an FC or EC (as in model C of Fig. 1A). The
stained ovarioles at 72 h showed the total number of FSCs, FC
patches, and ECs produced by each lineage, as well as the cycle
at which founder FCs were produced (Fig. 3 and Fig. S3). The
cycles at which marked FSCs divided were either definitively
compelled or highly constrained by the sequence of FC production, together with the total number of FSCs and ECs produced (legends for Fig. 3D and Fig. S3). Wherever FSC divisions
could equally likely have occurred at either of two different cycles, assignments were made so that FSC divisions were spaced
as evenly as possible.
By combining the cycle-by-cycle inferred histories of 79 lineages (illustrated and tabulated for one ovariole in Fig. S3), we
found that marked FSCs divide at 44% (221 of 501) of available
opportunities (each cycle represents an opportunity for each
FSC) and that marked FSCs become FCs at 21% (159 of 747) of
available opportunities, while producing 43 ECs over the same
period (1 per 3.7 FCs) (Table 1). If each egg chamber is seeded
by five founder FCs, then 1.4 (5/3.7) ECs are produced at each
cycle, on average, and a total of 6.4 FSC divisions would therefore
maintain homeostasis. For 6.4 divisions at an average frequency of
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population asymmetry, it has revised our best estimate of the
number of FC founders per egg chamber, and it has demonstrated
that differentiation of an FSC to an FC is not dependent on
FSC division.

A

B

C

D

E

Fig. 4. Proliferation-deficient FSCs still produce FCs. (A–D) Ovarioles with
MARCM clones for control (CON) genotype (A) and cycEWX (cycE) genotype (C)
labeled with Fas3 (red) 6 d after clone induction. Green MARCM-labeled FSCs
(white arrows) are within three cell diameters to the left (anterior) of the
Fas3 staining border. FC patches in the germarium or egg chambers (outlined
with dashed white lines where the Fas3 staining outline is weak) are indicated
by brackets. (Scale bars: 20 μm.) (B and D) Schematics of ovariole images above,
showing the locations of marked FSCs and FCs. (E) Summary of FSC division
rates (EdU index), FSC numbers, FC patches, and FC patches per FSC for mutants
with reduced FSC proliferation, together with their controls.

0.44 per FSC, there must be, on average, 14.5 (6.4/0.44) FSCs at
the start of a cycle. Similarly, to produce five FCs per cycle at the
frequency observed (0.21 per FSC), there should be 23.8 FSCs (5/
0.21) in the middle of a cycle (Table 1). At that stage, the number
of FSCs is artificially inflated by 6.4 in our model because FSCs
have divided, but none has become an FC or EC. So, the true
estimate of the average number of FSCs based on FC production
rate is 17.4 (23.8–6.4). These two estimates [14.5 and 17.4, based on
FSC division and FC production frequencies, respectively (Table
1)] are in good agreement with the earlier estimate of 14–16 FSCs
based on counting the number of surviving FSC lineages over time
and counting the total number of cells within the FSC domain (18).
Thus, our analysis of twin-spot FSC lineages has confirmed our
recent conclusions about FSC numbers and FSC maintenance by
Reilein et al.

FSCs predicts that competition among FSCs will be highly responsive to their relative rates of proliferation (Fig. 1). There is
already substantial evidence that FSC proliferation rate strongly
influences FSC competition (12, 13, 20). However, previous
analyses of competition between FSCs was limited to measuring the loss of a marked variant FSC lineage over time and,
for the rare changes that enhanced competitive success, to
counting the proportion of ovarioles containing “all-marked”
clones, where a single lineage contributes all FCs to several
successive egg chambers (12, 20). The recent findings, confirmed here, that each germarium contains many FSCs (14–16) and
that the number of FSCs in each marked lineage changes over time
as a result of competition (18) allow a better measure of stem cell
competition as the average number of FSCs present at a fixed time
after FSC clone induction (Fig. S5).
Here, we measured FSC proliferation rates according to EdU
incorporation over 1 h of in vitro incubation immediately after
ovary dissection (Fig. 5 B–D). We measured FSC competition
(how well a variant stem cell survives and amplifies within a
niche containing a constant total number of stem cells) by
counting the average number of marked FSCs per ovariole at 6 d
and 12 d after clone induction for a variety of FSC clone genotypes expected to affect proliferation (Fig. S5). FSC clones with a
homozygous mutation or expressing a GAL4/UAS-driven transgene
were generated and marked as GFP-positive by the MARCM
technique (38). These clones were compared with control FSC
clones generated in the same way and strictly in parallel in flies
lacking the mutation or transgene under investigation.
We found that yki, cycE, and cutlet mutations reduced FSC
proliferation and also substantially reduced the average number
of marked FSCs per germarium at 6 d and 12 d (Fig. 5 A–C and
Fig. S6). Moreover, expression of excess CycE restored both the
proliferation rate and the average number of marked cutlet
mutant FSCs to levels above those of controls (Fig. 5A and Fig.
S6). Conversely, excess CycE alone, loss of hpo (which increases
Yki activity), or increased PI3-kinase pathway activity due to
mutation of PTEN (12) increased both the proliferation rate of
marked FSCs and the average number of marked FSCs per
germarium (Fig. 5 A and D and Fig. S6).
It is possible that changes in the activity of Cutlet, the PI3kinase pathway, Yki, or even CycE may have affected FSC
competition by changing a property other than proliferation rate.
Alterations to Wnt signaling provide a precedent for changes
that affect FSC numbers by altering the likelihood of FSC differentiation. Increased Wnt signaling caused FSC loss due to
excessive conversion into ECs, whereas loss of Wnt signaling increased the likelihood of conversion into FCs, which was measured
by the accumulation of FSCs in the most posterior, FC-adjacent
FSC layer (“layer 1”) and by the proportion of FSC clones associated with FCs (18). We therefore measured these parameters for
the genetic changes we used to alter FSC proliferation rates.
Genetic changes that reduced marked FSC numbers did not
increase the number of marked ECs produced, the proportion of
marked FSCs in layer 1, or the proportion of marked FSC clones
with marked FCs, ruling out enhanced differentiation to ECs or
FCs as responsible for the FSC deficit (Fig. S7). Conversely,
these measures of marked EC and FC production were not decreased by alterations that increased marked FSC numbers (Fig.
S7 A and B). Indeed, slower dividing FSC variants were slightly
biased toward anterior layers, and the number of marked ECs
present generally correlated positively with the number of
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FSC Competition Is Dictated by Relative Rates of Proliferation:
Experimental Evidence. Division-independent differentiation of

Table 1. Summary of number of marked FSC behaviors summed from inferred histories in
79 ovarioles to calculate FSC division frequency, FSC differentiation frequency, and total number
of FSCs, given separate deduction of about five FCs (and hence 1.4 ECs) produced per cycle, on
average
Parameter

Value

No. of marked FSC divisions
No. of marked FSCs at start of cycle
Proportion of FSCs that divide in each cycle
No. of FSCs at start of each cycle to generate 6.4 new FSCs
No. of marked FC founders produced
No. of marked ECs produced
No. of marked FSCs at middle of cycle
Proportion of FSCs that become FCs each cycle
Proportion of FSCs that become ECs each cycle
No. of FSCs at middle of each cycle to generate five FCs
Deduced number of FSCs at start of cycle

marked FSCs, consistent with changes in EC production simply
following a primary change in the number of their progenitor
FSCs. These observations fully support the conclusion that the
drastic decreases (yki, cycE, and cutlet) or increases (hpo, UAScycE, and pten) in marked FSC numbers we observed were caused

221
501
221/501
6.4/0.44
159
43
747
159/747
43/747
5/0.21
23.8–6.4

Inferred value

44%
14.5

21%
23.8
17.4

by changes in the rate of proliferation, per se, rather than by any
unanticipated secondary effects on FSC location or differentiation
(Fig. 5A and Table S1). Thus, FSCs provide robust direct evidence
for a general model of organization of stem cells, namely, population asymmetry with division-independent differentiation, where

Fig. 5. FSC competition is determined by relative FSC proliferation rates. (A) Correlation between proliferation rate (blue, FSC EdU index) at 6 d and average
number of marked FSCs per ovariole at 6 d (red) and at 12 d (green), expressed as a percentage of control values for MARCM FSC clones of the listed
genotypes. Error bars show SEM [EdU: n = 64 (158), n = 61 (205), n = 75 (159), n = 173 (159), n = 201 (158), n = 193 (159), and n = 141 (159) FSCs in the order
shown; 6-d-old FSCs: n = 58 (54), n = 38 (61), n = 35 (65), n = 43 (65), n = 52 (54), n = 49 (65), and n = 41 (65) ovarioles in the order shown, 12-d-old FSCs: n = 58
(69), n = 53 (55), n = 37 (71), n = 56 (71), n = 63 (69), n = 56 (71), and n = 54 (71) ovarioles in the order shown; values in parentheses are for the associated
controls]. Significant differences to control EdU index (by Fisher’s exact two-tailed test, *P < 0.05) and marked FSC number (by Student’s t test, *P < 0.05) are
indicated. (B–D) MARCM clones (marked by GFP, green) of the designated genotypes, labeled to visualize EdU incorporation (pink) and Fas3 (blue) 6 d after
clone induction. FSCs are within three cell diameters of the left (anterior) border of Fas3 staining (dotted white line). ECs (arrowheads) are further anterior. All
green MARCM-labeled FSCs with EdU (yellow arrows; green and pink often adjacent in the same nucleus rather than overlaid) or without EdU (white arrows)
are indicated (also Fig. S6). (Scale bars: 20 μm.)
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Discussion
We have followed the behavior of individually marked FSCs in
detail to show that FSC differentiation is not coupled to FSC
division. This organization represents a subset of population
asymmetry models and predicts that stem cell proliferation rate
will be a major determinant of stem cell competition. In line with
this prediction, we confirmed prior strong evidence of a causative
link between proliferation rate and competition among FSCs
(12, 13, 20) still more rigorously by measuring the proliferation
rates and competitive outcomes for a number of genetic alterations that appear only to affect proliferation. The important
general implication of these findings is that an analogous organization of any stem cell population, defined by the key characteristic of division-independent differentiation, will necessarily
render those stem cells prone to cancer-promoting gatekeeper
mutations that increase the rate of stem cell proliferation.
Stem Cell Dynamics Constrained by Niche Space. Stem cells gener-

ally require a specific environment to be maintained. If that requirement limits the space where stem cells can survive, then a
specific stem cell lineage can only expand at the expense of
others; it cannot expand independently or indefinitely (21, 39).
This constraint applies to the normal FSC niche; to our theoretical modeling; and, for example, to mammalian intestinal stem
cells in a single crypt. It is a key reason why only one category of
stem cell organization (Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A) permits a causal
connection between differential proliferation and competition.
Some mutations that alter stem cell proliferation might additionally relieve or substitute for required niche factors, and
therefore allow the entire stem cell domain to expand. Those
mutations could be particularly potent primary changes leading
to expansion of a stem cell lineage within a single niche, or they
could lead to a secondary expansion of a lineage, as in the
accelerated colonization of neighboring intestinal crypts (40, 41).
Those consequences would not be limited to stem cell populations
exhibiting division-independent differentiation, but the effects on
stem cell competition would also not be due solely to a change in
stem cell proliferation rate. For FSCs, strong hyperactivation of
JAK-STAT signaling appears to expand the FSC domain dramatically (42); the genetic changes studied in this work did not
show any clear evidence of altering the FSC domain.
FSCs and Mammalian Intestinal Stem Cells as Archetypes of ProliferationDependent Competition. It has generally not been possible to follow

endogenous stem cell behavior in enough detail to determine
whether stem cell differentiation is coupled to cell division. The two
notable exceptions before our work were live imaging studies of
mammalian epidermal and intestinal stem cells. In both cases,
conversion of stem cells to nonstem cells (judged by location) was
seen in the absence of recent cell division (43, 44), just as we
observed for FSCs. Interestingly, prior reports measured lineage
products at fixed time points (rather than continuous observation) to infer a division-dependent differentiation model for
epidermal stem cells, in which over 80% of division outcomes were
deduced to be asymmetrical (30–32, 44). It remains to be seen
whether further studies will confirm or contradict assertions of
division-dependent differentiation based on discontinuous sampling
of marked lineages for other stem cells, such as Drosophila intestinal
stem cells (34–37).
Even though the most direct studies to date for Drosophila
FSCs and mammalian epidermal and intestinal stem cells show
that differentiation is largely uncoupled from stem cell division,
it remains a challenge to provide definitive evidence that the two
processes are entirely independent or, potentially in other cases,
Reilein et al.

Proliferation-Dependent Competition and Stem Cell Exhaustion: Different
Time Scales or Stem Cells? Our studies concern a relatively short time

frame that is plausibly relevant for the amplification of a stem cell
harboring a primary mutation that could eventually lead to cancer.
Some mutations that increase proliferation and lead to stem cell
amplification in the short term might also eventually have a deleterious effect on stem cell survival, perhaps because of DNA damage
from excessively fast or incessant replication. The latter possibility,
sometimes termed “stem cell exhaustion,” is often cited for hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and provides an attractive general rationale for minimizing the normal replicative duties of at least a
subset of stem cells, as observed experimentally for HSCs (51–53).
Intestinal crypts also contain relatively quiescent stem cells that can
replace the population of actively dividing stem cells in emergency
situations (45). We have also observed spatial heterogeneity of proliferation rates among normal FSCs in a germarium, and it is not yet
known whether quiescent ECs might become FSCs under normal or
stress conditions (18).
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that differentiation is always coupled to cell division. Moreover, it
is possible that some stem cells may exhibit intermediate behaviors.
These uncertainties do not detract from the important concept that
division-independent differentiation, in pure or hybrid form, is key
for proliferation rate to alter stem cell competition.
The overall organization of FSCs and mammalian intestinal
stem cells is remarkably similar. This includes the size of the stem
cell population; rapid stem cell divisions; and, now, divisionindependent differentiation (18, 45, 46). It has also been proposed
that activating mutations in the Wnt or Ras pathway that promote
mammalian intestinal stem cell survival and amplification might act
by promoting stem cell proliferation, although it was not explicitly
tested whether other effects of those pleiotropic pathways, such as
directly modulating differentiation, might be responsible (47, 48). In
fact, Wnt signaling is known to affect intestinal cell locations and
the nature of stem cell products, while Ras activation was also
shown to increase the rate of crypt fission, effectively expanding the
niche for an otherwise spatially constrained stem cell population (7,
47). Despite these reservations about experimental proof of a causal
connection, we can confidently predict that intestinal stem cells
must indeed exhibit a strong influence of proliferation rate on
stem cell competition specifically because they undergo divisionindependent differentiation. This connection was not previously
highlighted as causative or fundamental (43). Our study of FSCs
explicitly spells out this important, universally applicable connection and provides robust experimental evidence of causality between stem cell proliferation rates and stem cell competition, as
described below.
Previously, the major niche signal, Hedgehog (Hh), was shown
to regulate FSC competition principally by transcriptionally inducing the coactivator Yki, and Yki was shown to act by inducing
CycE to induce an increased rate of stem cell division (20). Here,
we showed that alteration of Yki activity and additional manipulations of factors expected to alter only proliferation (CycE and
Cutlet), as well as changes to PI3-kinase activity, produced corresponding changes in FSC proliferation rate and FSC numbers:
fewer FSCs in response to reduced proliferation and more FSCs
when proliferation rates were higher. Moreover, other potential
causes of the observed changes in FSC numbers (FSC location
and the rate of conversion of FSCs to ECs or FCs) were ruled
out by directly measuring these parameters. Hence, the cumulative experimental evidence linking stem cell proliferation rate
to competition is currently stronger for FSCs than for any other
stem cell (49). Moreover, the consequences of activating mutations in the Hh or Hpo/Yki pathway in FSCs provide a clear
paradigm for how a gatekeeper mutation affecting a signaling
pathway that controls stem cell proliferation can lead to precancerous amplification of an affected stem cell (20, 50).
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relative proliferation rate is both predicted and shown experimentally to be a key determinant of which stem cells are the
most competitive.

For HSCs, many, but not all, genetic changes that increased
proliferation rate led to a long-term reduction in HSC potency
measured by a transplantation assay, while HSC function over
the short term and under physiological conditions was not
measured (51, 52, 54). The organization of HSC niches and HSC
dynamics are also not sufficiently well understood at present to
know whether differentiation depends on stem cell division.
Consequently, the relevance of the concepts discussed in this
work to normal HSCs and early steps in blood cancers is not
excluded by earlier conclusions of proliferative stem cell exhaustion and remains to be explored. Conversely, while further
studies are warranted, we are not aware of significant evidence
for proliferative exhaustion of FSCs or mammalian intestinal
stem cells (15, 16, 45). Instead, over the time scales discussed in

this work, we have observed only a robust positive, causal impact
of proliferation rate on stem cell competition that can be attributed to a key attribute of organization of those stem cells,
namely, division-independent differentiation.
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Methods
Multicolor twin-spot lineage analysis, image acquisition and processing,
MARCM lineage analysis of mutant genotypes, EdU labeling, and immunohistochemistry are described in SI Methods.
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Chapter Four: Signaling pathways influence the proliferation, position, and differentiation
of a somatic stem cell population (Unpublished data)
Part One: The influence of signaling pathways on proliferation
1A. Introduction
The elucidation of the population asymmetry model has greatly enhanced our
understanding of FSC behavior. It was previously asserted that there were only 2 FSCs governed
by single-cell asymmetry; our model shows 14-16 FSCs in the germarium, governed by
population asymmetry. These FSCs are arranged in three layers, and are located immediately
anterior of the Fas-3 border, which is expressed in FCs. The three layers are heterogeneous;
posterior layer 1 FSCs divide more frequently and can directly become FC daughters, and
anterior layer 2 and 3 FSCs divide less frequently and can directly become EC daughters. FSCs
can also move between layers, therefore the position of an individual FSC may change
throughout its lifetime as a stem cell. The detailed population asymmetry model for FSCs is the
subject of Chapter Two.
FSCs undergo neutral drift in the stem cell niche, whereby individual FSC lineages are
stochastically lost and amplified over time. Within this model, and specifically because FSC
division and differentiation are not coupled processes (“division-independent differentiation), a
stem cell that has a higher rate of proliferation has an increased probability to amplify within the
niche. Regulation of proliferation rate is therefore essential for FSC maintenance. Many previous
studies in our lab have shown that the rate of proliferation of an FSC is strongly linked to its
survival (Zhang and Kalderon, 2001; Wang and Kalderon, 2009; Wang and Kalderon, 2012;
Vied et al., 2012). Though our new model provides context for the relationship between FSC
proliferation and maintenance, our greater understanding of FSC organization calls for a re-
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examination of the exact consequences of altering signaling pathway activity. Previous studies
have identified signaling pathways that are required for FSC proliferation and maintenance; we
now must ask how these pathways regulate proliferation within the population asymmetry
model, as well as other aspects of FSC behavior.
The heterogeneity of proliferation rates in the three FSC layers was an important early
finding that provided a starting point for research into FSC proliferation. Using the thymidine
analog EdU to measure rates of cell division, our studies consistently showed that the frequency
of FSC division increases in the antero-posterior direction (Fig. 26D). As many signaling
pathways act long-range on the FSCs, we asked how these pathways contribute to the graded
pattern of proliferation. This was accomplished by manipulating the activity of these pathways in
both individual cells and across larger regions of somatic cells. In Mosaic Analysis with a
Repressible Cell Marker (MARCM) experiments presented below, we are manipulating the
activity of a signal transduction component in individual FSC clones, and therefore expect that
the direct consequences on cell division rates are cell autonomous. In these experiments, we have
measured the influence of these manipulations on the pattern of proliferation, as well as the
overall magnitude of proliferation in all FSCs. Part one of this chapter details investigations of
the JAK-STAT pathway (1C-E, I), Hh/Hpo pathways (1F-G), Wnt pathway (1H-I), and PI3K
pathway (1J) on proliferation. Part Two of this chapter will discuss another important property of
FSC behavior: differentiation.

1B. Experimental techniques and their application in assaying FSC behavior
Upon our redefinition of the FSC system by population asymmetry, we re-examined FSC
effectors within the context of the new model. This was largely accomplished by inducing
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homozygous mutations and/or expression of UAS-driven transgenes in FSC clones, and carefully
measuring the location and proliferation rates of these clones and their derivatives. Our preferred
method of positive marking clone induction is MARCM, which simultaneously induces a
homozygous mutation and the expression of a visible marker in cells that are dividing during a
controlled time period (Fig. 24) (Lee and Luo, 2001). MARCM employs the yeast UAS/Gal4
system, in which the transcription activator protein Gal4 transcribes any gene placed downstream
of the Upstream Activating Sequence (UAS). The action of Gal4 is inhibited by Gal80, such that
expression of Gal4 and Gal80 at similar levels results in the absence of UAS transgene
expression. In the MARCM setup, prior to clone induction, all cells are heterozygous for the
mutation and gal80, therefore expression of all UAS transgenes are repressed. The mutation and
Gal80 are linked to Flippase Recombination Target (FRT) sites, and the flippase enzyme is
placed under the expression of a heat shock promoter. When the flies are heat shocked, flippase
can induce recombination at the FRT sites in dividing cells, yielding one daughter homozygous
for the mutation and one daughter homozygous for gal80. These flies also contain a UAS-GFP
transgene, such that the daughter with active Gal4 is homozygous for the mutation, and also
expresses GFP (Fig. 24).
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Figure 24: The Mosaic Analysis with a Repressible Cell Marker (MARCM) method. An essential method to
our analyses, MARCM clone induction relies on the activity of the yeast Gal4/Gal80/UAS system. Heat shock
activated flippase triggers a recombination event at the FRT sites of mitotic cells. Recombination places two copies
of Gal-80 in one daughter and two copies of a previously heterozygous mutation in another daughter. The absence of
Gal-80 inhibition allows Gal-4 to express a UAS-GFP transgene, thereby only labeling those clones with two mutant
alleles (homozygous) (Adapted from Wu and Luo, 2007)

When we first used the MARCM method (Vied et al, 2012), both tub-gal4 and act-gal4
were necessary to sufficiently see strong GFP expression in the ovary. Gal80 was initially
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supplied by tub-gal80, but when we incubated flies at 29C, this transgene was insufficient for
reliable suppression of UAS-GFP in cells with no recombination. To conduct experiments with
29C incubation, which was necessary for sufficient expression of UAS-Hop, we therefore created
a modified system by either replacing tub-gal80 with act-gal80 for studies on the 2L
chromosome arm, or adding act-gal80 to tub-gal80 on 2R.
The MARCM method can also be combined with an assay to determine the rate of
proliferation, which employs the thymidine analog 5-ethynyl-2'-deoxyuridine (EdU). Cells that
are exposed to EdU during S phase will incorporate the analog into their DNA, and a subsequent
staining procedure allows for direct visualization of EdU-positive dividing cells (Salic and
Mitchison, 2008). We dissected ovaries directly in Schneider’s insect medium with EdU, and
incubated for 1h prior to fixation.
Using MARCM and EdU labelling, we directly measured the position and proliferation
rate of GFP-marked FSCs. This required confocal imaging using the Zeiss LSM700 or LSM800
to acquire Z-stack images, which captured the location of all cells using 4′,6-diamidino-2phenylindole (DAPI) nuclear staining, as well as GFP-labeled clones, EdU, and Fas-3 antibody
staining. Data collection for MARCM experiments, or “scoring,” involved counting the location
of all GFP-positive FSCs in relation to the Fas-3 border, as well as counting whether individual
clones also contained EdU. Cells posterior to Fas-3 are considered FCs, and cells within three
diameters anterior are considered FSCs. It was often challenging to score the specific location of
clones that were on the borders between different regions, thus obtaining high-resolution Z-stack
images was essential for accurate data collection. The precise scoring of individual germaria
required careful observation, and ultimately limited the number of germaria that were scored per
genotype.
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In a majority of experiments, we analyzed samples at 6d and 12d after clone induction.
These times were chosen as a direct consequence of how the MARCM system works. At the
moment of heat shock clone induction, the Gal80 gene is removed from mutant clones to stop
transcription, but the protein still remains in the cells. As more Gal4 is produced, the repressive
effect of the Gal80 is titrated. GFP signal is first detected after 4d, so we can be sure that at 6d
after clone induction, all MARCM cell clones are easily scored. We employed the EdU assay at
this earlier time point to measure proliferation in clones that have recently expressed the mutant
genotype, as 6d after clone induction gives sufficient time for a manipulated genotype to achieve
steady state, but limited time for secondary consequences of manipulations, including the
production of excess FSCs or loss of most marked FSCs. The 12d time point was particularly
useful for measuring FSC location, FSC number, and EC production.
To manipulate signaling gradients within the germarium, we also took another approach,
using the c587-gal4 enhancer trap driver to act on all somatic sells in the anterior half of the
germarium (not clones). This driver expresses strongly in the EC region, and then declines over
the FSC region (Fig. 25). As graded signaling activity is important for defining the FSC niche
(Vied et al, 2012), the c587-gal4 driver provides a means to manipulate these gradients. The
expression pattern of c587-gal4 activity is shown below.
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Figure 25: c587-gal4 expression activity in the anterior of the germarium. (A,B) UAS-GFP expressed from the
c587-gal4 enhancer trap driver shows a strong signal in the EC region, and weaker but noticeable signal in anterior
FSCs (Adapted from Guo and Wang, 2009).

1C. JAK-STAT activity has a major role in organizing the graded pattern of FSC proliferation
The JAK-STAT pathway is a strong candidate to regulate the pattern of FSC
proliferation. The pathway has an established role in FSC proliferation (Vied et al., 2012), and
the 10x[STAT-GFP] reporter shows that pathway activity decreases in strength from posterior to
anterior across the FSC region and has very little activity in the EC region (Fig. 26E, G). The
10x[STAT-GFP] expression pattern roughly matches that of somatic cell proliferation, as FSCs
have diminishing rates of proliferation in the anterior direction across the three layers, and ECs
are quiescent (Fig. 26D). Previous studies on JAK-STAT and FSC behavior were conducted
before it was known that there is a population of stem cells in the germarium. Thus, we must
closely examine how JAK-STAT influences the pattern of FSC proliferation.
To eliminate the JAK-STAT pathway response, we used mutant alleles for the Stat92E
transcription factor: stat85C9 and stat06346. stat85C9 is a point mutation, initially induced by EMS as
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part of a genetic screen seeking genes that affected border cell migration in oogenesis, and was
shown to have a strong loss of JAK-STAT activity (Silver and Montell, 2001). The same study
also used stat06346 for complementation tests, as the 06346 allele of stat was created from a Pelement insertion and was shown to eliminate pathway activity (Hou et al, 1996). When the stat
mutant alleles are made homozygous in FSC clones via MARCM, total EdU incorporation per
FSC was decreased more than ten-fold at 6d, from 24% in controls to 2% in stat FSCs (n=336)
(Fig. 26B, D).
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Figure 26: JAK-STAT influences the graded pattern of proliferation. Using the MARCM method, we induced
positive marked clones in FSCs (green) to manipulate JAK-STAT activity, and measured the position of clones
relative to the anterior Fas-3 (red) border 6d after clone induction, as well as the presence of EdU (white) to label
mitotically active cells. (A) An example of a positively marked layer 1 FSC (green) at the Fas-3 border (red),
incorporating EdU (white). EdU is also incorporated in germline cells (white bracket), but clones are not generated
in these cell types. (B) The stat mutation showed a strong loss of EdU and decrease in the number of FSC clones
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(green), and EdU is seen in unmarked germline cells (white). (C) UAS-Hop expression in FSC clones increased the
incorporation of EdU in FSC clones (red arrows). (D) EdU incorporation for each FSC layer and for ECs (ECs in
green, Layer 3 in red, Layer 2 in yellow, and Layer 1 in blue). (E) Expression pattern for STAT-GFP in the
germarium, white bracket estimates the FSC region and blue arrows show the Fas-3 border. (F) Expression pattern
of STAT-GFP for c587>Hop germaria, white bracket estimates the FSC region and blue arrows show the Fas-3
border. (G) STAT-GFP reporter activity is measured for individual cells in control (blue) and c587>Hop (red)
germaria. (H) Proliferation in each FSC layer and in ECs is measured for control and c587>Hop germaria. (Scale
bars: 10µm).

In order to elevate JAK-STAT activity in clones, we increased expression of the Janus
kinase, Hopscotch (Hop), with the use of a UAS-Hop transgene. Excess Hop increased EdU
incorporation in all three FSC layers, nearly doubling the overall frequency of incorporation
(Fig. 26C, D). Additionally, some of the clones in the EC region (derived from FSCs expressing
UAS-Hop) incorporated EdU (8%, n=90). EdU is incorporated in <0.5% of marked ECs (n=382)
in control MARCM clones (Fig. 26D). Therefore, abnormally high JAK-STAT pathway activity
increases division frequencies for all FSCs and also for some cells in the EC region, derived
from FSC clones.
Having established a correlation between JAK-STAT activity and FSC proliferation, we
asked if manipulating the JAK-STAT gradient would influence the pattern of proliferation. To
manipulate the gradient, we took advantage of the c587-gal4 driver, which expresses in the EC
region as well as anterior FSCs (Fig. 25). These flies also had a temperature sensitive (ts)-gal80
allele, such that Gal4 expression was blocked at lower temperatures and permitted at higher
temperatures. The flies were raised at 18C and subsequently transferred to 29C for 3d, allowing
for a short burst of JAK-STAT activity in the anterior regions of the germarium. Wildtype JAKSTAT activity decreases in strength across the three FSC layers, and is very low in the EC region
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(Fig. 26E, G). Expressing UAS-Hop in the roughly complementary pattern of c587-gal4, activity
of [10xSTAT-GFP] became roughly even across the three stem cell layers (Fig. 26F). This
measurement was accomplished by tracing individual DAPI-stained nuclei and measuring the
GFP intensity averaged over the nuclear area. The average intensity was calculated for the
outlined regions of 1-2 cells of all layers and in region 2a ECs, and averaged across all germaria
measured in control (n=20) and c587>Hop (n=23) samples (Fig. 26G).
We were able to measure EdU incorporation using the Fas-3 border to determine FSC
identity and location and DAPI to label somatic cell nuclei, easily distinguished from germline
nuclei by their smaller size and oval shape. We counted the number of nuclei incorporating EdU
per FSC layer and compared it to the total number of nuclei per FSC layer to determine the rates
of proliferation. In control germaria (n=46), the relative rates of EdU incorporation per layer
were comparable to the rates measured in MARCM experiments, showing the graded pattern of
proliferation. In c587>Hop germaria (n=51), the proportion of EdU incorporating FSCs per layer
was found to be even in each of the three layers (Fig. 26H). The level of EdU incorporation
appears to be roughly proportional to the level of JAK-STAT activity in FSCs. Additionally, we
observed that 8.5% of ECs incorporated EdU after 3d of anterior ectopic Hop activity (Fig. 26H).
This proportion was calculated by counting the number of EdU incorporating ECs (n=145) and
dividing by an average of 35 ECs per germarium (n=1785 ECs), as has been estimated in other
studies (Wang and McCaw, 2018). The MARCM and c587>Hop experiments both showed that
excess JAK-STAT activity significantly increases EdU incorporation in ECs and FSCs. Another
test to determine the relationship between JAK-STAT activity and proliferation patterning is to
measure proliferation in the absence of JAK-STAT activity.
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1D. Proliferation is still favored in posterior FSCs in the absence of JAK-STAT
To further explore the relationship between JAK-STAT activity and FSC proliferation,
we asked whether FSCs retained the pattern of proliferation in the absence of JAK-STAT. One
seemingly straightforward approach was to measure the rate of EdU incorporation of stat mutant
FSCs. These cells are rapidly lost from the niche, so many germaria must be analyzed to score
enough labeled FSCs. Pooling the results of six different MARCM experiments, we measured
EdU incorporation in 7% of layer 1 stat FSCs (n=97), 2 % of layer 2 stat FSCs (n=137) and no
layer 3 stat FSCs (n=107), 6d after clone induction. Though proliferation is decreased by tenfold
overall in stat FSCs, the EdU incorporation does demonstrate a pattern that favors proliferation
in the posterior layer (Fig. 27C). This suggested that JAK-STAT is not the sole factor regulating
the pattern of proliferation.
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Figure 27: The pattern of proliferation is retained in the absence of JAK-STAT. (A) We increased activity in
JAK-STAT deficient FSC clones by inducing expression of kibra, wts, UAS-CycE, but did not observe strong EdU
incorporation in FSC clones (white arrowhead). (B) When UAS-dnTCF was expressed in the kibra stat, wts stat, or
stat UAS-CycE mutants, EdU incorporation was increased in FSC clones (red arrow). (C) EdU incorporation per
stem cell layer (layer 3 in red, layer 2 in green, layer 1 in blue) in JAK-STAT deficient mutants (stat) with kibra,
wts, UAS-CycE and/or UAS-dnTCF expression. (Scale bars: 10µm).

In order to test the effect of loss of stat on the pattern of FSC divisions in a background
of average FSC division rate closer to normal, we tested various additional genetic manipulations
in MARCM clones. The most useful additional manipulations would increase FSC proliferation
rates without disturbing the overall pattern of FSC division. This criterion appears to be met by
mutations that increased Yki activity (kibra or wts), albeit with barely any increase in FSC
division in the stat background, or with expression of UAS-CycE or UAS-dnTCF (to inhibit Wnt
signaling) in MARCM clones at 25C (Fig. 27A-C). These individual manipulations will be
discussed in detail later.
When stat FSCs were paired with kibra, wts, or UAS-CycE, the effect on FSC division
rates was small, with 2% of all stat FSCs incorporating EdU compared to 5% of kibra stat
(n=461), 5% of wts stat FSCs (n=233), and 5% of stat UAS-CycE FSCs (n=99) (Fig. 27A, C).
For kibra stat and wts stat, the overall number of FSCs was increased two-fold in these double
mutants compared to stat alone, allowing for a greater sample size to measure EdU incorporation
per FSC layer. We observed that, on average, layer 1 FSCs incorporated EdU more frequently in
all stat double mutant samples tested (Fig. 27A, C). Thus, FSCs that are unable to respond to
JAK-STAT signals still organize in a graded pattern of proliferation.
We further probed stat FSC proliferation patterning by expressing UAS-dnTCF to reduce
Wnt pathway activity in stat mutant FSC clones. Only 4% of stat; UAS-dnTCF FSC clones
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incorporated EdU (n=179), and all of these clones appeared in layer 1 (Fig. 27C). However,
when kibra, wts, or UAS-CycE manipulations were added to stat; UAS-dnTCF mutant clones,
overall EdU incorporation increased significantly to 16% of FSCs (Fig. 27B, C). In six
experiments with stat; UAS-dnTCF and either kibra, wts, or UAS-CycE, layer 1 FSCs
incorporated EdU more frequently than the anterior layers (n=641) (Fig. 27C). The EdU
incorporation rates in these experiments were the highest observed in the absence of JAK-STAT
activity in FSC clones.
The stat FSC experiments showed that the graded pattern proliferation was still retained
in the absence of JAK-STAT activity, though the rate of EdU incorporation in JAK-STAT
deficient FSCs were still less than the rates observed in controls. From other tests described later,
we believe that UAS-dnTCF only partially reduces Wnt pathway activity in FSC clones. We
therefore plan to test stronger Wnt inhibition in stat mutants to determine if the EdU
incorporation approaches normal rates. We also plan to test kibra and UAS-CycE together in stat
and stat; UAS-dnTCF mutant FSCs to increase EdU incorporation. From the experiments
conducted thusfar on JAK-STAT deficient mutants, however, we repeatedly observed that FSCs
in layer 1 incorporated EdU more frequently than the anterior layers. The c587>Hop experiment
strongly indicated that JAK-STAT activity was proportional to FSC division rates, and was the
only test that gave a flat profile of EdU incorporation across the FSC layers. These results
together suggest that JAK-STAT strongly influences the graded pattern of proliferation, but is
not the sole factor contributing to this pattern.
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1E. Potential effectors of JAK-STAT activity on FSC proliferation
We then asked how JAK-STAT is able to affect FSC proliferation behavior, examining
candidate mediators to determine how they interact with the pathway. One factor known to affect
FSC proliferation is integrin (O’Reilly et al. 2008). It has also been shown that excess JAKSTAT activity induces integrin expression in FSC derivatives, where it is normally not detected
(Vied et. al., 2012). We examined two such integrin subunits, Inflated (if) and Myospheroid
(mys), to determine their effects on proliferation. As previously reported, the rate of proliferation
and number of surviving FSCs was strongly diminished when either of these mutations is
induced via the MARCM method (O’Reilly et al., 2008). Though both of the mutant alleles used
were hypomorphic, EdU rates dropped to 8% for all if FSCs (n=12) and 7% for all mys FSCs
(n=46), compared to 19% of all control FSCs (n=100) (Fig. 28A, E). When UAS-Hop was
expressed in if and mys FSC clones, 24% of if Hop (n=195) and 31% of mys Hop (n=126) FSC
clones incorporated EdU. UAS-Hop expression alone increased EdU incorporation rates to 30%
of all UAS-Hop FSC clones (n=184) (Fig. 28B, E). Since excess Hop still strongly increases
proliferation of FSCs deficient for if or mys, enhanced integrin activity cannot be a significant
mediator of the effects of JAK-STAT on FSC division.
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Figure 28: Potential effectors of JAK-STAT activity. As JAK-STAT has a strong influence on FSC proliferation,
we sought to determine if that influence was mediated by integrin expression or CycE activity. (A) When integrin
subunits if or mys are eliminated, surviving FSCs do not strongly incorporate EdU (white arrowhead). (B) When
JAK-STAT activity is elevated in if or mys FSC clones, EdU is observed in FSC clones (red arrow). (C) When cycE
is eliminated, surviving FSCs do not strongly incorporate EdU (white arrowhead). (D) When JAK-STAT activity is
elevated in cycE FSC clones, some incorporate EdU (red arrow). (E) EdU incorporation per FSC measured for each
FSC layer (layer 3 in red, layer 2 in green, layer 1 in blue. (Scale bars: 10µm)
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Previous studies have shown that CycE is induced by activity of Hh and Hpo pathways,
(Huang and Kalderon, 2014) and that the level of CycE/Cdk2 activity greatly influences the rate
of FSC division (Wang et al, 2009). We asked if CycE might mediate the proliferative response
to JAK-STAT activity in FSCs. We took advantage of the hypomorphic cycEWX mutant allele to
reduce CycE activity in clones, and found that 4% of cycE FSCs (n=52) incorporated EdU,
compared to 28% of control FSCs (n=196) (Fig 23C, E). When UAS-Hop was expressed in
cycEWX FSC clones, we observed that 12% incorporated EdU (n=43), whereas nearly 50% of
FSC clones expressing UAS-Hop alone (n=406) incorporated EdU. The dependence on CycE for
response to excess JAK-STAT is not the same as previously observed for Yki activity.
If JAK-STAT acts only by inducing CycE transcriptionally, then the proliferation defect
of the stat mutation might be rescued by UAS-CycE expression (Fig. 27C). stat UAS-CycE FSC
clones incorporated EdU at higher rates than stat FSCs alone, but these rates were strongly
decreased from controls. We would therefore like to test how UAS-Hop influences proliferation
in FSCs that have modified levels of CycE activity. Modifying CycE activity has previously
been shown (Huang and Kalderon, 2014) to strongly influence the proportion of germaria with
ex mutant FSCs; where ex is a mutation of the Hpo pathway protein Expanded (Ex). ex FSCs
showed increased niche retention, while ex cycE FSCs were lost from the niche, and ex cycE,
UAS-CycE showed a similar proportion of FSC clone retention as controls. We are therefore
going to test cycE; UAS-CycE UAS-Hop FSC clones to examine how CycE mediates the
phenotype of excess JAK-STAT activity.
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1F. Transcriptional regulation of CycE and Yki does not play an essential role in FSC
proliferation patterning
Previous experiments have shown that FSC mutant clones unable to respond to Hh are
rapidly lost from the stem cell niche, whereas clones that produce constitutive activation result in
an over-representation in the stem cell niche, previously scored by the “all-marked” phenotype,
where all recently produced FCs are marked, and are thus derived from marked FSCs. Further
research determined that the influence of Hh on FSC proliferation was mediated by the
transcriptional co-activator Yki, which in turn regulates the expression of CycE and DIAP1
(Huang and Kalderon, 2014). We asked if Hh and Hpo pathway activity, through Yki and CycE
activity, contributes to the graded pattern of proliferation. As Hh signaling is higher in the
anterior and correlates positively to FSC division rates, we expect that it cannot underlie the
observed graded pattern of proliferation. Nevertheless, as Hh pathway activity has been shown to
influence FSC proliferation, we tested whether it contributed to the graded pattern of
proliferation.
When we examined a null allele of the smo protein, which eliminated all response to the
Hh ligand, the number of surviving FSC clones decreased to below 0.5 FSC per germaria on
average. We therefore also induced a pka mutation in smo mutant FSC clones. PKA is
responsible for phosphorylating the transcription factor Ci, targeting it for proteolysis. smo pka
FSC clones therefore have intermediate Ci-A activity of the Hh pathway, but cannot respond to
the Hh ligand. smo pka FSCs (n=161) exhibited lower rates of proliferation than controls, but the
pattern of proliferation was not significant steeper or flatter than normal over the three FSC
layers (Fig. 29D). We intend to add a su(fu) mutation to this genotype as well, to examine
whether FSCs with similar proliferation rates to controls still exhibit a graded pattern of FSC
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proliferation in the absence of Hh ligand response. From the smo pka MARCM experiment, we
can conclude that response to Hh is not required for the pattern of proliferation, but the stat FSC
studies show that this does not necessarily exclude a role for Hh in regulating FSC proliferation.
We also examined the downstream targets of the Hh pathway in order to determine their
role in proliferation patterning, including Yki and CycE. A null yki and hypomorphic cycE
mutations both showed strong loss of FSC clone retention at 6d after induction, limiting our
confidence in measuring the pattern of proliferation in these MARCM experiments. To
determine if regulation of Yki transcription contributes to the pattern of proliferation, we
expressed Yki using a presumed constitutive promoter in FSCs, tub-yki, which has been shown
to approximate native levels of Yki activity (Huang and Kalderon, 2014), and eliminated Yki
transcription with the yki null mutation. The rate of proliferation in yki tub-yki FSC clones
(n=160) was lower than controls overall, but the pattern of proliferation was graded in a similar
pattern over the three stem cell layers (Fig. 29A, D). Similarly, to determine if regulation of
CycE transcription contributes to the pattern of proliferation, we expressed CycE at a constant
rate in FSCs by simultaneously inducing the null cycEAR95 mutation in FSC clones and
expressing UAS-CycE at 29C for 6d. The rate of proliferation in cycEAR95; UAS-CycE FSCs
(n=209) is higher than in controls overall, but the pattern of proliferation is graded as well (Fig
24B, D). Additionally, when we expressed UAS-CycE in otherwise normal FSC clones at 25C
for 6d, we observed an increased rate of proliferation overall in UAS-CycE FSCs (n=193), and a
graded pattern of proliferation across the three FSC layers (Fig 24C, D).
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Figure 29: Yki/CycE activity does not strongly influence the pattern of proliferation. (A) Expressing Yki
evenly in FSCs, via yki; tub-yki expression, still showed a posterior layer EdU incorporation bias (red arrows). (B)
Expressing CycE evently in FSCs, via cycE; UAS-CycE expression, also showed a posterior layer EdU incorporation
bias (red arrows). (C) Similarly, expressing excess CycE in FSCs also showed an EdU incorporation in the posterior
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FSCs (red arrows). (D) EdU incorporation by layer (layer 3 in red, layer 2 in green, layer 1 in blue) was graded for
each of the Hh, Yki and CycE manipulations tested. (E) EdU incorporation in control germarium compared to (F)
EdU incorporation in germaria with excess CycE expressed ectopically in the germarium anterior (via c587-gal4
driver). (G) EdU incorporation measured by layer for control and c587>CycE germaria. EdU incorporation is
increased across all layers when excess CycE is expressed in the anterior, but it does not stimulate proliferation in
the EC region. (Scale bars: 10µm).

These studies demonstrate that the graded pattern of proliferation does not require normal
regulation of Yki and CycE transcription. The Hh pathway has been shown to regulate Yki and
CycE transcription (Huang and Kalderon, 2014), therefore these tests are consistent with similar
conclusions for the Hh pathway. To further test these conclusions, we will be repeating the
cycEAR95; UAS-CycE test at 25C, to better approximate normal rates of FSC proliferation. We
will also test cycEAR95; UAS-CycEWX FSC clones, as the hypomorphic CycEWX allele was shown
to have express less strongly than UAS-CycE (Wang et al, 2009).
Another approach to manipulate the native levels of CycE expression is to express UASCycE via the c587-gal4 driver. We raised c587>CycE flies with a ts-gal80 allele at 18C, then
shifted them to 29C for 3d to remove Gal80 inhibition and induce CycE expression. Though EdU
incorporation in c587>CycE germaria increased in the FSCs, the pattern of proliferation was still
graded across the FSC layers (Fig. 29E-G). This is a direct contrast to the c587>Hop experiment,
where ectopic anterior JAK-STAT activity flattened the EdU incorporation profile. Furthermore,
c587>Hop induced EdU incorporation in ECs, but c587>CycE germaria did not (Fig. 29F-G). In
these experiments, UAS-CycE increased EdU incorporation more than UAS-Hop did, while
UAS-Hop was more potent in layer 2 and 3 FSCs. This suggests that the limiting factor we
restrict in the anterior layers (compared to layer 1 FSCs) is more likely a deficit of JAK-STAT
activity than CycE activity.
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1G. Hh/Hpo pathway manipulations influence the magnitude of FSC proliferation
To increase the activity of Hh and Hpo pathways in FSCs, we induced clones with a
mutation of kibra, wts, or hpo in the Hpo pathway, with increased activated Yki activity via
UAS-Yki* expression, or with a mutation of ptc in the Hh pathway. One surprising result from
these tests was that neither kibra nor wts mutations in FSC clones produced a significant effect
on FSC division rates. Though kibra and wts both showed an increased number of surviving FSC
clones, with 2.4 control FSCs surviving per germarium compared to 3.5 kibra FSCs and 4.4 wts
FSCs per germarium at 6d (data not shown), the rates of EdU incorporation were very similar for
controls (n=148 germaria), kibra (n=87), and wts (n=88) FSC clones measured in multiple
MARCM experiments (Fig. 30E).
We also increased Yki activity in FSC clones by mutating hpo, which inhibits Yki
activation, and by expressing UAS-Yki*. In hpo mutant FSC clones, the rate of EdU
incorporation increased from 27% in control FSCs (n=171) to 34% hpo FSCs (n=201) (Fig. 30BC). Similarly when UAS-Yki* is expressed in FSC clones, the rate of EdU incorporation
increased from 26% in control FSCs (n=178) to 31% in UAS-Yki* FSCs (n=149) (Fig. 30C).
Additionally, we increased Hh pathway activity in FSC clones by mutating ptc, as Hh pathway
activity regulates the transcription of Yki in FSCs (Huang and Kalderon, 2014). The rate of EdU
incorporation showed a small increase in FSC clones, from 27% in control FSCs (n=375) to 32%
in ptc (n=855) (Fig. 30A, C).
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Figure 30: Hh and Hpo pathway mutations influence FSC proliferation rates. (A) When either ptc or (B) hpo
were mutated in FSC clones, EdU incorporation was increased (red arrows). (C) EdU incorporation meausred by
layer (layer 3 in red, layer 2 in green, layer 1 in blue) for Hh and Hpo mutations showed modest increases to
proliferation rates in some cases, with the strongest increases in the anterior layers 2 and 3. (Scale bars: 10µm).

In ptc, hpo and UAS-Yki* FSC clonal experiments, the overall rate of proliferation only
showed a small increase. This suggested that the native levels of Hh and Yki activity is high in
FSCs, such that our manipulations do not provide a strong enough input to show a large effect on
EdU incorporation. Our results consistently demonstrated that anterior FSCs show the largest
increase in EdU incorporation in ptc, hpo, and UAS-Yki* experiments (Fig. 30C). This result
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suggests that anterior FSCs have the largest potential to respond to increased Hh and Yki
activity, even though anterior FSCs normally have slightly higher Hh pathway activity than
posterior FSCs. This may also explain why previous studies have asserted that increased Hh
activity strongly increased FSC proliferation (Huang and Kalderon, 2014), as these studies
assumed there were only two FSCs, and the FSC was defined as the anteriormost somatic
cell incorporating EdU. Previous studies also showed that elevated Yki activity increased the
survival of FSC clones, and our results confirm that the number of surviving FSC clones
increases when Yki activity is increased. It is possible that an increase in anterior FSC
proliferation is especially potent in increasing FSC numbers, but it is also known that Yki
induces DIAP1 expression to inhibit apoptosis, so survival of marked FSCs may also be
enhanced. Additional discussion of the influence of Hh/Yki activity on FSC number with regards
to rates of differentiation can be found in Part Two.

1H. Wnt signaling is not essential for the normal graded pattern of proliferation
Wnt signaling plays an important role regulating FSCs (Song and Xie, 2003), and our
population asymmetry model in Chapter Two demonstrated that the pathway influences the A/P
position of FSC clones within the three FSC layers. Wnt pathway ligands Wg and Wnt6 are
expressed in anterior CCs and TF cells and Wnt2 and Wnt4 are expressed at relatively low levels
in ECs. Fz3-RFP reporter expression decreases in strength across the FSC region. We therefore
asked if Wnt signaling contributed to the graded pattern of proliferation. When the Wnt pathway
was constitutively activated in FSC clones, via homozygous axn and apc mutation induction,
EdU incorporation was strongly decreased from 22% in control FSCs (n=203) to 8% of axn and
apc FSCs (n=480) (Fig. 31A, C). Though FSC proliferation is decreased overall, axn and apc
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FSC clones still exhibit a graded pattern of proliferation that favors the posterior FSC layer (Fig.
31C). We also do not know the level of Wnt pathway activity in axn and apc mutant clones
relative to the levels normally seen in the most anterior FSCs to know whether it is close to the
physiological range, but we are planning to test this with Fz3-RFP expression in axn and apc
mutants.
We decreased Wnt activity in FSC clones by two methods, by eliminating the Wnt
pathway response via a homozygous arr mutation or by reducing Wnt target gene expression via
UAS-dnTCF expression. In both cases, decreasing Wnt activity did not show a strong influence
on the overall rate of EdU incorporation. Expression of the arr mutation in FSC clones decreased
EdU incorporation from 25% in control FSCs (n=398) to 22% in arr FSCs (n=147), and
similarly, UAS-dnTCF expression decreased EdU incorporation from 20% in controls (n=166) to
16% in UAS-dnTCF FSC clones (n=183) (Fig. 31B, D). The UAS-dnTCF transgene did shift
FSCs to the posterior, but not as strongly as the arr mutation, with only 67% of UAS-dnTCF
FSCs in layer 1 compared to 77% of arr FSCs. This indicated that UAS-dnTCF only partially
blocked Wnt pathway activity when expressed in MARCM experiments. Nevertheless, we
observed that both arr and UAS-dnTCF FSC clones exhibited a normally graded pattern of
proliferation favoring layer 1, directly demonstrating that this phenomenon occurs in the absence
of Wnt pathway activity (Fig. 31B, D).
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Figure 31: Elevated Wnt activity reduces proliferation, but eliminating Wnt does not show a strong effect. (A)
When Wnt signaling was elevated in FSC clones (green) via apc or axn mutant allele expression, EdU incorporation
was strongly reduced in clones. (B) When the Wnt signaling response was eliminated in FSC clones via the arr
mutation, EdU incorporation was still observed in FSC clones (red arrow). (C) EdU incorporation by layer (layer 3
in red, layer 2 in green, layer 1 in blue) for mutants with elevated Wnt signaling (axn and apc) showed a strong
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decrease in proliferation. (D) EdU incorporation by layer for mutants with either eliminated Wnt signaling activity
(arr) or decreased Wnt pathway activity showed small changes to proliferation. (E) Fz3-RFP expression in control
showed strong Wnt activity in the germarium and FSCs (white bracket). (F) When UAS-dnTCF was expressed in the
anterior for 3d at 29C, via c587-gal4 driver, the Fz3-RFP signal was not observed in the FSCs (white bracket). (G)
EdU incorporation rates are not strongly reduced after 3d of c587>dnTCF activity. (Scale bars: 10µm).

As the Wnt ligands are expressed in the germarium anterior, we expressed UAS-dnTCF in
the anterior, via c587-gal4 driver expression, to manipulate the Wnt pathway signaling gradient.
These flies were raised at 18C and contain a ts-gal80 transgene to suppress dnTCF expression.
The flies were then shifted to the permissive temperature of 29C for 3d to reduce Wnt pathway
activity over a short time period. The expected result was overall reduction of Wnt pathway
activity with a flattened gradient for any remaining pathway activity. Upon UAS-dnTCF
expression, the activity of the Fz3-RFP was qualitatively weaker than in the control, indicating
that Wnt pathway activity was decreased (Fig. 31E-F). We found that EdU incorporation in FSCs
was not altered when anterior Wnt pathway activity is decreased (Fig. 31G). This provided
additional evidence that the absence of Wnt pathway activity does not strongly influence FSC
proliferation.
We previously showed that Wnt pathway activity increased proliferation in JAK-STAT
deficient FSCs (Fig. 27E). We then asked if decreasing Wnt activity influenced EdU
incorporation rates in FSCs with elevated JAK-STAT activity. We simultaneously expressed
UAS-Hop and UAS-dnTCF from the c587-gal4 driver, and raised these flies at 18C with a tsgal80 transgene to block Gal4 activity. We shifted adult flies to 29C to eliminate Gal80
repression of Gal4, and incubated at 29C to express c587>Hop,dnTCF activity for 3d. The
c587>Hop phenotype of a flat profile of EdU incorporation across the three FSC layers was
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observed in c587>Hop,dnTCF germaria as well, and the rates of EdU incorporation per FSC
layer in c587>Hop and c587>Hop,dnTCF germaria were relatively similar (Fig. 32C).
We have shown that eliminating Wnt pathway activity in FSCs did not strongly influence
EdU incorporation. However, expression of UAS-dnTCF to reduce Wnt pathway activity in FSCs
showed a strong increase to the rates of EdU incorporation when two conditions were met: the
FSCs were deficient for JAK-STAT, and had elevated CycE activity via UAS-CycE, kibra or wts
(Fig. 27C). Elevated CycE activity alone did not strongly influence stat mutant FSCs, but UASCycE did increase EdU rates when expressed in otherwise normal FSCs (Fig 27C). These results
indicate that there is another factor of FSC division that soon becomes rate limiting in stat
mutant FSCs. The loss of Wnt pathway activity can counteract this rate-limiting factor and allow
for increased EdU incorporation in stat UAS-dnTCF UAS-CycE FSC mutants, but not without
elevated CycE, suggesting that JAK-STAT may also normally act in part through CycE (Fig.
27C). We are also planning to test UAS-dnTCF, UAS-Hop and arr UAS-Hop FSC MARCM
clones, but the results of the c587>Hop,dnTCF experiment suggest that Wnt pathway activity is
not limiting FSC division when JAK-STAT activity is normal or elevated, only when JAKSTAT is absent.

1I. Elevated JAK-STAT and CycD/Cdk4 activity stimulates proliferation in ECs
When UAS-Hop and UAS-dnTCF were expressed in the germarium anterior
(c587>Hop,dnTCF), EdU incorporation in FSCs was similar to c587>Hop alone (Fig. 32C),
however, EdU incorporation in ECs was increased nearly twofold from c587>Hop ECs to
c587>Hop,dnTCF ECs (Fig. 32B, C). Wnt may contribute to the quiescence of ECs, but this
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effect was only seen if other restraints were removed, including the absence of JAK-STAT in the
anterior.
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Figure 32: Elevated JAK-STAT and CycD activity stimulates proliferation in ECs. (A) When JAK-STAT is
ectopically expressed in the quiescent EC region, via c587>Hop expression, ECs are observed incorporating EdU
(white). (B) When Wnt activity is simultaneously decreased, via c587>dnTCF, Hop expression, EC proliferation
rates are increased compared to c587>Hop ECs. (C). Expressing UAS-Hop in clones via MARCM induction shows
EdU incorporation in EC clones (green), but does not strongly influence the rate of proliferation of FSCs (layer 3 in
red, layer 2 in yellow and layer 1 in blue). Expressing (D) UAS-Hop and (E) UAS-CycD, UAS-Cdk4 in clones via
MARCM induction shows EdU incorporation in EC clones (red arrows). (F) EC proliferation rates are similar when
UAS-Hop and UAS-CycD are expressed in clones (green bar), but the rates of proliferation in FSCs (layer 3 in red,
layer 2 in yellow, layer 1 in blue) are different. (Scale bars: 10µm).

We have previously shown that elevated JAK-STAT activity stimulates EdU
incorporation in the EC region (Fig. 26D, 26H). The c587>Hop experiment is the most direct
evidence of this effect, as UAS-Hop is specifically expressed in ECs. MARCM induced
expression of UAS-Hop did give EdU incorporation in cells that were in the EC region, but these
ECs are derived from UAS-Hop FSCs. The only other MARCM experiment that showed EdU
incorporation in clones in the EC region was expression of elevated Cyclin D-Cdk4/6 via UASCycD, UAS-Cdk4 expression (Fig. 32E-F). UAS-CycD, UAS-Cdk4 expression also modestly
increased proliferation in FSC clones, from 26% in controls to 31% in UAS-CycD, UAS-Cdk4
FSCs. CycD has been shown as a downstream target of JAK-STAT signaling (Chen et al, 2003),
but this has not yet been tested in FSCs. To determine if CycD transcription mediates JAKSTAT signaling activity in FSCs, we will test cycD; UAS-Hop and cycD; UAS-Hop, UAS-CycD
UAS-Cdk4 genotypes in FSC clones. We will also test if UAS-dnTCF augments this UAS-CycD
UAS-Cdk4 effect in MARCM, and can test both in c587-gal4.
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1J. PI3K pathway activity is required for FSC proliferation
PI3K pathway activity has previously been shown to influence FSC survival (Wang et al,
2012). We therefore asked if PI3K activity contributed to the graded pattern of proliferation, and
how genetic manipulations of PI3K pathway activity influenced the rates of EdU incorporation
in FSCs. We increased PI3K activity in FSC clones using a homozygous pten mutation and by
expressing UAS-PI3K. Both manipulations showed a strong increase in EdU incorporation rates
in all FSC layers (Fig. 33A-B, E). We expressed UAS-PI3K at 25C and 29C, and found that
elevated UAS-PI3K expression at 29C increased EdU incorporation in FSC clones, compared to
UAS-PI3K expression at 25C (Fig. 33E). The pattern of proliferation was graded across the three
FSC layers as well (Fig. 33E). The EdU incorporation rate due to pten loss and UAS-PI3K (29C)
was very high, and comparable to other manipulations that we have tested in MARCM clones.
While 49% of UAS-Hop FSCs incorporated EdU (Fig. 31C) and 52% of cycE; UAS-CycE (29C)
incorporated EdU (Fig. 29D), we observed that 54% of UAS-PI3K (29C) FSCs (n=116) and
52% of pten FSCs (n=355) incorporated EdU (Fig. 33E).
Insulin-like peptides activate the PI3K pathway via the Insulin Receptor (InR) and the
adaptor protein, Chico. We tested a chico mutation in FSC clones, and observed a significant
decrease in EdU incorporation from 23% in controls (n=157) to 10% in chico FSCs (n=82). We
also induced UAS-CycE expression in chico FSC clones, and observed a small increase in overall
EdU incorporation (n=42) compared to the chico mutants alone (Fig. 33C-E). The pattern of
proliferation was graded in both chico and chico; UAS-CycE FSC clones (Fig. 33E). We will also
test if the PI3K pathway response is mediated by the regulation of CycE transcription by testing
the cycE; UAS-CycE, UAS-PI3K or cycE pten; UAS-CycE genotype in FSC clones.
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Figure 33: PI3K pathway activity influences FSC proliferation. Elevated PI3K pathway activity, via (A) pten
mutation or (B) UAS-PI3K expression shows high rates of EdU incorporation (white) in FSC clones (green). (C)
Eliminating PI3K activity in FSC clones, via the chico mutation, shows a strong decrease in EdU incorporation in
FSCs. (D) Ectopic CycE expression does increase EdU incorporation in chico FSCs (white), but cannot completely
compensate for the proliferation defect caused by the chico mutation. The pattern of proliferation is graded across
the three FSC layers when PI3K activity is altered in FSC clones (E; layer 3 in red, layer 2 in green, layer 1 in blue),
though proliferation overall is strongly influenced by PI3K activity. (Scale bars: 10µm).
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These studies demonstrate a strong influence of PI3K pathway activity on FSCs. To test
whether PI3K pathway activity contributes to the graded pattern of FSC proliferation, we will
need to characterize the normal pattern of PI3K activity in the germarium. We have not yet
determined a method to report PI3K activity, as attempts using a reporter with a PH binding site
attached to GFP (Britton et. al. 2002) did not produce a sufficient signal in the germarium. One
possible solution will be to use antibody staining for pAkt, which has been shown as a
quantifiable reporter for PI3K pathway activity (Vinayagam et al. 2016). Furthermore, we will
examine if ectopic anterior expression of UAS-PI3K, via c587-gal4, influences the pattern of
proliferation like c587>Hop, or not, like c587>CycE. This will help us to determine whether
PI3K pathway activity contributes to the graded pattern of FSC proliferation.

1K. Proliferation Discussion
Numerous studies in our lab have demonstrated the importance of proliferation rates as a
regulated property of FSCs (Zhang and Kalderon, 2001; Wang et al, 2009; Wang et al, 2012).
Upon our elucidation of the population asymmetry model presented in Chapters 2 and 3, we
determined that proliferation is graded across three FSC layers, and demonstrated how
proliferation rate influences FSC representation within the niche. We therefore sought to
determine how signaling activity influenced the graded pattern of FSC proliferation and the
overall rates of FSC proliferation, also testing for possible mediators of pathway influences on
proliferation.
Experiments with MARCM and c587-gal4 expression demonstrate that JAK-STAT
activity is required for FSC proliferation, and that JAK-STAT strongly influences the graded
pattern of proliferation. This was shown by ectopic anterior expression of UAS-Hop, which
equalized [10xSTAT-GFP] reporter activity and flattened the profile of EdU incorporation in the
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three FSC layers. However, we additionally observed a graded pattern of proliferation in FSC
clones that were unable to respond to JAK-STAT signals. JAK-STAT is therefore not the sole
contributor to graded FSC proliferation. We therefore tested Wnt pathway and Yki/CycE
transcription, and determined that these factors are not individually essential for the graded
pattern of FSC proliferation. The graded pattern was observed when FSC clones were unable to
respond to Wnt pathway activity (arr), and when FSC clones in all three layers evenly expressed
Yki or CycE (yki; tub-yki or cycE; UAS-CycE, respectively). Also, anterior repression of Wnt
activity (UAS-dnTCF) and ectopic anterior expression of CycE (UAS-CycE) did not alter the
graded pattern of proliferation, as observed for c587>Hop.
One key area for future studies will be to determine what other factors contribute to the
graded pattern of proliferation that we observed in the absence of JAK-STAT activity. One
candidate for this is the PI3K pathway, as manipulations to the level of PI3K activity showed a
large effect on the magnitude of EdU incorporation in FSCs. We will test how JAK-STAT and
PI3K pathways interact; it is possible that inhibiting activity of both pathways will eliminate the
graded pattern of proliferation in MARCM clones. We also observed that reducing Wnt signaling
activity increased proliferation rates in FSC clones that were both deficient for JAK-STAT and
that had additional Yki or CycE activity. We are planning to increase Yki/CycE activity further
and increase the strength of Wnt pathway inhibition in these stat FSCs. This may allow testing of
the pattern of FSC proliferation in the absence of JAK-STAT activity for average proliferation
rates very similar to control values and in the complete absence of a second graded signal, Wnt.
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MARCM
Gradient
A->P

(JAKSTAT)

Pathway

+/-

Genotypes

JAKSTAT
JAKSTAT/
Hpo
JAKSTAT/
Hpo/
Wnt

+
-

UAS-Hop
stat
kibra stat,
wts stat, stat
UAS-CycE
(above) +
UAS-dnTCF

Wnt

+
+

Hh/Hpo

(Hh)
(CycE)

?

even

(Yki)

+
even

PI3K

+

PI3K/
(CycE)

-

EdU
Gradient
Graded
Graded
Graded

Graded

axn, apc
arr
UAS-dnTCF
ptc, hpo,
kibra, wts
smo,
smo pka
cycE
cycE; UASCycE
UAS-CycE
yki
yki tub-yki
UAS-Yki*
UAS-PI3K,
pten

Graded
Graded
Graded
Graded

chico, chico;
UAS-CycE

Graded

Graded
Graded
Graded
Graded
Graded
Graded
Graded
Graded

Avg. EdU
(% Control)
198% (UAS-Hop)
10% (stat)
20% (kibra stat),
21% (wts stat),
23% (stat; UAS-CycE)
36% (stat; UAS-dnTCF),
70% (kibra stat; UASdnTCF), 73% (wts stat; UASdnTCF), 69% (stat; UASCycE UAS-dnTCF)
34% (axn + apc)
98% (arr)
74% (UAS-dnTCF)
108% (ptc), 146% (hpo),
102% (kibra), 88% (wts)
20% (smo), 43% (smo pka),
16% (cycE),
190% (cycE; UAS-CycE at
29C)
147% (UAS-CycE at 25C)
11% (yki)
64% (yki, tub-yki)
122% (UAS-Yki*)
161% (UAS-PI3K at 25C),
214% (UAS-PI3K at 29C),
206% (pten)
38% (chico), 61% (chico;
UAS-CycE)

c587-gal4
EdU
Gradient
Flat

Avg. EdU
(% Control)
140%

Graded

101%

Graded

139%

Table 1: Pathways influencing proliferation in FSCs.

From these studies, it is clear that the regulation of FSC proliferation is complex,
requiring a number of essential factors. JAK-STAT, Hh and PI3K signaling pathways all
contribute positively to FSC proliferation, and the absence of any of these pathway activities
strongly reduces EdU incorporation in FSCs. We can imagine a system by which a combination
of these inputs is required to stimulate an FSC division, potentially by influencing the level of
CycE/Cdk activity to control G1 exit and also by regulating G2 exit. There must also be factors
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present that limit the rates of proliferation, allowing for different EdU incorporation rates in
different FSC layers. Wnt signaling pathway activity has shown rate-limiting effects on FSC
proliferation, as increased Wnt activity reduced EdU incorporation rates in FSC clones.
However, the graded pattern of proliferation was retained in the absence of Wnt signaling,
suggesting that Wnt pathway activity does not normally limit FSC proliferation significantly.
The elucidation of additional contributors to FSC proliferation will be an important focus of
future studies.
We were also able to stimulate proliferation in ECs in two experimental conditions,
excess JAK-STAT and excess CycD/Cdk4 activity. JAK-STAT is not normally active in the
anterior of the germarium, and two methods of expressing excess JAK-STAT in EC region cells
gave EdU incorporation. Additionally, simultaneous anterior inhibition of TCF and anterior
expression of Hop increased EC proliferation twofold compared to anterior Hop expression
alone. This finding suggests that Wnt signaling activity also plays some role in for maintaining
the quiescence of ECs. Though anterior TCF inhibition alone did not stimulate proliferation in
ECs, a reduction of Wnt signaling activity in the anterior has been shown to cause increased
apoptosis (Wang and Page-McCaw, 2018). The only other manipulation that gave EdU
incorporation in ECs was a MARCM experiment expressing excess CycD/Cdk4 in FSC clones.
Excess CycE, which has a potent effect on FSC proliferation, was unable to stimulate EC
proliferation, even when it was expressed specifically in all ECs (c587>CycE). We plan to
further examine how proliferation is inhibited in ECs, and will explore how JAK-STAT and Wnt
signaling pathways influence EC production in later sections.
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Part Two: The influence of signaling pathways on FSC position and differentiation.
2A. Introduction
The following sections detail our efforts to measure how signaling pathway
manipulations influence FSC position and differentiation. From our measurements in Chapter
Three, our model predicts that 1.4 ECs and between five and six FCs are produced per cycle of
egg chamber creation. This high rate of turnover from the FSC region is consistent with a
population asymmetry model, and allows us to assay whether a signaling pathway mutation may
interfere with these rates of FSC differentiation.
The location of an FSC plays an important role in specifying the daughter cell type that it
can produce. Anterior FSCs (layers 2 and 3) give rise to ECs whereas posterior FSCs (layer 1)
give rise to FCs. In MARCM clonal analysis experiments, we can directly score the location of
FSCs within the three layers, as well as the presence of marked FSC-derived FCs and the number
of marked FSC-derived ECs. From this scoring, we can measure how manipulations influence
the normal pattern of FSC distribution across the three layers, as well as any changes to the rate
of FSC differentiation. The newly devised techniques used to measure the likelihood for an FSC
to become an EC or FC are discussed in section 2A. This section also presents the standard layer
distribution of FSCs, as well as the standard values for the rates of FSC differentiation, averaged
from the controls of numerous MARCM experiments.
In Chapter Two, we showed that Wnt signaling strongly influenced the A/P position of
somatic cells in the germarium. In Section 2B, we revisit these findings with more
comprehensive techniques for measuring differentiation. We also complement these results with
additional relevant findings with regards to the Wnt signaling pathway and its regulation of FSC
position. In Chapter Three, we showed that proliferation and differentiation are temporally
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uncoupled events. In Section 2C, we revisit this conclusion with the new techniques,
complementing our previous results with detailed analyses of FC clone occupancy and of EC
production. The subsequent sections present new findings on how the Hh/Hpo (2D), JAK-STAT
(2E-G), Wnt (2F; in conjunction with JAK-STAT), and PI3K signaling pathways (2H) regulate
FSC location and differentiation. Finally, a new assay to measure the likelihood for an EC to dedifferentiate into an FSC is presented in Section 2I. Taken together, these studies demonstrate
how numerous signaling pathway inputs contribute to the regulation of FSC location and
differentiation.

2B. Methods for assaying FSC distribution and differentiation
As described in Chapter Two, FSCs produce two daughter cell types, anterior ECs and
posterior FCs, and this production is dependent on FSC position. Therefore, it is important to
determine how signaling pathway manipulations influence FSC distribution and differentiation.
Distribution measurements were straightforward; we directly scored the position of FSCs using
the anterior border of Fas-3 and location of germline cysts as landmarks, and tabulated the FSC
clone distribution (Fig. 34A-B). Differentiation measurements required careful comparisons
between the number of FSC derivatives produced and the FSCs directly responsible for
producing them. Although we believe that FSC differentiation and division are largely uncoupled
processes (Chapter 3), there may be some correlation between proliferation rate and the
likelihood to differentiate. Our measurements of FSC position and differentiation can also be
compromised by extreme paucity or over-representation of mutant FSCs. Therefore, for changes
in pathway activity that greatly affect FSC proliferation (e.g. for the JAK-STAT pathway), we
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have generally examined additional combinations that result in FSC division rates closer to
normal.
When measuring FSC location, we examined mutant phenotypes at 12d after clone
induction. Even for the strong published effects of Wnt signaling in Chapter Two, the change in
location was much more extreme at 12d than at 6d. Therefore, the 12d time point gives us more
information as to how a mutation influences the position of FSCs. At 12d after clone induction,
we measured controls of 15 MARCM experiments and found that the average FSC distribution
was 50% of FSCs in layer 1 (n=1366), 31% of FSCs in layer 2 (n=850), and 19% of FSCs in
layer 3 (n=519) (Fig. 34C). We used the measurement of 50% layer 1 FSCs as a benchmark for
many genetic manipulations to determine whether they changed FSC distribution.
Since changes to FSC number and location due to an altered genotype increase over time,
to measure differentiation we need to know how many FSCs there were in a position to
differentiate (layer 1 for FCs, layer 2 and 3 for ECs) over the time period assayed. For EC
production, we can only measure how many ECs were produced over a 6d time period, either 06d (from 6d data) or 6-12d (from 12d data). We chose to use the entire 0-12d time period, and
estimated the average number of layer 2 and 3 FSCs during this period as equal to the amount
present at 6d. We calculated the EC production per FSC by dividing the number of ECs present
at 12d after clone induction by the number of anterior (layer 2 and 3) FSCs present at 6d after
clone induction. This value was calculated to be 0.90±0.13 EC per FSC, measured across 15
controls (Fig. 34D). This offered a reasonable estimate of how many ECs are produced per
anterior FSC during a 12d time period, and was a valuable statistic for comparing the rate of EC
production between various mutants and controls. One challenge of this method is that anterior
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FSCs are fewer in number, and are therefore more likely to be lost when many loss-of-function
mutations are made.
For FC production, there are two approaches we took to estimate the rate that FSC clones
become FCs in mutants and controls. In one approach, the “immediate FC” method, we
measured the most recent round of FC production. The basic approach for this method was to
score the number of germaria with layer 1 FSCs that also contain an immediate FC daughter. The
FC region is denoted by the presence of the cell surface protein Fas-3, so an immediate FC
daughter is scored as the most anterior position that expresses Fas-3 around its entire anterior
border. We previously showed that more than 80% of germaria with layer 1 also contain an
immediate FC daughter (Chapter Two). Thus, scoring this in mutant phenotypes only had the
potential to demonstrate if there was a defect in FC production. We further expanded this
concept to take account of how many FSCs were in layer 1 on average, and their rate of division,
as measured by EdU incorporation, to calculate the probability of a single layer 1 FSC becoming
an FC in a single cycle of egg chamber production. We calculated this method at the 6d time
point, as there were a greater number of surviving FSCs in mutant phenotypes. We ignored any
germaria that did not have a layer 1 FSC or immediate FC, and if a germarium had only an
immediate FC but no layer 1 FSC, then we assumed the immediate FC was an FSC in the
previous cycle of egg chamber production. We also only scored germaria that had 3 or fewer
layer 1 FSCs in total, to reasonably calculate the probability for any individual FSC to become
an FC. Using this method, we measured the p-value to be 0.47±0.07 for an FSC to become an
FC, averaging 11 controls (n=181 germaria) (Fig. 34E). The mathematics of this method is
detailed in Appendix 1.
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Figure 34: FSC distribution and differentiation measurements in controls. (A) A schematic diagram of the
germarium showing FSCs (green) in layers 1, 2, and 3 (black numbers). (B) A representative control germarium
with positive marked clones induced by MARCM. The germarium pictured has 2 ECs (blue arrowheads), a marked
FSC in each FSC layer (white numbers), and an immediate FC daughter (green arrow). (C) The average distribution
of FSCs in each layer over 15 controls (layer 3 in red, layer 2 in green, layer 1 in blue). (D) ECs produced per FSC
in controls, measured by dividing total number of ECs at 12d by anterior FSCs at 6d (n value provided). Error bar is
the standard deviation of 15 control measurements. (E) The likelihood for a control FSC to become an FC using the
“Immediate FC” and “Three Egg Chamber” methods outlined in Appendix 1 and 2. n values represent the number of
germaria scored for each method, and error bars are the standard deviations of 11 control measurements.

A second method measured FC production over a longer time period, the “three egg
chamber” method, incorporating FC representation over the germaria and first three egg
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chambers that contain marked FC per layer 1 marked FSC. For this measurement, we split the
FCs in the germarium into two regions, representing association with a region 2b or region 3
cyst, and scored whether marked FCs were in these regions and the first three egg chambers. We
chose three egg chambers because we reliably capture at least three egg chambers in our images,
and have previously established that the first three egg chambers are populated by derivatives of
marked FSCs over a 3d time period. It is difficult to measure the number of marked FSCs that
become founder FCs, because FCs may amplify at different rates, so we chose to score two
founder FCs when egg chamber or cyst occupancy appeared to be about half of all FCs. All
others with a marked FC were scored as one founder FC. We measured germaria at 6d for the
least variability in FSC numbers in controls and mutants. Since it takes 3d to populate the first
three egg chambers, and we measured FSC number at 6d, we estimated the number of FSCs at
4.5d in order to make this computation. In controls, we assumed that the average number of layer
1 FSCs remained constant, and therefore used the number scored at 6d. Keeping with this
assumption, we also incorporated germaria with zero layer 1 FSCs into this average, and only
omitted ovarioles that had no marked FSCs or FCs. For mutants, we applied a correction factor
(relative to controls) to estimate the number of layer 1 FSCs present at 4.5d. The mathematics of
this method is outlined in Appendix 2.
Using the three egg chamber method, we measured the p-value as 0.33±0.06 for an FSC
to become an FC, averaging 11 controls (n=464 germaria) (Fig. 34E). This value is less than the
value calculated by the immediate FC method, likely because we conservatively score only two
founder FCs at most per egg chamber or cyst in the three egg chamber method. We have
previously estimated that 5-6 founder FCs seed the formation of the epithelial monolayer
(Chapter Three). Nevertheless, both the immediate FC and three egg chamber methods provide
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useful analytical tools to measure the likelihood for an FSC to become an FC, and to compare
this likelihood in controls and mutants.
2C. Wnt signaling strongly influences FSC position and differentiation
Though a majority of the work on the Wnt pathway in FSCs was published in Chapter
Two, we did not previously calculate EC and FC production rates as outlined above. When axn
or apc clones are induced to yield constitutive Wnt pathway activation in clones, our work
demonstrated that these clones were shifted towards anterior FSC layers and the EC region by
12d after clone induction (Chapter Two). EC production was increased more than 5-fold per axn
FSCs and more than 8-fold per apc FSCs (Fig. 35D). The likelihood for an FSC to become an FC
was decreased by more than twofold in axn and apc mutants, measured by the immediate FC and
three egg chamber methods (Fig. 35F). These calculations indicate that increased Wnt signaling
activity not only shifts FSCs to anterior layers and the EC region, but it also reduces the
likelihood for a layer 1 FSC to become an FC.
In Chapter Two, we demonstrated that eliminating Wnt pathway activity with arr mutant
expression shifted FSC clones toward the posterior, and strongly reduced EC production (Fig.
35B-C). We additionally tested UAS-dnTCF expression to repress Wnt pathway activity in FSC
clones, and observed a similar posterior-biased distribution as arr FSCs (Fig. 35C). The
phenotype for UAS-dnTCF FSC distribution was not as strong as in arr FSCs, however, as 77%
of arr FSCs were in layer 1 compared to 67% of UAS-dnTCF FSCs (Fig. 35C) This led us to
believe that UAS-dnTCF did not inhibit Wnt activity as strongly as arr in MARCM experiments.
We will test the strength of a second UAS-dnTCF transgene by the same methods, as well as the
simultaneous expression of two UAS-dnTCF transgenes to more strongly inhibit Wnt activity in
FSC clones.
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The absence of Wnt signaling in FSC clones showed strong effects on FSC
differentiation. EC production rate was decreased more than 10-fold for arr FSCs, and more than
3-fold for UAS-dnTCF FSCs (Fig. 35E), consistent with the description that UAS-dnTCF only
partially reduced Wnt activity in MARCM clones. As Wnt inhibition in ECs has previously been
shown to cause cell death (Wang et al., 2015; Wang and Page McCaw, 2018), we asked if cell
death contributed to the decreased number of ECs produced in Wnt-deficient FSC clones. When
UAS-DIAP1 was expressed in arr mutant FSCs to inhibit apoptosis, we observed that the rate of
EC production per FSC increased, but this rate did not reach the levels of the control. This
indicates that some of the ECs produced by Wnt-deficient FSCs are lost to cell death, but that
ECs are also produced at a lower rate in the absence of Wnt pathway activity.
We also measured the rate of FC production for arr and UAS-dnTCF FSC clones using
the immediate FC and three egg chamber methods described above. While UAS-dnTCF FSCs
were just as likely to become FCs as control FSCs, complete inhibition of Wnt activity (arr)
made FSCs more likely to become FCs (Fig. 35G). This result was unexpected, as the rate of
EdU incorporation in layer 1 and number of FSCs in layer 1 are similar to controls, and layer 1
FSCs show low levels of Fz3-RFP Wnt reporter activity. The difference between low Wnt
activity and no Wnt activity must be significant in terms of FC production.
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Figure 35: Wnt signaling influences FSC position and differentiation. (A) When Wnt signaling was increased in
FSC clones via axn and apc mutations, clones were shifted to anterior layers and the EC region. (B) When Wnt
signaling was eliminated via arr mutation or UAS-dnTCF expression, clones were shifted to the posterior layer and
FC region. (C) The distribution of FSC clones (layer 3 in red, layer 2 in green, layer 1 in blue) showed a shift
towards the anterior for axn and apc FSC clones, and a shift towards the posterior for arr and UAS-dnTCF FSC
clones. Gray dashed line equals 50%, n values represent total number of FSCs scored. (D) axn and apc showed
elevated rates of EC production per FSC, and (E) arr and UAS-dnTCF clones showed decreased rates of EC
production per FSC. UAS-DIAP1 expression in arr FSCs increased the number of ECs produced per FSC. n values
for (D,E) are the number of anterior FSCs scored. (F) axn and apc FSCs showed decreased likelihood to become an
FC, measured by the immediate FC (blue) and three egg chamber (red) methods. (G) arr FSCs showed an increased
likelihood to become an FC, but UAS-dnTCF FSCs did not. n values in (F,G) represent number of germaria analyzed
for each method. (A & B adapted from Chapter Two, scale bars: 20 µm)

2D. Measuring the influence of proliferation on differentiation
Chapter 3 investigated the relationship between proliferation and differentiation in FSCs,
but that study did not include EC production and did not measure differentiation by the methods
used here. We therefore asked how manipulations to FSC proliferation influenced the
distribution and differentiation of mutant FSC clones. To reduce FSC proliferation, we induced
homozygous mutations of cycEWX (a hypomorphic allele) and cutlet, as the Cutlet protein is
essential for normal FSC proliferation (Wang et al., 2012). These mutant FSCs did not organize
into the normal FSC distribution, with cycE showing relatively even amounts of FSCs per layer
and both showing a decrease in layer 1 FSC occupancy (Fig. 36A). We measured EC production
in these mutants and observed that EC production was increased for cycE FSCs but also was
decreased for cutlet FSCs, compared to controls. The magnitude of these changes in EC
production are small compared to the relative amounts measured in control, and the average
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number of ECs produced per cycE FSC is similar to the average number measured for all
controls (Fig. 36B).
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Figure 36: The influence of proliferation on differentiation and position of FSCs. (A) The distribution of FSCs
in the three layers (layer 3 in red, layer 2 in green, layer 1 in blue) when proliferation rates are decreased (cycE,
cutlet) and when proliferation rates are increased (UAS-CycE at 25C, cycE; UAS-CycE at 29) at 12d after clone
induction. n values given are the number of FSCs scored per experiment, and controls are averaged together. Gray
dashed line represents the average number of FSCs in layer 1 for controls as presented in Fig. 34. (B) EC production
per anterior FSC for mutants with decreased proliferation and (C) for mutants with increased proliferation. n values
for (B,C) are the number of anterior FSCs scored, and the gray dashed line represents the control average shown in
Fig 9. (D) The likelihood for an FSC to become an FC using the immediate FC method (blue) or three egg chamber
method (red) for mutants that decreased proliferation. n values are the number of germaria scored per experiment.

For FC production, we found that the likelihood for a cycE or cutlet FSC to become an
FC was decreased compared to controls (Fig. 36D). The magnitude of these decreases were small
for cycE FSCs, measured by both the immediate FC and three egg chamber methods, but
considerably larger for the cutlet FSC immediate FC measurement compared to the control of the
same experiment. Compared to all controls, however, the magnitude of the cutlet FC production
defect is not as severe (Fig. 36D). cutlet showed a stronger negative influence on differentiation
than cycE in FSC mutants overall, with modest decreases in EC and FC production
measurements (Fig. 36B, D). The hypomorphic cycE allele showed a weak influence on FSC
differentiation, indicating that strongly reduced proliferation has only a modest influence the
likelihood for an FSC to become an EC or an FC (Fig. 36B, D).
We also tested the influence of increased proliferation on FSC distribution and
differentiation by expressing UAS-CycE (at 25C) in FSC clones, and by expressing UAS-CycE
(at 29C) in FSC clones that had a null cycE homozygous mutation. The distributions of UASCycE FSCs and cycE; UAS-CycE FSCs were similar to controls at 12d, but each showed slightly
elevated layer 1 FSC occupancy above 50% (Fig. 36A). This indicated that increased
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proliferation rates alone did not affect the organization of FSCs by position. Both UAS-CycE and
cycE; UAS-CycE showed reduced numbers of ECs produced per mutant FSC clone, and this
effect was pronounced when UAS-CycE was expressed in cycE FSCs at 29C (Fig. 36C). As there
were a large number of marked UAS-CycE and cycE; UAS-CycE FSCs in layer 1, we were not
able to determine the likelihood for an individual FSC to become an FC, but qualitatively
observed that a majority of egg chambers contained marked FCs, as would be expected for a
large average number of marked FSCs in layer 1.

2E. The influence of Hh/Hpo activity on FSC distribution and differentiation
We have previously shown that the influence of Hh/Hpo pathway activity on proliferation
is mediated by the Yki transcriptional coactivator, which in turn activates transcription of CycE
(Huang and Kalderon, 2014). We asked if the Hh and Hpo pathways influence these properties,
and if any Hh/Hpo effect on FSCs may differ from that of CycE on FSC distribution and
differentiation. To eliminate Hh and Hpo pathway in FSC clones, we induced homozygous smo
and yki mutations. smo FSCs were strongly lost from the niche, so we simultaneously induced a
homozygous pka mutation in clones to inhibit Ci proteolysis. yki FSCs did show a decrease in
layer 1 FSCs, but smo pka FSCs were observed in the normal distribution (Fig. 37A). When we
restored some Yki activity in yki FSCs by expressing a tub-yki transgene. yki; tub-yki FSCs were
measured in the normal distribution, with 52% of FSCs in layer 1.
We also measured EC production for yki, smo pka, and yki tub-yki FSCs and found that
only smo pka FSCs showed a reduction in the number of ECs produced per anterior FSC.
Reduced proliferation alone was likely not the cause for the reduced EC production per smo pka
FSC, as cycE and yki FSCs did not show a strong phenotype in EC production (Fig. 37B).
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Measurements of FC production showed that the likelihood for a yki FSC to become an FC was
decreased using both the immediate FC and three egg chamber methods, but that these rates were
restored upon the expression of tub-yki in yki FSCs (Fig 32C). yki tub-yki FSC measurements
showed very similar p values for FC production compared to controls. smo pka FSCs were more
likely to become an FC than control FSCs, as measured by both methods. (Fig. 37C). Though we
have previously established that the Hh pathway affects proliferation through Yki activity
(Huang and Kalderon, 2014), we have not yet studied how the pathway influences
differentiation. These results indicate that decreased Hh activity in FSCs increases the likelihood
for an FSC to become an FC, and decreases the number of ECs produced per FSC.
To measure the influence of increased Hh or Hpo pathway activity on FSCs distribution
and differentiation, we induced mutant FSC clones with wts, kibra, ptc, UAS-Yki*, and hpo. All
of these manipulations showed normal FSC distributions over the three stem cell layers (Fig.
12A), each showing layer 1 FSC occupancy between 50-56%. With the exception of hpo, each
manipulation showed a decrease in the number of ECs produced per FSC (Fig. 37B). We had
previously measured that EC production decreases when proliferation rate is increased (Fig.
36C), and this affect may be contributing to the decrease in EC production for FSCs with
elevated Hh or Hpo pathway activity. Additionally, these manipulations all increase the number
of surviving FSCs, but these measurements indicate that ECs are not being produced
proportionally. We have previously shown that Wnt signaling pathway strongly influences FSC
position and EC production (Fig. 35C-E). The level of Wnt signaling may be limiting the total
number of ECs produced, and elevated Hh or Hpo pathway activity cannot overcome this
limitation.
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Figure 37: The influence of Hh/Hpo pathway manipulations on proliferation and differentiation. (A) The
distribution of FSCs per layer (layer 3 is red, layer 2 is green, layer 1 is blue) for Hh or Hpo pathway manipulations
that either decrease (yki, smo pka, yki tub-yki) or increase (wts, kibra, ptc, UAS-Yki*, hpo) pathway activity. n
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values represent the total number of FSCs scored at 12d after clone induction. (B) The number of ECs produced per
anterior FSC in Hh/Hpo pathway mutants, compared to the average number of ECs produced in controls. n values
represent total number of anterior FSCs scored. (C) FC production for yki, smo pka, and yki; tub-yki mutant FSC
clones measured by immediate FC (blue) and three egg chamber (red) methods. Each test was conducted separately
and is compared with its relative control. n values represent the number of germaria used for each test.

2F. Eliminating JAK-STAT pathway activity shifts FSCs anterior and decreases FC
production
As JAK-STAT signaling activity strongly influenced the pattern of FSC proliferation, we
asked if it also influenced FSC distribution and differentiation. When JAK-STAT pathway
activity was eliminated in stat85c9 and stat06346 FSC mutant clones, we observed a pronounced
phenotype of FSCs shifted towards anterior layers at 12d after clone induction, such that less
than 5% of stat FSCs were in layer 1 (Fig. 38A). EC production was slightly increased in stat
FSCs compared to controls, and was moderately increased compared to the average value for all
controls (Fig. 38B). This measurement indicates that EC production is increased by the absence
of JAK-STAT activity. FC production, however, was strongly impaired in stat FSCs, 6d after
clone induction, measured by both the immediate FC and three egg chamber methods (Fig. 38D).
However, we measured only a small number of surviving layer 1 stat FSCs in each experiment.
We therefore made additional manipulations to stat FSCs to determine how distribution and
differentiation are influenced by the absence of JAK-STAT pathway activity.
To increase the number of layer 1 stat FSCs, we simultaneously induced kibra, wts, or
UAS-CycE (at 25C) expression in these mutant clones. Both kibra and wts showed a strong
influence on stat FSC distribution, increasing the layer 1 FSC occupancy from <5% in stat
mutants to 27% in kibra stat and 36% in wts stat. UAS-CycE did not show a strong influence on
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stat FSC distribution, with <5% of stat UAS-CycE FSCs in layer 1 (Fig. 38A). This result
indicates that elevated proliferation activity does not strongly influence FSC distribution alone,
as all of these additional manipulations showed a two-fold increase in stat FSC proliferation
(Fig. 38A). Hpo pathway activity must therefore be influencing FSC distribution through another
mechanism, as wts and kibra mutations each showed significant distribution shifts in the absence
of JAK-STAT activity. kibra stat and wts stat FSCs also showed increased FSC clone survival
compared to stat and stat UAS-CycE FSCs. As Hpo pathway activity has been shown to activate
CycE and DIAP1 transcription in FSCs (Huang and Kalderon, 2014), and UAS-CycE alone did
not strongly influence stat FSC distribution, it will be important to determine how cell death
contributes to the absence of layer 1 FSCs in stat mutants. Most importantly, all four genotypes
with loss of JAK-STAT pathway activity showed a pronounced shift of mutant FSCs to more
anterior positions.
Measurements of EC production in kibra stat, wts stat, and stat UAS-CycE gave similar
results to the FSC distribution assay, as both kibra and wts showed strong effects on the stat FSC
phenotype, but UAS-CycE did not. While the JAK-STAT deficiency alone increased EC
production per anterior stat FSC, kibra stat and wts stat were decreased by roughly twofold
compared to EC production in stat FSCs, though these values were similar to the average control
value (Fig. 38B). stat UAS-CycE FSCs also showed increased EC production, at a similar
magnitude as stat FSCs. In otherwise normal FSCs, kibra and wts showed a stronger decrease in
EC production (Fig. 37B) than UAS-CycE (Fig. 36C), but all three manipulations decreased the
number of ECs produced per FSC when measured without the stat mutation. The measurements
for EC production in kibra stat, wts stat, and stat UAS-CycE FSCs indicate that the Hpo pathway
is contributing to reduced EC production in the absence of JAK-STAT, and that this influence
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does not involve CycE. Assessing all tested genotypes for a common consequence of loss of stat
suggests that there is no large, consistent change in EC production.
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Figure 38: JAK-STAT signaling influences FSC positioning and the FSC to FC transition. (A) The distribution
of FSC clones with JAK-STAT pathway manipulations over the three layers (layer 3 in red, layer 2 in green, layer 1
in blue) at 12d, as well as the relative rate of EdU incorporation for each mutant. Manipulations included stat, to
eliminate pathway activity; kibra stat, wts stat and stat UAS-CycE, to increase activity in stat FSCs; and UAS-Hop,
to increase JAK-STAT pathway activity. Gray bar indicates the average proportion of layer 1 FSCs in Fig. 34, n
values represent total FSCs scored. (B) EC production per FSC for JAK-STAT pathway manipulations described
above. Gray bar indicates the average EC production in Fig. 34, n values represent anterior FSCs scored at 6d. (C)
Induction of kibra stat in FSC clones (white arrowhead) inhibits FC production, as the first three egg chambers
pictured do not have marked FC clones. (D) Likelihood of a stat FSC or (E) UAS-Hop FSC becoming an FC, with
additional manipulations to control for proliferation, measured by the immediate FC (blue) and three egg chamber
(red) methods. n values represent the number of germaria scored. (Scale bar: 10um)

The likelihood for a stat FSC to become an FC is strongly reduced, regardless of the
additional kibra, wts, or UAS-CycE manipulations. When measured by immediate FC or three
egg chamber methods, kibra stat, wts stat, and stat UAS-CycE FSCs showed similar p values to
stat FSCs alone (Fig. 38D). For kibra stat and wts stat FSCs, the three egg chamber method gave
higher p values than the immediate FC method, suggesting that these FSC clones were more
likely to give FC daughters during the previous four cycles of egg chamber production than they
were during the most recent cycle. Overall, these experiments showed that JAK-STAT deficient
FSCs are much less likely to become FCs than controls (Fig. 38D).
We also tested the influence of increased JAK-STAT activity on FSC distribution and
differentiation with the expression of UAS-Hop in clones. UAS-Hop FSCs showed nearly a
twofold increase in FSC proliferation at 6d, but the FSC distribution remained similar to controls
at 12d after clone induction (Fig. 38A). The layer 1 occupancy did increase slightly above 50%
for UAS-Hop FSCs, as observed in a number of manipulations that increased proliferation rates
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(Fig. 36A, 37A). The number of ECs produced was increased in UAS-Hop compared to control,
but the measurement for UAS-Hop EC production was similar to the number of ECs produced
per FSC when averaged over all controls (Fig. 38B). We previously observed EdU incorporation
in ECs derived from UAS-Hop FSCs, which likely contributes to the increased number of ECs
produced per UAS-Hop FSC.
The increased number of layer 1 UAS-Hop FSCs made it difficult to determine the
individual likelihood for an FSC to become an FC. We therefore sought to reduce UAS-Hop FSC
number by simultaneously inducing a null cycE homozygous mutation. cycE; UAS-Hop FSCs
showed a decreased likelihood for becoming FCs, as measured by both methods (Fig. 38E). The
magnitude of these decreases was similar to a hypomorphic cycE mutation alone, indicating that
increased JAK-STAT activity was unable to restore FC production in cycE FSC clones. As cycE;
UAS-Hop clones showed a two-fold decrease in EdU incorporation compared to controls (Fig.
3E), JAK-STAT activity must depend in part on CycE expression. Therefore, we intend to
reduce the proliferation rates of UAS-Hop FSCs by the expression of Dacapo (UAS-Dap), which
inhibits CycE-Cdk2 activity, in future tests. We will also test how moderate expression of CycE,
via cycE; UAS-CycE, influences FC production in UAS-Hop FSCs.

2G. Wnt inhibition does not rescue distribution & differentiation phenotypes of JAK-STAT
deficient FSCs
In our measurements, JAK-STAT and Wnt have shown the largest changes in FSC
distribution and differentiation. We therefore asked how decreasing Wnt pathway activity
influenced mutant FSCs that were deficient for JAK-STAT pathway activity. This was done by
expressing UAS-dnTCF in stat mutant FSCs, as well as kibra stat, wts stat, and stat UAS-CycE
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FSCs. UAS-dnTCF expression alone showed a strong increase in layer 1 FSCs from 50% to 67%
(Fig. 35C), and in stat mutant clones was able to increase layer 1 FSC occupancy (Fig. 39A).
This was observed by comparing stat alone (<5% FSCs in layer 1) to stat UAS-dnTCF (24%
FSCs in layer 1), and in stat UAS-CycE (<5% FSCs in layer 1) to stat UAS-dnTCF UAS-CycE
(14% in layer 1) as well. UAS-dnTCF did not strongly influence the distribution of kibra stat or
wts stat FSCs (Fig. 39A).
Though stat mutant FSCs showed increased rates of EC production per FSC, stat UASdnTCF FSCs showed a strong decrease of EC production per FSCs, at a similar magnitude as
UAS-dnTCF alone (Fig. 39B). However, the addition of kibra, wts, or UAS-CycE restored EC
production in stat UAS-dnTCF clones (Fig. 39B). The number of ECs produced per FSC in kibra
stat, wts stat and stat UAS-CycE FSC clones, with or without UAS-dnTCF expression, was
similar (Fig. 38B, 39B). Furthermore, the likelihood for a kibra stat, wts stat or stat UAS-CycE
FSC to become an FC was not strongly influenced by the expression of UAS-dnTCF, as all
measured values are strongly decreased from controls (Fig. 39C-D). This result is perhaps less
surprising, as UAS-dnTCF expression did not change to likelihood for an FSC clone to become
an FC. Measurements of EC and FC production both indicated that UAS-dnTCF activity did not
strongly influence the differentiation of stat mutant FSCs with kibra, wts, or UAS-CycE. UASdnTCF reduced EC production in stat FSCs alone, possibly due to cell death as discussed
previously. These results suggests that the effects of loss of JAK-STAT signaling on FSC
location and FC production are epistatic to the effects of loss of Wnt signaling, but a firm
conclusion requires testing higher levels of UAS-dnTCF expression to eliminate Wnt pathway
activity completely.
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Figure 39: Wnt pathway inhibition does not restore FC production in JAK-STAT deficient FSCs. Clones were
induced in FSCs that eliminated JAK-STAT signaling (stat), decreased Wnt pathway activity (UAS-dnTCF),
elevated Hpo activity (kibra, wts), and increased CycE expression (UAS-CycE). (A) The distribution of FSC clones
across the three layers (layer 3 in red, layer 2 in green, layer 1 in blue) with the described manipulations at 12d. Gray
bar is the average proportion of layer 1 FSCs as in Fig. 34, and n values represent the total number of FSCs scored
per genotype. (B) ECs produced per FSC in control and mutant phenotypes. Gray bar is the average number of ECs
produced per FSC as in Fig. 34, n values represent the total number of anterior FSCs scored at 6d. (C) Induction of
kibra stat UAS-dnTCF in FSC clones (white arrowheads) showed a decreased proportion of ovarioles with marked
FCs. (D) Likelihood of a control or mutant FSC becoming an FC, measured by the immediate FC (blue) and three
egg chamber (red) methods. n values represent the number of germaria scored. (Scale bar: 10um)

2H. Elevated JAK-STAT pathway activity induces ectopic anterior Fas-3 expression
FCs in the germarium and first 2-3 egg chambers strongly express the cell surface protein
Fas-3 (Zhang and Kalderon, 2001), and the anterior border of Fas-3 expression turns out to be a
useful border between the FSC and FC regions. (Fig. 40A) No study, however, has been
conducted to determine a functional role for Fas-3 in FCs. When excess JAK-STAT activity was
expressed ectopically in the FSC clones, Fas-3 was expressed in anterior regions. This was
observed 12d after induction of UAS-Hop FSC clones via MARCM, as 66% of germaria (35 of
53) with UAS-Hop clones expressed Fas-3 in the germarium anterior (Fig. 40B). Furthermore,
40% of these germaria (14 of 35) with anterior Fas-3 expression also appeared to form an egg
chamber monolayer in the anterior of the germarium. (Fig. 40B).
In MARCM experiments, we are inducing clones in individual cells; therefore the
potential for larger phenotype changes is small. To increase the number of anterior cells
expressing ectopic JAK-STAT activity, we expressed UAS-Hop via the c587-gal4 driver. The
c587>Hop flies were raised at 18C in the presence of ts-gal80, to block gal4 activity at low
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temperatures. When we examined c587>Hop germaria after 3d at 29C, we observed anterior
Fas-3 expression in the FSC region in roughly half of germaria scored (21 of 40) (Fig. 40C). We
incubated c587>Hop flies at 29C over a longer time period to examine anterior Fas-3 expression.
After 6d of incubation at 29C, Fas-3 expression moved further anterior within the germaria, and
ectopic Fas-3 expression was observed in an increased proportion of c587>Hop germaria (31 of
43) (Fig. 40D). After 10d, Fas-3 was expressed throughout the entire A/P length of the
germarium in about half of germaria scored (15 of 32), and Fas-3 was expressed in the anterior
of nearly all germaria examined (30 of 32) (Fig. 40E). This time course experiment showed that
the domain of expression of Fas-3 moved anterior with prolonged excess ectopic JAK-STAT
activity. When Wnt pathway activity was repressed in the anterior of germaria that had excess
anterior JAK-STAT pathway activity (c587>Hop, dnTCF), the anterior Fas-3 phenotype was
observed to be severe after 3d of 29C incubation (Fig. 40F). The 3d incubation of c587>Hop,
dnTCF resembled the 10d incubation of c587>Hop flies, as Fas-3 was expressed throughout the
entire A/P length of some germarium, and almost all germaria examined (30 of 31) had anterior
Fas-3 expression. We will test c587>Hop, dnTCF germaria at longer incubation periods in future
experiments. It appears, however, that in ECs, Fas-3 expression is potentially activated by JAKSTAT pathway activity and repressed by Wnt pathway activity.
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Figure 40: Elevated JAK-STAT activity induces ectopic anterior Fas-3 expression. (A) The pattern of Fas-3
expression in control germaria. Blue arrows indicate the normal anterior border of Fas-3 expression in all images.
(B) When we induced clones with elevated JAK-STAT activity, using the MARCM method, we observed anterior
expression of the FC marker Fas-3 at 12d. (C-E) When JAK-STAT activity is elevated in the germarium anterior
specifically, via the c587-gal4 driver, ectopic anterior Fas-3 expression is observed at low levels after (C) 3d of
c587>Hop activity, and increased in severity by (D) 6d and (E) 10d. (F) Reducing Wnt signaling activity while
simultaneously elevating JAK-STAT activity showed a strong effect on Fas-3 expression

2I. The influence of PI3K activity on FSC distribution and differentiation
Another important input to FSC behavior is PI3K signaling activity, which shows a
strong effect on FSC proliferation via EdU incorporation assays (Fig. 33E). We therefore asked
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if PI3K pathway activity had an influence on FSC distribution and differentiation. As in cycE
and yki mutants, decreased proliferation rates in chico mutants showed a small decrease in the
proportion of FSCs in layer 1. Increasing proliferation rates of chico FSCs by UAS-CycE
expression restored the normal distribution of FSC clones. (Fig. 41A). When proliferation was
increased by PI3K pathway manipulations, including a pten mutation and expression of UASPI3K, FSCs were also observed with increased occupancy of layer 1. Expression of UAS-PI3K at
25C had the strongest influence on layer 1 occupancy, increasing the proportion from 52% of
control FSCs to 62% of UAS-PI3K FSCs. Surprisingly, UAS-PI3K expression at 29C showed a
decrease in layer 1 occupancy, so it is hard to know which measurement of elevated PI3K
activity is more reliable. Inducing a homozygous mutation of the PI3K inhibitor pten did not
have a noticeable effect on FSC distribution (Fig. 41A).
Elimination of PI3K activity in chico FSCs showed modest decreases in both EC
production and the likelihood to become an FC (Fig. 41B, C). Both of these decreases were
largely restored by the expression of UAS-CycE in chico FSC clones (Fig. 41B, C). This is
similar to yki FSCs, which also showed decreased EC and FC production rates, and was rescued
by tub-yki expression. As UAS-CycE expression increased proliferation rates in chico FSCs, it is
possible that this effect largely contributes to the increases in EC and FC production as well (Fig.
41B, C). However, increasing proliferation beyond the levels of control showed a strong
decrease in the number of ECs produced per FSC. This was observed for pten FSCs, and for
UAS-PI3K FSCs incubated at both 25C and 29C. UAS-PI3K FSCs at 25C again gave the most
severe phenotype, though modest decreases in EC production were observed for pten FSCs and
UAS-PI3K FSCs at 29C. (Fig. 41B). As CycE was able to compensate for the loss of PI3K
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pathway activity in these measurements, we will test the distribution and differentiation rates of
cycE; UAS-PI3K, UAS-CycE FSCs to further explore this relationship.

Figure 41: The influence of PI3K pathway activity on FSC distribution and differentiation. Clones were
induced in FSCs that eliminated PI3K signaling activity (chico), increased PI3K pathway activity (UAS-PI3K, pten),
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and increase CycE activity (UAS-CycE). (A) The distribution of FSC clones across the three layers (layer 3 in red,
layer 2 in green, layer 1 in blue) with the described manipulations at 12d. Gray bar is the average proportion of layer
1 FSCs as in Fig. 34, and n values represent the total number of FSCs scored per genotype. (B) ECs produced per
FSC in control and mutant phenotypes. Gray bar is the average number of ECs produced per FSC as in Fig. 34, n
values represent the total number of anterior FSCs scored at 6d. (C) Likelihood of a control or mutant FSC
becoming an FC, measured by the immediate FC (blue) and three egg chamber (red) methods. n values represent the
number of germaria scored.

2J. ECs may de-differentiate to become FSCs
Upon determining that ECs are produced by FSCs (Chapter Two), we wanted to test if
posterior ECs could act as reserve stem cells. Reserve stem cells have been observed in other
systems, including the small intestine (Tian et al, 2011). Separate studies in our lab have looked
at the cell types produced from clones induced at different stages of pupal development. These
studies have shown that a large proportion of “EC-only” germaria are observed when clones are
induced near the larval to pupal transition. We therefore induced clones at this time point, using a
mild, 10 minute heat shock treatment at 33C (instead of the normal 37C) to minimize the number
of clones. The flies were raised at 18C to prolong the period prior to eclosure, thereby ensuring
the visibility of clones. We dissected some flies immediately upon eclosion (0d), and others were
incubated at 29C for 3d prior to dissection. Of 133 control germaria scored at 0d, we observed
45% had only EC clones, 15% had both EC and FSC clones, 4% had only FSC clones (Fig. 42A,
E). After 3d, we scored 100 control germaria, and observed that 53% had only EC clones, 25%
had both EC and FSC clones, and 2% had only FSC clones (Fig. 42C, E). The increase in
germaria with both EC and FSC clones indicates that some ECs de-differentiated in the 3d
incubation period. However, some FSCs will have also produced ECs, which would also increase
the proportion of germaria with EC and FSCs. Additionally, the average number of FSC clones
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per germarium increased over the 3d period, from 0.7 FSCs initially to 1.2 FSCs. EC to FSC dedifferentiation may have contributed to this increase.

Figure 42: Elevated JAK-STAT may cause ECs to de-differentiate into FSCs. (A) When a mild clone induction
technique is used during the larval or pupal development, a majority of germaria after eclosure have EC clones (blue
arrowhead), and some have an FSC clone (red arrowhead) as well. (B) This was also observed when these clones
have the UAS-Hop transgene present, but were kept at 18C during development to minimize expression after
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eclosure. (C) When flies were incubated at 29C for 3d, the proportion of germaria containing an FSC clone in
controls increased. (D) A majority of germaria had FSC clones when JAK-STAT activity was elevated via UAS-Hop
expression. (E) The proportion of germaria observed with only EC clones (blue), with both EC and FSC clones
(red), and with only FSC clones (in green) for 0d and 3d time points, in controls and UAS-Hop FSC clones. (Scale
bars: 10um.)

We also tested the influence of increased JAK-STAT activity on EC de-differentiation by
the expression of UAS-Hop in FSC clones. Raising the flies at 18C minimized UAS-Hop
expression prior to eclosion and the 3d incubation of adult flies at 29C. At 0d, we observed a
similar distribution of clones as in controls. Of the 108 germaria with UAS-Hop clones scored at
0d, 44% had only EC clones, 9% had EC and FSC clones, and 2% had only FSC clones (Fig.
42B, E). After a 3d incubation at 29C, we scored UAS-Hop clones in 96 germaria and observed
that 20% had only EC clones, 47% had both EC and FSC clones, and 12.5% had only FSC
clones (Fig. 42D, E). Furthermore, we observed an average of 0.5 UAS-Hop FSCs per
germarium at 0d, which increased to an average of nearly 4.0 UAS-Hop FSCs per germarium
after 3d. This indicates that elevated JAK-STAT pathway activity can increase the likelihood for
an EC to de-differentiate into an FSC. We will ultimately need to further refine this method, as
our initial studies have shown that it is difficult to control for the number or distribution of
clones in the germarium. We will also test additional pathway manipulations by these methods to
better understand EC de-differentiation. Nevertheless, these experiments indicate that ECs may
have the potential to become FSCs, and that this property is enhanced by excess JAK-STAT
activity.
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2K. Discussion of FSC position and differentiation
The conversion of stem cells to differentiated daughter cell types is a critical property of
stem cell behavior. The FSC niche allows us to examine the signaling pathways that influence
stem cell differentiation in a population of adult somatic cells. Though we have not yet studied
the mechanisms behind FSC differentiation, we have measured the relative rates of EC and FC
production in mutant clones by comparing FSC derivatives to the FSCs that are responsible for
their production. We calculated that an average of 0.9 ECs are produced per anterior FSC in
controls over 12d, and that the average probability for an FSC to become an FC is measured at
0.47 using the immediate FC method and 0.33 using the three egg chamber method. We have
also measured the influence of mutations on the distribution of FSCs in the three layers, and
determined that, on average, 50% of control FSC clones are found in layer 1. From these
masurements, we have determined that Wnt and JAK-STAT pathways gave the most severe
phenotypes in FSC distribution and differentiation.
In Chapter Two, we showed that Wnt pathway activity was directly correlated with the
A/P position of FSCs and the production of ECs. We expanded on this by measuring a fivefold
increase to the number of ECs produced per anterior FSC when Wnt signaling activity is
increased via axn or apc mutations. We also determined that the likelihood for an axn or apc to
become an FC is decreased more than twofold, adding to our understanding of how increased
Wnt signaling influences FSCs. Furthermore, when we eliminated Wnt signaling activity in
FSCs, we determined that the likelihood for an FSC to become an FC increases by 145% using
the immediate FC method and 130% using the three egg chamber method. We also determined
that the number of ECs produced per arr FSC decreases tenfold from controls, but this is
restored by two-fold when UAS-DIAP1 is expressed in arr FSC clones to inhibit EC cell death.
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We then examined how CycE, as well as Hh, Hpo and PI3K pathways, were involved in
FSC distribution and differentiation. We found that decreasing proliferation rates, via cycE and
cutlet mutations, moderately reduced the number of FSC clones in layer 1 to 39 and 43%,
respectively. This indicated that the absence of normal proliferation influences the distribution of
surviving FSC clones, suggesting that there is competition within the FSC layers. As the mutant
clones that we induced were cell autonomous, competition within the population determined the
likelihood for an individual FSC to be maintained in the niche. Mutations that decrease FSC
proliferation (chico, yki, smo pka) show only small changes to measurements of FSC
differentiation. Although manipulations to increase proliferation rates (UAS-CycE, ptc, UASYki*, pten, UAS-PI3K) increased the number of FSC clones, these manipulations did not
proportionally increase the number of ECs produced per FSC. This suggests that there is a limit
to the number of ECs produced by anterior FSCs. Increased Wnt signaling activity in FSC clones
was the only mutant genotype that gave large increases in EC numbers per anterior FSC,
indicating that Wnt signaling activity may be the regulatory factor that limits EC production.
JAK-STAT appears to have a largely opposite effect to Wnt signaling on FSC position
and differentiation (Fig. 43). When JAK-STAT was eliminated in FSC clones, less than 5% of
stat FSCs were observed in layer 1. The number of ECs produced per FSC was increased in stat
FSCs by 124%, but the likelihood for a stat FSC to become an FC decreased more than threefold by the immediate FC method, and decreased by nearly three-fold using the three egg
chamber method. The likelihood for a stat FSC to become an FC was not restored when kibra,
wts or UAS-CycE were added to increase the activity of stat mutants. The increase in FSC
activity from kibra and wts did reduce EC production in stat mutant FSCs by about twofold, but
the number of ECs produced per kibra stat and wts stat FSC was similar to the number of ECs
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produced on average in all controls. kibra and wts also increased the number of stat FSCs in
layer 1 from <5% (stat alone) to 27% (kibra stat) and 36% (wts stat). UAS-CycE had no effect on
stat EC production nor FSC distribution.
We tested the interactions between JAK-STAT and Wnt by expressing UAS-dnTCF to
reduce Wnt pathway activity in stat FSC clones. While 67% of UAS-dnTCF FSCs were observed
in layer 1, only 24% of stat UAS-dnTCF FSCs were observed in layer 1. This was a large
increase from the 5% of stat FSCs in layer 1, but was still strongly reduced from the average
control measurement of 50%. The number of ECs produced was also decreased per stat UASdnTCF FSC more than five-fold, showing a phenotype that more resembled UAS-dnTCF alone
than stat alone. UAS-dnTCF did not have a strong phenotype on EC production when expressed
in kibra stat and wts stat FSCs, possibly because the kibra and wts mutations increase DIAP1
expression. UAS-dnTCF expression alone did not show a strong influence on FC production, and
its expression did not increase the likelihood for a stat FSC to become an FC. When we average
all eight tests with stat FSCs (stat alone, kibra stat, wts stat, stat UAS-CycE, all with or without
UAS-dnTCF expression), the likelihood for a stat FSC to become an FC is decreased more than
four-fold by the immediate FC method, and more than two-fold by the three egg chamber
method.
We additionally tested how increased JAK-STAT activity influenced distribution and
differentiation. UAS-Hop FSCs appeared in the normal FSC distribution, with 53% layer 1
occupancy. We attempted to measure the likelihood that a UAS-Hop FSC will become an FC by
simultaneously inducing the cycE mutation, but the resulting phenotype was very similar to cycE
FSCs alone, and will therefore require additional testing to make any conclusions. Additionally,
excess JAK-STAT signaling activity was shown to induce ectopic anterior Fas-3 expression. Due
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to this phenotype, ECs produced by UAS-Hop FSCs were scored by their relative location to
cysts in the germarium, but it is unclear if these UAS-Hop ECs are actually ECs, since they
express Fas-3 and incorporate EdU at low rates. Finally, we showed that UAS-Hop expression
causes de-differentiation of ECs to become FSCs, as 3d of excess JAK-STAT pathway activity
in ECs showed a five-fold increase to the number of germaria with EC and FSC clones. EC dedifferentiation, and the role of JAK-STAT signaling in cell fate specification, is an important
avenue for future studies.

Figure 43: JAK-STAT and Wnt pathways have somewhat opposing roles in regulating FSCs. A diagram and
chart detailing the influence of decreased and increased JAK-STAT and Wnt pathway activity on FSC distribution,
differentiation, and proliferation.
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Chapter Five: Final Discussion
A. Similarities between FSCs and other stem cell populations
Signaling pathway activity has long been a focus of stem cell research. As population
models emerge for different stem cell types, understanding how signaling activity regulates stem
cells governed by population asymmetry is of great importance. The Drosophila FSC niche is an
attractive model to study a population of stem cells, as the influence of genetic manipulations is
quantifiable, and there are many similarities between FSCs and other stem cell systems, in
particular the mammalian intestinal crypt. Here we have shown that signaling pathways strongly
influence the organization, proliferation, and differentiation within a population of FSCs.
In the mammalian intestine, a population of Lgr5+ intenstinal stem cells (ISCs) are found
at the crypt base of each individual villus. ISCs undergo neutral competition, in which individual
lineages are stochastically lost and amplified, and will eventually become monoclonal over long
periods of time. (Snippert et al., 2010; Lopez-Garcia et al., 2010). Wnt signaling activity is
required to maintain the stem cell niche (Farin et al, 2012, Schuijers et al., 2015), and reduction
of the Wnt signal decreased the number of ISCs (Huels et al, 2018). Wnt signaling is also
involved with ISC differentiation. The ISCs produce transit-amplifying (TA) progenitors that
move upward and out of the niche, and subsequently respond to signals that guide their
differentiation. Though a majority of these progenitors move upward and out of the crypt, some
TA cells respond to elevated levels of Wnt signaling and move downward to become Paneth
cells (PCs) (Farin et al., 2012). PCs support the stem cell niche by producing the Wnt3 ligand.
(Sato et al, 2009). Notch signaling is also required for TA differentiation and specification into
the different cell types of the intestine (Schonhoff et al, 2004, Stamataki et al., 2011). There is
also a gradient of proliferation rates across the length of the crypt, which is correlated with Wnt
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activity and metabolic activity, as measured by the level of NADH accumulation in cells.
(Stringari et al., 2012).
Recent studies have also demonstrated that stem cells of the interfollicular epidermis
(IFE) are maintained by population asymmetry (Rompolas et al, 2016; Roy et al, 2016). The IFE
stem cells show hypoproliferative defects in the absence of Wnt signaling, and it has been shown
that IFE stem cells generate Wnt ligands for self-maintenance (Choi et al, 2013; Lim et al, 2013).
Further studies on signaling pathways will ultimately help characterize IFE stem cells. The
nearby hair follicle (HF) system also requires stem cell division, and numerous signaling
pathways have been implicated in normal HF function. Mature HF formation relies on an axis of
Sonic Hedgehog (SHH) and Wnt5 signaling activity (Kwack et al, 2013), and cell fate decisions
during development relies on Wnt signaling mediated by the SHH and BMP pathways. (Suzuki
et al, 2009). Notch signaling is important for regulating SHH activity in HF stem cells found in
the dermal papilla (Androutsellis-Theotokis et al, 2006) as well as in the bulge at the base of the
HF. A recent in vitro study demonstrated that the dynamics between stem cells and non-stem
cells in the HF is maintained by Hh and BMP, and that the conversion between stem cells and
non-stem cells is reversible, indicating a population dynamic between the stromal cells of the
HF. (Chacón-Martinez et al, 2017). Though many aspects of the HF stem cell system are not
clearly understood, signaling pathway activity plays an important role in HF stem cells. As
population asymmetry emerges as a fundamental model for stem cell organization, understanding
how signaling pathways influence these stem cells is vital to our understanding of stem cell
biology.
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B. JAK-STAT signaling influences the pattern of proliferation and FC production
In the context of the population asymmetry model, JAK-STAT signaling activity has
emerged as a potent regulator of FSC organization and differentiation. [10xSTAT-GFP] reporter
measurements showed that JAK-STAT activity declines in strength across the three FSC layers,
such that posterior FSCs have stronger activity than anterior FSCs. Posterior FSCs also divide
more frequently than anterior FSCs, prompting us to test the influence of JAK-STAT on the
pattern of proliferation. When excess JAK-STAT activity was expressed in the germarium
anterior to even out the JAK-STAT activity gradient, the proportion of FSCs incorporating EdU
was also even across the three stem cell layers. However, in the absence of JAK-STAT activity,
stat FSCs showed a graded pattern of proliferation, though the overall magnitude of EdU
incorporation was small. When this overall magnitude of proliferation was increased, by
increasing Hpo/CycE activity or decreasing Wnt actvitiy, the pattern of proliferation was still
retained, indicating that JAK-STAT is not the only contributor to the graded pattern of
proliferation that we observe in FSCs.
JAK-STAT pathway activity was also shown to influence the distribution of FSCs and
the production of FCs. When JAK-STAT pathway activity is eliminated in FSC clones, the
majority of stat FSCs are observed in the anterior layers (96%), 12d after clone induction.
Elevated JAK-STAT activity, however, did not strongly influence the distribution of FSC clones.
We measured the likelihood for a stat FSC to become an FC, and observed a significant decrease
in this probability. Additional manipulations to increase division rates of stat FSCs, including
increased CycE activity (UAS-CycE), increased Hpo pathway activity (kibra, wts), and decreased
Wnt pathway activity (UAS-dnTCF) were not able to restore FC production in stat FSCs. We
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have also shown that excess JAK-STAT signaling activity can induce ectopic expression of Fas3 in FSCs and ECs, which is normally only expressed in FCs.
We are planning to test how elevated JAK-STAT activity influences these properties
when we reduce proliferation in UAS-Hop FSC clones. We can test this by expressing UAS-Dap
in UAS-Hop FSCs, to increase inhibition of CycE/Cdk2. We can also test this by moderating the
transcription of Yki and CycE in UAS-Hop clones, with yki; tub-yki, UAS-Hop and cycE; UASCycE, UAS-Hop FSC clone induction. This will allow us to determine how elevated JAK-STAT
activity influences FSCs that do not have strongly increased rates of EdU incorporation.

C. Wnt signaling strongly influences FSC position and differentiation
In Chapter Two, we published our findings on the role of Wnt signaling in regulating
FSC position and production of ECs. We have expanded on these findings by measuring the rates
of differentiation and proliferation of FSCs with altered Wnt signaling activity. We found that
increasing Wnt activity in FSC clones (axn and apc) reduced proliferation rates, strongly
increased the number of ECs produced per FSC, and reduced the likelihood of a mutant FSC
becoming an FC. In contrast, eliminating Wnt activity in FSC clones (arr) did not strongly
influence proliferation rates, indicating that Wnt activity is not a strong requirement for the
graded pattern of proliferation. Eliminating Wnt activity did show strong effects on
differentiation: decreasing the number of ECs produced per FSC and increasing the likelihood of
an arr FSC becoming an FC. Inhibiting apoptosis also increased in the number of ECs produced
per Wnt-deficient FSC, indicating that ECs produced by arr FSCs are lost to cell death. It is
unexpected that arr FSCs are more likely to become FCs than controls, as arr FSCs are well
maintained in layer 1 of the FSC niche, showing similar numbers and proliferation as controls.
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From these studies, we have shown that manipulating Wnt pathway activity has a strong
influence on FSC differentiation. Wnt ligands are produced in the anterior of the germarium, and
Wnt signaling activity decreases in strength across the EC and FSC regions, and is not observed
in FCs. Manipulations to Wnt signaling activity in FSC clones corresponds to this pattern, as
high levels of Wnt give increased numbers of ECs and a decreased likelihood to become an FC,
and low levels of Wnt give decreased numbers of ECs and an increased likelihood to become an
FC. Repressing Wnt activity in the anterior of the germarium did not show a strong phenotype
after 3d of UAS-dnTCF expression. We therefore intend to increase the duration of anterior UASdnTCF expression to determine how FSCs respond to the absence of normal Wnt signaling
activity.

D. Hh/Hpo and PI3K pathways influence FSC proliferation
Our studies on FSCs have demonstrated that Hh, Hpo, and PI3K signaling pathway are
all required inputs for normal FSC division. When the activity of these pathways is eliminated or
decreased in FSC clones (smo, yki, chico), these FSCs showed significantly decreased rates of
EdU incorporation. When we made additional manipulations to these deficient FSCs, we were
able to partially restore EdU incorporation, and observed that the rate of EdU incorporation is
greatest in the posterior FSC layer. This was observed for smo pka, yki tub-yki, and chico; UASCycE mutant genotypes in FSC clones, indicating that Hh, Hpo, and PI3K pathway activity did
not likely contribute to the graded pattern of FSC proliferation.
Decreased division rates did, however, show a modest influence on FSC distribution. yki,
smo pka, cycE, cutlet, and chico mutants all decreased the occupancy of FSC clones in layer 1 by
10-15%. This phenotype may have to do with cell competition, as an FSC clone that cannot
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compete with its neighbors is more likely to be lost from the niche. These mutations also did not
show a strong influence on FSC differentiation rates, showing only slight variations from the
average measured rates of controls.
When we increased Hh and Hpo pathway activity, we did observe an increase of EdU
incorporation, though different manipulations gave different results to the magnitude of changes
in proliferation rates. kibra and wts did not have any strong effect on EdU incorporation in FSCs,
whereas UAS-Yki* and hpo showed stronger increases. When we increased ptc activity in FSCs,
we observed a slight overall increase in EdU incorporation, but the anterior FSCs showed the
largest increase in proliferation rates. It is possible that the potential to respond to the ptc
mutation is small in the FSC region, and that anterior FSCs are more likely to respond to an
increase in Hh pathway activity because they divide less frequently in general. The
manipulations that increased proliferation also increased the proportion of layer 1 FSC
occupancy. Though the magnitude of this increase was small (2-6%), a small increase in layer 1
occupancy means that there was also a small decrease in layer 2 and 3 occupancy, ultimately
shifting the entire distribution towards the posterior. Clones with increased proliferation rates are
able to outcompete their neighbors, and this may be the cause of this posterior bias.
Increased proliferation rates in FSC clones also showed a decrease in the number of the
number of ECs produced per anterior FSC, with the exception of hpo. These manipulations all
increase the number of FSCs, but the number of ECs produced per FSC does not proportionally
increase. This indicates that the number of ECs produced is regulated by something other than
anterior layer occupancy. The Wnt signaling pathway is perhaps the best candidate to regulate
EC production, and will test how increased proliferation influences differentiation in FSCs with
altered Wnt signaling activity.
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We have also showed that elevated PI3K activity increases proliferation rates of FSCs.
To test if PI3K pathway activity is responsible for the graded pattern of proliferation, we will
express UAS-PI3K in the germarium anterior. We must also characterize the expression pattern
of PI3K activity in wildtype germaria, but we have not yet identified or created a PI3K pathway
reporter. Like the manipulations that increase Hh and Hpo pathway activity in FSCs, we
observed that elevated PI3K pathway activity increased the number of FSCs in layer 1 and
decreased the number of ECs produced per FSC. CycE was also able to partially rescue FSC
proliferation and differentiation measurements in the absence of PI3K activity, indicating that
Hh/Hpo and PI3K pathways have partially overlapping functions in maintaining FSCs. We will
test cycE; UAS-CycE UAS-PI3K to determine how elevated PI3K influences FSC differentiation
when proliferation rates more closely resemble that of controls.

E. JAK-STAT and Wnt have somewhat opposing roles in FSC regulation
JAK-STAT and Wnt pathway activity have emerged as strong regulating factors in the
FSC population asymmetry model. The two pathways have opposing gradients of activity in
FSCs, and, to some extent, this dictates how the pathways regulate FSC properties. For example,
eliminating Wnt activity shifted FSCs to posterior layers, whereas eliminating JAK-STAT
activity shifted FSCs to anterior layers. However, while increased Wnt activity shifted FSCs to
anterior layers, increased JAK-STAT activity did not strongly influence the distribution of FSCs.
Wnt pathway manipulations strongly influence the measured rates of EC and FC production,
while JAK-STAT pathway manipulations only show a strong influence on FC production.
Furthermore, JAK-STAT pathway manipulations can strongly increase or decrease the overall
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magnitude of FSC proliferation, while Wnt pathway manipulations only show a decrease of FSC
proliferation rates.
Studies on the interaction between JAK-STAT and Wnt show a complex relationship
between these pathways. When Wnt pathway activity was decreased in mutants deficient for
JAK-STAT activity, there was no effect on FSC proliferation. However, when additional Yki or
CycE activity was present in these mutants, proliferation rates approached the levels of controls.
This showed that decreasing Wnt activity did have the potential to stimulate proliferation in
JAK-STAT deficient cells, but only in the presence of added Yki or CycE activity. We have
independently measured that the UAS-dnTCF transgene, used to decrease Wnt activity in these
experiments, does not give as strong of a phenotype in FSCs as the arr mutation, which
eliminates the ligand response in FSCs. Therefore, we want to increase the strength of UASdnTCF Wnt pathway inhibition in stat FSCs for future tests, and will do this by the expression of
a second UAS-dnTCF transgene on a different chromosome. We also want to test the influence of
decreased Wnt activity in FSCs with elevated JAK-STAT activity, and will do this by pairing
UAS-Hop with either arr or UAS-dnTCF expression. These tests will determine how elevated
JAK-STAT influences FSC properties in the absence of Wnt signaling.
We have simultaneously expressed UAS-Hop and UAS-dnTCF in c587-gal4 experiments,
which increased JAK-STAT activity and inhibited Wnt pathway activity in the germarium
anterior. These germaria gave a phenotype of anterior EdU incorporation and Fas-3 expression
after a 3d incubation at 29C. This possibly indicates that these two pathways specify the cell fate
of the FSC derivatives. FCs normally receive high levels of JAK-STAT pathway activity and no
Wnt pathway activity, and FCs also express Fas-3 and readily incorporate EdU in proliferation
assays. When we exposed ECs to high levels of JAK-STAT pathway and simultaneously
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eliminated Wnt pathway activity, we therefore observed FC properties in ECs. We will test UASdnTCF, UAS-Hop anterior expression for longer time periods, and use markers for FC cell types,
like Eyes absent and Castor (Bai et al, 2002; Chang et al, 2013) to further characterize these
“FC-like” cells in the germarium anterior.

F. Fly-FUCCI as a potential tool for measuring FSC cell cycle phases
One limitation of EdU incorporation assays is that only cells undergoing S phase will be
labeled. It is possible that other phases of the cell cycle are limiting the rate of FSC proliferation,
which would not be detected by EdU assays. Therefore, to obtain a more complete picture of
FSC proliferation, we will use the fluorescence ubiquitination cell cycle indicator (FUCCI)
system (Sakaue-Sawano, 2008), which was recently developed as Fly-FUCCI for UAS
expression in Drosophila (Zielke et al, 2014). The Fly-FUCCI system relies on the temporal
events of the cell cycle to uniquely label the different phases. E2F1 is normally degraded during
S phase, and therefore a GFP-E2F1 fusion protein is used to mark FSCs in G2, M, and G1 phase.
Cyclin B (CycB) promotes the G2->M phase transition and is degraded in G1 phase, therefore an
mRFP-CycB fusion protein is used to mark FSCs in S, G2 and M phase. With these two fusion
proteins, the different cell cycle phases are readily detectable by this method (Fig. 44A).
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Figure 44: Fly-FUCCI system labels the phases of the cell cycle. (A) A diagram of the labels that are expressed
during different phases of the cell cycle (From Zielke et al., 2014). (B) UAS-Fly-FUCCI is expressed via the actgal4 driver, with Eyes Absent (eya) labeling somatic cells. (B’) and (B”) Isolated GFP and RFP images from the
Fly-FUCCI experiment in germaria labeled with EdU. (Scale bars: 20um)
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We have tested tub-Fly-FUCCI in the germarium, and found that the signal is not
strongly detectable when expressed in MARCM clones. This is likely because the Fly-FUCCI
system relies on the accumulation of cell cycle proteins over time, and the FSC population
undergoes stochastic rates of FSC loss and amplification. However, when UAS-Fly-FUCCI is
expressed via the act-gal4 driver, we observe strong expression of the GFP and RFP signals (Fig.
44B-B”). In our initial act>Fly-FUCCI tests, we found that anterior ECs expressed GFP only,
whereas FSCs expressed both RFP and GFP. The region 1 ECs that only expressed GFP must
therefore be arrested in G1, though some region 2a ECs expressed both GFP and RFP, indicating
that these cells may be arrested in G2. Very few FSCs expressed RFP only, and we also observed
a number of putative FSCs that did not express either GFP or RFP. These FSCs were labeled by
Eyes Absent (eya), which is expressed in all somatic cells of the germarium (Fig. 44B-B”).
When we labeled the act>Fly-FUCCI germaria with EdU, some, but not all, of the unlabeled
FSCs showed EdU incorporation. The nature of these unlabeled cells in the FSC region remains
unknown, and further analysis of UAS-Fly-FUCCI expression is required.
We have also observed strong RFP and GFP expression when UAS-Fly-FUCCI is
expressed via the c587-gal4 driver. Once we have a rigorous method for analyzing these
germaria, we will test the influence of various signaling pathway manipulations on the cell cycle
phases. This will involve simultaneously expressing UAS-Fly-FUCCI with pathway modifying
transgenes, including UAS-Hop (JAK-STAT), UAS-CycE (CycE), UAS-PI3K (PI3K) and UASdnTCF (Wnt) from the c587-gal4 driver. This will be an important complement to our studies on
FSC proliferation, and will provide useful information as to how the cell cycle is regulated by
signaling pathway activity within the germarium.
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Materials and Methods
Clone induction via MARCM

Two to four-day-old adult flies with unique genotypes for clone induction on different
chromosome arms (X, 2L, 2R, and 3R) were used. These genotypes were as follows:

(X chromosome) FRT19A (X)/FRT19A hs tub-gal80; act>CD2>Gal4/CyO; UAS-(Y)/UAS-GFP
(2L chromosome arm) hs-FLP UAS-GFP tub-gal4; (X) FRT40A/tub-gal80 FRT 40A; UAS(Y)/act > CD2 > GAL4
(2R chromosome arm) hs-FLP UAS-GFP tub-gal4; (X) FRT42D/tub-gal80 FRT 42D; UAS(Y)/act > CD2 > GAL4
(3R chromosome arm) hs-FLP UAS-GFP tub-gal4; UAS-(Y)/act > CD2 > GAL4; (X) FRT
82B/tub-gal80 FRT 82B.

Studies conducted at 29C also utilized flies of genotypes:
(2L chromosome arm) hs-FLP UAS-GFP tub-gal4; (X) FRT40A/act-gal80 FRT 40A; UAS(Y)/act > CD2 > GAL4
(2R chromosome arm) hs-FLP UAS-GFP tub-gal4; (X) FRT42D/act-gal80 tub-gal80 FRT 42D;
UAS-(Y)/act > CD2 > GAL4.

For X chromosome studies, (X) includes NM (control), if and mys, (Y) includes Hop.
For 2L chromosome studies, (X) includes NM (control), cycE, smoNM, smo2, smo pka, chico,
cutlet, and pten, and (Y) includes CycD/Cdk4, Hop, PI3K, CycE, Yki*.
For 2R chromosome studies, (X) includes ubi-GFP (control), sha (control), tub-lacZ (control)
ptcS2, arr, yki, and hpo and (Y) includes Hop, as well as a tub-yki transgene that does not include
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the UAS.
For 3R chromosome studies, (X) includes NM (control) axnE77, axnS04432,apc1apc2, kibradel, wts,
stat85C9, stat06346, wts stat06346, kibradel stat06346, kibra32 stat85c9, and (Y) includes dnTCF and
CycE.
Flies were heat shocked for 30-60 min at 37 °C, and incubated at either 25°C or 29°C as
described. Flies were dissected 6 and 12 days after heat-shock. Flies dissected after 6d were
assayed for EdU incorporation (described below), and all dissected flies were stained for GFP
and Fas3.

c587 Experiments

Two days after mating at room temperature, flies were transferred and raised at 18°C until
eclosion. Two to four-day-old adult flies of genotype c587-gal4; ts-gal80/UAS-(X);
(Reporter)/UAS-(Y), where (X) is dnTCF, (Y) is Hop or CycE, and the (Reporter) is either Fz3RFP or [10xSTAT-GFP], were collected and incubated at 29°C to induce UAS/gal4 expression.
Flies were dissected after 3-12d at 29°C as described, assayed for EdU incorporation, and stained
for Fas3.

Dedifferentiation assay

Flies with genotype undergoing the larval to pupal transition were heat shocked for 10 min at
33oC and incubated at 18oC until eclosion. Adult flies were collected over a 6hr time period, and
some were dissected at the end of this period. Others were inducbated at 29oC for 3d prior to
dissection. The genotypes of these flies were hs-FLP UAS-GFP tub-gal4; NM FRT40A/tub-
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gal80 FRT 40A; (Y)/act > CD2 > GAL4, where (Y) is either TM2 (control) or UAS-Hop.
Dissected flies were stained for GFP and Fas-3.

EdU labelling
Ovaries were dissected directly into 15 μM EdU in Schneiders insect medium, incubated for 1 h
at room temperature and then fixed for 10 min at room temperature in 4% paraformaldehyde.
EdU incorporation was detected using the Click-iT Plus EdU Imaging Kit C1063B (Life
Technologies).

Immunohistochemistry

Ovaries were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 10 min at room temperature, rinsed three
times in PBS with 0.1% Triton and 0.05% Tween-20 (PBST), and blocked in 10% normal goat
serum (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories) in PBST. Monoclonal antibodies against
Fasciclin III were obtained from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, created by the
NICHD of the NIH and maintained at The University of Iowa, Department of Biology, Iowa
City, Iowa 52242. 7G10 anti-Fasciclin III was deposited to the DSHB by C. Goodman, and was
used at 1:250 in all stainings. Anti-GFP (A6455, Molecular Probes) was used at 1:1,000.
Ovarioles were incubated in primary antibody overnight at 4oC. Ovarioles were rinsed in PBST
three times and incubated for 1-2 h in secondary antibodies Alexa-488, Alexa-546, Alexa-594 or
Alexa-647 from Molecular Probes. DAPI-Fluoromount-G (Southern Biotech) was used as
mounting medium.
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Image acquisition and processing

Ovarioles were imaged with a 63 × 1.4 N.A lens on either a Zeiss LSM 700 confocal microscope
or Zeiss LSM 800 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss). Zeiss Zen 2012 was used to acquire
microscope images of 512 × 512 pixels at 12-bit depth with line averaging 2 and pixel dwell
3.15 μs at room temperature. Germaria and 3-4 egg chamber images were acquired with 0.8
zoom, xyz scaling of 0.198 μm, 0.198 μm, 3 μm. The range indicator was used to set the
appropriate laser intensity for each fluorophore such that the signal was in the linear range. Zen
was used to linearly adjust channel levels when a colour was dim rather than setting the laser
intensity higher to avoid photobleaching the sample.

Measurement of [10xSTAT-GFP] levels

Levels of STAT-GFP were quantified using Zeiss Zen Blues software. Individual escort cells,
FSCs and immediate FCs were outlined using DAPI and Fasciclin III to locate the cells. The
mean GFP intensity was calculated over the outlined region. For each germarium, a main body
FC from the second egg chamber was used as an internal control. The intensities of the brightest
2a EC and FSCs were measured, and their values were normalized to the mean main body FC
intensity.

Statistics and reproducibility

All images shown are representative of at least ten examples. In most cases the number is much
higher and is given explicitly where relevant for statistical analysis of outcomes. No statistical
method was used to predetermine sample size but we used prior experience to establish minimal
sample sizes. No samples were excluded from analysis, provided staining was of high quality.
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The experiments were not randomized; all samples presented as groups in the results were part of
the same experiment and treated in exactly analogous ways without regard to the identity of the
sample. Investigators were not blinded during outcome assessment, but had no pre-conception of
what the outcomes might be. Standard statistical tests are described in each figure legend; sample
sizes were appropriately large with appropriate distributions; relevant means, standard errors of
the mean and P values are cited together with explicit sample sizes, which always represent
biological replicates.
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Appendix 1: The Immediate FC Method of determining the probability for an FSC to
become an FC
Probability a single layer 1 FSC becomes an FC in one cycle = p
Probability that a single layer 1 FSC divides in one cycle = q
Though an FSC proliferation event can happen at any time in a cycle, we assume that the average
of proliferation events happen halfway through a cycle, such that the probability of a new FSC
daughter cell becoming an FC is p/2.
Accounting for proliferation, the probability of an FSC becoming an FC is
p + (1-p)*q*p/2
= p + pq/2 – p2q/2
We can calculate the probability of an FSC becoming an FC by tallying the proportion of
germaria that do not have immediate FC daughters when there are either 1, 2, or 3 FSCs present
in layer 1. We define this proportion as x, and define a value for x by taking the weighted
average of the 1, 2 and 3 FSC values. For the germaria with more than one FSC in layer 1, the
tabulated x value must be adjusted to account for the number of FSCs. If there are 2 FSCs, for
example, the actual x value is the square root of the measured x value; for 3 FSCs, the actual x
value is the cube root of the measured x value. We also consider germaria with immediate FC
daughters but no layer 1 FSCs as part of the “1 FSC” group, under the assumption that an
immediate FC daughter must have been recently produced by a layer 1 FSC.
The adjusted x value = 1 - (p + pq/2 – p2q/2)
x = 1- p – pq/2 + p2q/2
x = 1 – (1+q/2)*p + (q/2)*p2
0 = (q/2)*p2 – (1+q/2)p + (1-x)
p = [(1+q/2) +/- SQRT{(-(1+q/2)2) – (4(q/2)(1-x))}]/q (using the quadratic formula)
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The value of “q” is adjusted based on measured proliferation and predicted daughter cell
production, which assumes that seven FSCs are dividing out of 16 to produce 5.6 FCs and 1.4
ECs per cycle. Therefore:
q = (“Proportion of EdU incorporation for layer 1 FSCs (mutant or control)” / “average EdU
incorporation of all control FSCs”) * 7/16
Plugging in calculated values for x and q, tabulated for each relevant genotype, reveals the value
for “p” in any given layer 1 FSC clone, where “p” is the probability that the layer 1 FSC clone
becomes an FC.

Error is tabulated as the standard error of “x” values derived from germaria with 0, 1, 2 and 3
marked FSCs, and using that error as “x” in the calculation shown above.
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Appendix 2: The Three Egg Chamber Method of determining the probability for an FSC to
become an FC
We eliminated all germaria that had no clones, and scored the total number of layer 1 FSCs to
determine the average number of layer 1 FSCs.
The first three egg chambers and two regions of the germarium (region 2b cyst or region 3 cyst)
were scored for the presence of marked FCs. If the proportion of marked FCs associated with an
egg chamber or cyst approached 50%, it was scored as two founder FCs. The total number of
founder FCs scored was divided by the total number of egg chambers and cysts scored, and this
ratio was compared to the average number of FSCs present in layer 1.
For mutants, a correction factor was applied to estimate the number of FSCs in the middle of the
five measured cycles (Region 2b cyst, Region 3 cyst, and the first three egg chambers). Since it
takes 3d for FSCs to produce five cycles of founder FCs, and we measured the number of FSCs
present at 6d, we determined the number of layer 1 FSCs at 4.5d as follows:
“Mutant FSCs at 4.5d” = (Mutant FSC # Measured at 6d) + (Control FSC # Measured at 6d –
Mutant FSC # Measured at 6d)/4
The final calculation:
(# Marked Founder FCs/#Egg Chambers and Cysts Scored)/
(“Mutant FSCs at 4.5d”/ #Germaria scored)

Error is tabulated as the standard error of marked cysts per ovariole, divided by the average
number of control FSCs, which is assumed to be constant.
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